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ABSTRACT 

 

TAMERA DIONNE HUGES 

 
A COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF NOVEL KYNURENINE 3- MONOOXYGENASE 
INHIBITORS  

 
Under the direction of Dr. J. PHILLIP BOWEN, Ph.D  

 

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a chronic, neurodegenerative condition that gradually 
affects an individual’s memory leading to dementia and ultimately 
death.  Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors have been the mainstay of treatment for AD, but 
they are only able to control cognitive deficits. Such strategies only temporarily delay the 
symptoms and do not stop or reverse the progression of the disease.  While AD was 
initially thought to be the result of plaque accumulation in the brain, this is being 
reexamined. The kynurenine pathway (KP) has been discovered to play a major role in 
many neurodegenerative diseases, including AD.  The KP represents a major route for 
the catabolism of tryptophan (TRP) and accounts for most of the metabolism of TRP that 
is not committed to protein synthesis. Of particular interest in the KP is the KMO enzyme, 
which produces toxic metabolites.  This accumulation leads to AD. It is believed that 
inhibiting KMO will lead to a decrease in the production of these toxic products 
downstream attenuating or improving the effects of AD. The objective of this study is to 
identify novel KMO inhibitors using computer-aided drug design approaches.  To 
accomplish this objective the following specific aims will be pursued:  
 

Aim 1: To determine the most thermodynamically stable conformations of each 
potentially novel potent inhibitors of KMO  
The molecular geometry for stable conformations must be calculated through energy-
based methods in order to predict the corresponding molecular properties.  Knowing the 
molecular geometry is critical for understanding structure-function relationships, as well 
as the design of novel drugs. Molecular mechanics will be used to explore the 
conformational space of potential KMO inhibitors.  Each minimum energy structure will be 
characterized using quantum mechanics with frequency calculations. Based on ab initio 
and DFT full geometry optimization all stable conformations within an energy cut-off will 
be identified.  In addition, conformational flexibility will be explored by plotting specific 
dihedral angles vs. the corresponding energy to generate a conformational energy 
profile.  We hypothesize that generating a set of diverse conformations will yield the 
bioactive conformation that will further assist in discovery of a novel KMO inhibitor.  

xviii 



 

 
Aim 2: To obtain a solvent equilibrated homology model of the substrate–free 
human KMO  
Understanding the conformational flexibility and tertiary structure of KMO is critical for 
structure-based drug design and interpreting structure-function relationship, which will be 
used in the design of novel therapeutics for disease.  Various KMO inhibitor-bound KMO 
models will be generated in order to obtain accurate molecular structures of the inhibitor-
specific catalytic site of KMO. For KMO, different homology models of human KMO will be 
constructed using the x-ray crystal structures of the substrate free and bound forms of 
yKMOs.   
 

Aim 3: To better understand the specific molecular interactions between the KMO 
enzyme and bound inhibitors via docking and molecular dynamics simulations  
Docking and molecular dynamics simulations (MD) will be carried out to establish the 
specific molecular interactions that exist between the KMO enzyme and its bound 
inhibitors.  Molecular modeling methodologies available through YASARA will be 
utilized.  The chemical properties can be mapped to help identify the chemical space that 
contributes to inhibition. These docking algorithms will generate a score that attempt to 
distinguish between those potential inhibitors that bind strongly in the KMO binding pocket 
from those that bind weakly.  Also, MD simulations will be carried out on compounds that 
are identified through docking using YASARA. 

xix 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer Aided Drug Design  

Drug discovery has evolved drastically over the years.  Historically drugs were 

found serendipitously by examining key ingredients in natural remedies.  Now, chemical 

libraries are being screened to identify desirable therapeutic targets.  With scientific and 

technological advances, one might assume that drug discovery would be reduced to a 

quick and straightforward design process.  It can take at least 10 years, however, from the 

time of conception to FDA approval of a new drug.  Not only is the drug discovery 

pathway time consuming, it is also expensive.  In 2002, the cost to develop one new drug 

was estimated at $800 million.  Today that number has nearly tripled, with the new cost 

estimated to be $2,588 million (DiMasi, Grabowski, & Hansen, 2016). 

While long and expensive, the biggest obstacle in the approval pipeline is the 

significant number of drug candidates that will fail.  Many of the drug candidates make it 

to clinical trials, but are not able to emerge successfully.  Clinical trials represent the 

most expensive phase of the drug approval process and if failure can be predicted before 

reaching this stage, it saves time and money.  Efforts to streamline and accelerate the 

drug approval process have centered on the power of computational chemistry for drug 

discovery, design, development and the optimization of new, effective and safe drugs.  

1 
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Computer-aided drug design (CADD) is a rational approach to drug discovery 

that uses modern in silico computational methods to assist in the design of new 

therapeutic agents, as well as to provide deeper insights and understanding into drug-

receptor interactions at the molecular level.  Small molecules make up over 90% of drugs 

in today’s pharmaceutical market, and increasing knowledge in the understanding of the 

molecular mechanisms that occur in disease progression has led to the identification of 

macromolecules involved in the pathophysiology of disease states (Pharmaceuticals | 

Bayer).  These small organic molecules interact with macromolecular targets to either 

activate or inhibit its function to produce a therapeutic benefit.  Thus, one of the goals of 

CADD is to determine if a molecular structure binds to a specific target and if so, how 

well; restoring the balance of the signaling pathway by activating or inhibiting the 

biological macromolecule.   

History of Computer-Aided Drug Design  

While CADD itself is a fairly new approach to drug design, the foundations of 

this discipline was established over 100 years ago.  At the turn on the 19th century, a lot 

of information regarding receptors was revealed.  Paul Ehrlich is noted to have described 

the therapeutic agents acting at disease modifying molecular targets as “magic bullets” 

(Ehrlich, 1913).  In 1894, Emil Fischer postulated the lock-and-key analogy to describe 

the way a substrate binds to an enzyme (Cramer, 1994).  In order to turn the lock 

(enzyme), the right sized key (substrate) must fit in the keyhole (active site).  In 1960, the 

first successful attempt to correlate chemical structure with biological action 
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quantitatively (QSAR, quantitative structure activity relationship) was carried out 

(Hitaoka & Chuman, 2013).  

The 80s is thought to be the true beginning of CADD.  It was during this time that 

computers became much faster, computer graphics became more robust, and information 

technology grew.  There was also an increase use of X-ray crystallography, multi-

dimensional NMR molecular modeling, and computer graphics.  In the 90s computers 

became even faster, and the Protein Data Bank (PDB) became widely accessible 

providing a large database of crystallographic structures of biological molecules to be 

used for genomic based target sections.  The use of high throughput screening also 

advanced, allowing researchers to rapidly identify active compounds to modulate a 

particular biomolecular pathway.  In the post genomic era, CADD has dramatically 

expanded its compass of applications being used in nearly all stages of the drug discovery 

pipeline.  While computer-aided drug discovery is a great approach to design, develop, 

and analyze biologically active molecules, it is important first to understand 

computational chemistry the science behind this practice.   

Computational Chemistry 

Computational chemistry grew as a result of using mathematics to explain and 

calculate chemical properties.  Sometimes referred to as theoretical chemistry, it serves as 

the foundation for progress in CADD.  Scientist began to further investigate once it was 

discovered that much of the chemical phenomena could be explained mathematically.  

Eventually quantum mechanics provided a solid foundation for understanding and 

predicting the chemistry of molecules. 
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The Schrödinger Equation 

Molecular chemistry was primarily empirical prior to the establishment of modern 

quantum mechanics.  Prior to the development of quantum mechanics, chemistry was 

based on observations of what occurred when elements were able to interact without a 

predictive mathematical model.  Although there were efforts to put chemistry on a 

theoretical basis with the Bohr model, there was no unifying principle able to describe 

accurately and comprehensively the physical phenomena of molecular behavior.  

Quantum mechanics helped to solve this conundrum with the development of matrix 

mechanics in 1925 and wave mechanics in 1926.  Using data for the black box radiation 

phenomena, which could not be explained with classical mechanics, Max Planck 

postulated that energy exchanges between matter and radiation take place by discrete and 

indivisible quantities or quanta of energy.  This resulted in a simple relationship, where  

ΔE = hv (1.1) 

The change in energy,&', must be proportional to the frequency of radiation,	), and h 

represents a fundamental constant in nature that is now known as Planck’s constant.  

Einstein used the quanta concept to explain the photoelectric effect.  He invoked the 

concept that light was quantum packets and not waves. 

*particle	= ℎ4 (1.2) 

Inspired by the work of Planck and Einstein, de Broglie proposed that if light had 

particle-like properties then perhaps particles had wave-like properties.  De Broglie 

derived an equation where the wavelength of a particle is given by:  
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5 = 6
7
 (1.3) 

The above equations is known as the de Broglie equation, and it led to the 

development of quantum mechanics and in particular the Schrödinger's equation.  The 

wave equation proposed by Erwin Schrödinger in 1926 sought to predict the behavior of 

atomic and subatomic systems, e.g., atoms, molecule, or subatomic particles, free, bound 

or location over time (Ratner & Schatz, 2000). 

There are two versions of the Schrödinger equation; time independent (TISE) and 

time dependent (TDSE).  The form used is a function of the systems of interest.  The 

TISE can be written symbolically as  

89: = *: (1.4) 

;9 is the Hamiltonian operator representing the sum of kinetic and potential energy 

operators (further defined below with equations 1.6-1.8), and < is the wave function.  E 

represents the energy of the system represented by <.  The Schrödinger equation is an 

Eigenfunction, where an operator acts on a function and yield a constant and the original 

function. 

In order to understand the Schrödinger equation, one must first understand <.  

The wave function < is used to describe the general position of a molecule or atom at a 

particular point in time.  Until squared and integrated over all space, < has no physical 

meaning.  <= was interpreted by Max Born as the probability of finding a particle at a 

certain position around the nucleus at a certain time.  Knowledge of the mathematical 
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form of  < allows one to calculate the total energy of a system at different states using 

the time-independent Schrödinger equation (Berezin & Shubin, 1991). 

Solving the TISE generates stationary states, where the wave functions can form 

standing waves (stationary states or orbitals).  Atomic and molecular orbitals are simply 

mathematical solutions to the time-independent Schrödinger equation.  The TDSE is used 

when these stationary states are already understood or defined and can be used to 

determine the characteristics of any state.   

The most general form is the TDSE which describes systems evolving with time.  

The TDSE is stated as  

>ħ @
@A
= 89: (1.5) 

Where i is the imaginary unit, Bħ C
CD

 is the energy operator, ħ = E
=F

 , h is the Planck 

constant,  ;9  is the Hamiltonian operator described above, and < is the wave function.  

The Hamiltonian operator represents the possible outcomes of total energy through the 

sums of the corresponding kinetic and potential energies of a system in the form  

8	G = 	HI + KI  (1.6) 

The potential energy operator is  

KI = K = K(M, O) (1.7) 

The kinetic energy operator is  

HI = 7QG

RS
 (1.8) 
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Here, m, is the mass of the particle and p is the momentum operator. Since T	U = BħV ,  

W9can also be expressed as  

HI = ħQ

RS
XR (1.9) 

∇2 represents the Laplacian operator.  When translating this to three dimensions using 

Cartesian coordinates the Laplacian operator can be expressed as  

XR = @Q

@ZQ
+ @Q

@[Q
+ @Q

@\Q
 (1.10) 

Therefore, the Hamiltonian operator for one particles is  

8	G = 	 ħ
Q

RS
X + K(M, O)	 (1.11) 

As stated above, the Schrödinger equation separates potential and kinetic 

energies.  Scientists, however, began wanting to look further at the different energy types, 

not just the total energies.  This separation became known as the separation of motion.  

Unfortunately, the term ]9 = ](^, D) does not allow us to separate the Hamiltonian 

operator into nuclear and electronic parts making potential energy a little more complex 

to solve for (Berezin & Shubin, 1991). 

Born-Oppenheimer Approximation  

As scientists began to accept that electronic and nuclear motions could be 

separated, then began the task of attempting to approximate such energies. Thus, in an 

effort to simplify the Schrödinger equation, Born and Oppenheimer assumed the nuclei 

must be stationary in comparison to the motion of electrons in a molecule.  This seems 

like a reasonable assumption because it was already known that the nuclei are much 
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greater in mass than that of the electrons.  Moreover, if we assume that the momenta of 

the particles are dependent on the mass, the velocity of the nuclei can be presumed 

“fixed” relative to electron velocity.  This assumption led to an “electronic” Schrödinger 

equation that is termed the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.  

89_`:_` = *_`:_` (1.12) 

 Unfortunately, even with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA), 

complications still existed when trying to solve the complex Schrödinger equation when 

more than a single electron is involved.  It becomes necessary for additional 

approximations to be made (Hehre, Yu, and Klunzinger, 2003). 

Hartree Fock  

In an attempt to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation for more than a single 

electron, quantum chemists developed the Hartree-Fock (HF) theory.  This mathematical 

model assumes that each electron interacts with the electrostatic field of all the other 

electrons rather than individual electron-electron interactions.  The HF theory is based on 

a single determinant method for the true many-body wave function.  The Hartree-Fock 

method seeks to approximately solve the electronic Schrödinger equation and is a central 

field approximation.  Energies from HF calculations are always greater than the exact 

energy for the system and tends to decrease towards a limit as the basis set gets larger and 

larger.  This limit is known as the Hartree-Fock limit (Hartree, S, & Hartree, 1936).  The 

ability to gain reliable results is bound by one more factor, the quality of the basis set.   
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Basis Sets/Functions 

As stated above, basis sets are a collection of mathematical functions that help to 

solve the electronic Schrödinger equation, Hartree-Fock.  Using basis sets simplify the 

mathematical difficulties involved in calculating the electronic energy of the molecule of 

interest, as well as the wave function for that molecule.  From the wave function, other 

molecular properties can be calculated.  Recall, in physics that the two-body problem 

may be solved exactly, but beyond that only approximate solutions are possible.  

Therefore, the Schrödinger equation for any system with more than two particles must 

use approximate methods.  Basis sets help to describe the behavior of electrons in all 

systems, whether they be hydrogenic or not.  For a molecular system, molecular orbitals 

are the Eigenfunctions of the Hartree-Fock equation and basis sets that are hydrogen-like 

functions for s,p,d,f., … orbitals are used.  While these functions are exact for hydrogen, 

building upon them can form a complete basis set for other atoms.  The larger number of 

the basis function chosen, the more accurate the approximation to molecular orbitals.  

Several types of atomic orbitals can be used, the first being Slater-type atomic orbitals 

(STOs). 

Slater-Type Orbitals  

Slater-type orbitals (STO’s) are closely related to the exact solution of the 

hydrogen atom, lacking radial nodes, and are essentially polynomials in Cartesian 

coordinates (x,y,z) followed by an exponential in r.  

Slater-type orbitals are defined as  

																					abcd
efg(h, i, j) = khbicjdlmno (1.13) 
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Where N is a normalization constant, a,b,c control angular momentum, and 

pcontrols the width of the orbital.  STOs provide adequate measurements of atomic 

orbitals and produce calculations of very high accuracy for atomic and diatomic systems.  

While STOs ensure fairly rapid convergence with an increasing number of functions, 

working with them soon proved to be very difficult for systems containing more than one 

nucleus and impossible for systems with four or more nuclear center due to the 

mathematical complexity.  In an effort to increase efficiency, Gaussian functions quickly 

replaced STOs.   

Gaussian Functions  

Gaussian basis sets are universally used by quantum chemists because they are 

much easier to compute and speed up molecular integral evaluations (Boys, 1950).  There 

are hundreds of basis sets composed of Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs).  Gaussian orbitals 

are closely related to STOs, but replace the exponential in r by an exponential in ^=.  

GTOs are defined as  

																					abcd
qfg(h, i, j) = khbicjdlmno

Q
 (1.14) 

Again, N is a normalization constant, a,b,c control angular momentum, and pcontrols the 

width of the orbital.  Gaussian type orbitals effectively describe the behavior of systems 

with multiple nuclei and proved to be quicker to compute.  It was soon realized that 

GTOs did not achieve the accuracy of STOs in describing AOs due to GTOs poor 

performance at the nucleus and long distances.  Figure 1 is a representation of the 1s 

orbital function of both types and helps to visualize the difference between Slater and 

Gaussian orbitals.  The power of the r in the exponent is the key difference between STO 
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and GTO.  The  ^= in GTOs produce a poorer representation than that of the STO, for 

GTOs will have a slope of zero at the nucleus (r=0) whereas a cusp is produced for 

STOs.  GTOs have erroneous shapes near and far from the nucleus, falling off more 

rapidly with distance than STOs.   

 

 

Figure 1. Comparison of the shape of a STO and GTO functions depicting radial 

dependence 

 

 

In an effort to overcome the issue that GTOs do not have the proper exponential 

radial decay, contracted Gaussian type orbitals were introduced (CGTOs).  CGTOs 

combine linear combinations of GTOs to resemble STOs and is often called an “STO-

Slater-type 1s orbital Gaussian-type 1s orbital 
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nG” basis.  The STO-nG basis set is the simplest possible atomic orbital representation 

and termed minimal basis sets.  A very common choice is to use r = s for the STO-nG 

basis set describing a case where each STO is replaced by a linear combination of three 

primitive Gaussian (Figure 2).  The minimal basis set contains one and only one basis 

function per atomic orbital; that is only the number of functions required to accommodate 

all of the electrons of the atom.  The STO-nG basis set for hydrogen and helium require a 

single function, (1s); lithium and beryllium require two functions (1s,2s); the atoms boron 

through neon require 5 basis functions (1s, 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz); sodium and magnesium 

require 6 functions (1s, 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz, 3s), and the rest of the second row elements 

require nine functions (1s, 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz, 3s, 3px, 3py, 3pz) so on and so forth for all 

elements through xenon.   

 

  

 

Figure 2.  Linear combination of three primitive Gaussian replaces an STO 

 

 

 

Slater-type 1s 

orbitals 

STO-3G 1s 

basis function 
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Split Valence Basis Set  

Basis sets can be further expanded in that minimal basis sets represent the 

simplest approximation of solving the Schrödinger equation.  The next step up from a 

minimal basis set is called the split-valence basis set.  This expansion allows for 

additional flexibility for the valence orbital, which are chemically important. For split 

valence basis sets, it is important to differentiate between core and valence electrons.  

The nomenclature for split valence sets may be summarized as below:     

t − vwx (1.15) 

The term K is the number of sp-type inner shell primitive GTOs, L is the number 

of inner valence s- and p- type primitive GTOs, and M is the number of outer valence s- 

and p-type primitive GTOs.  For example, for 3-21G, each inner shell AO is represented 

by a single GTO that is a linear combination of three Gaussians, while basis functions 

representing inner and outer components of valence atomic orbitals are written in terms 

of expansions of 2 and 1 Gaussians, respectively.  Consider 6-31G, which is similarly 

constructed.  Each inner shell atomic orbital is represented in terms of six primitive 

Gaussians as denoted by the number prior to the hyphen, 6. The two numbers following 

the hyphen indicates how many primitives composed the first and second.  The second 

number 3 shows that the first of those two functions is a CGTF that is a linear 

combination of three primitive Gaussians while the last number, 1, represented the 

second function to be a single diffuse Gaussian.  6-311G has STO-6G for inner shell and 

three sizes of basis functions for each valence orbitals: three GTOs for contracted valence 

orbitals and two different sizes of GTO for extended valence orbitals.  In most molecular 
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calculations, split-valence basis sets do not provide enough flexibility to describe certain 

structures appropriately.  So, the addition of polarization functions and highly diffuse 

functions can also be used to better analyze the chemistry appropriately.   

Polarization and Diffuse Functions 

Polarization functions allow more angular freedom so that the basis set is able to 

represent bond angles more accurately.  During molecular formations, atomic orbitals 

may become distorted in shape. As other atoms approach, an s orbital may want to shift 

(polarize) in one direction if it is mixed with a p orbital, and a p orbital may want to 

polarize if mixed with d orbitals.  Polarized basis sets account for this distortion of the 

orbital shape.  

When electron density exists far from nuclear centers, it was discovered that 

normal basis sets are inadequate.  To remedy this situation, diffuse functions were added 

for calculations involving anions, molecules with lone pairs, excited states, and transition 

states.  Calculations on anions without using diffuse functions will yield inaccurate 

results.  These functions are also necessary for accurate polarizability or binding energies 

of van der Wäals complex and very electronegative atoms with a lot of electron density.   

An asterisk, *, denotes polarization functions (i.e. 6-31G* or 6-31G(d)) and the 

plus sign, +, denotes highly diffuse functions (i.e. 6-31+G** or 6-31+G(d,p)).  One 

asterisk, *, indicates one set of d polarization function added to heavy atoms, and two 

asterisks, **, indicates one set d polarization functions added to heavy atoms and one set 

p polarization functions added to H atoms (e.g., 6-31**or 6-31G(d,p)).  One plus sign, +, 

indicates on set p diffuse functions added to heavy atoms and two plus signs, ++, 
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indicates on set p diffuse functions added to heavy atoms and 1 s diffuse functions added 

to H atom (e.g., 6-311++G).   

It should be noted that the basis sets discussed here are not exhaustive, as there is 

a plethora of basis sets in the literature.   

Møller-Plesset Models 

Recall HF models consider the motion of each individual electron in a static field 

that is generated by all the other electrons.  This model leads to an overestimation of 

electron-electron repulsion.  One way to improve on the Hartree-Fock method is by 

adding electron correlation effects.  This is done using the Møller-Plesset perturbation 

theory.  The starting point of the perturbation theory is to divide the generalized 

electronic Hamilton,;9y, into two parts 

89z = 89{ + 5KI  (1.16) 

Of the first part,	;9|, we are able to find the eigenstates and eigenvalues and the 

remaining part, the perturbation, y]9. 

Tools for Computational Modeling 

To answer the many questions about the properties of molecules, computational 

chemists employ the help of various methods.  The following sections will describe the 

broad families for computational modeling techniques 

Ab initio Calculations  

The term ab initio is derived from Latin words “ab” which means from and 

“initio” which means beginning.  Thus, calculations are said to be “ab initio” or “from 

first principle” when they rely only on basic and established laws of nature.  These 
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calculations are set apart from empirical methods, which rely on experimental parameters 

to calculate the properties of the system.  Ab initio calculations solve the Schrödinger 

equation for a molecule using the basic principles of quantum mechanics to calculate the 

molecular energy and wave function.  This solution gives insight on the electron 

distribution, polarity, and redox potential.  Ab initio calculations do not allow for 

additional assumptions or special models beyond the limitations of the basis sets used. It 

is impossible to solve the Schrödinger equation explicitly for molecular systems beyond 

the hydrogen molecule ion (H2
+); therefore, approximations are needed.  The ab initio 

calculation is said to be “higher” the less serious those approximations.  These 

calculations are not only computationally expensive, but they are mathematically 

rigorous, and therefore are relatively slow. A small molecule such as propane at a higher 

level may take a few minutes to calculate, while complex systems such as an active site 

of a protein may take weeks to complete (Jensen, 2007).  Most often ab initio 

calculations are best for small systems, systems involving electronic transition, and 

systems requiring rigorous accuracy.   

Semi-Empirical Calculations 

Semi-empirical (SE) calculations are similar to ab initio in that they use quantum 

mechanics to also solve the Schrödinger equation.   These calculations, however, use 

experimentally derived empirical parameters and many approximations to replace 

difficult to solve integrals.  Additional approximations are introduced in an effort to 

further simplify the overall calculations, and most importantly to provide a framework for 

the introduction of parameterization, (i.e., the use of experimentally derived empirical 
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parameters) (Hehre, Yu, and Klunzinger, 2003.).  This process takes highly complicated 

integrals, as seen in ab initio calculations, and replaces them with a set of integrals, which 

are chosen due to their ability to best fit the computational results to values derived 

experimentally (e.g., heats of formation thermodynamic data).  These calculations are 

termed “semi-empirical” because they blend experimental data with theoretical 

formalism based on the Schrödinger equation but parameterized using experimental 

values.   

Semi-empirical calculations are less rigorous and computationally less demanding 

than ab initio methods. Semi-empirical calculations are roughly 10-1000 times faster than 

ab initio calculations (the same complex system above would only take minutes to 

calculate via this method), but 100 times slower than MM calculations, which is reviewed 

below. Semi-empirical is best for medium sized systems (hundreds of atoms) and systems 

involving electronic transition.  In most cases, the results are not as accurate and less 

reliable than ab initio methods.     

Density Functional Theory  

The Density Functional theory (DFT) is another quantum mechanical method 

based on the Schrödinger equation.  DFT is usually faster than ab initio calculations 

because it does not calculate the wave function, but slower than semi empirical.  This 

calculation seeks to derive electron distribution or the electron density function directly.  

For example, a wave function and the electron density are functions, while the energy 

depending on a wave function or an electron density is a functional.  DFT models 

actually predate wave mechanics and tried to express all energy components as functions 
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of the electron density.  Because early attempts at designing DFT models had poor 

performance, wave function-based methods became preferred.  DFT did not achieve 

modern success until 1965 when it was suggested that the electron kinetic energy can be 

calculated from an auxiliary set of orbitals used for representing the electron density.  

The approach significantly improved the accuracy of this computational model.  DFT has 

gained significant popularity in computational chemistry in that it is computationally and 

conceptually similar to HF, but provides in general superior results. The drawback from 

this method is that it does not describe intermolecular interactions, such as van der Wäals 

and transition states (Kannemann & Becke, 2010).  New functionals are constantly being 

developed to overcome these deficiencies and are often case specific, having their 

advantages and disadvantages.   

Molecular Mechanics  

Currently the expression “molecular mechanics” is defined as a “computational 

method designed to give accurate structures and energies of molecules.” (Bowen & 

Allinger, 1991)  Molecular mechanics (MM) uses classical physics, relying on force 

fields with embedded empirical parameters to describe molecular geometry and 

conformational preferences.  Molecular mechanics describes molecules in terms of 

connected atoms, while quantum mechanics describes molecules in terms of nuclei and 

electrons.  Recall the Born-Oppenheimer approximation of the Schrödinger equation: the 

nuclei move slower than the electrons because they are heavier.  Nuclear motions, such as 

vibrations and rotations, can be studied separately, and electrons move fast enough to 

adjust to any nucleus movement.  While still true in MM, electrons are not considered 
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explicitly, and it is assumed one will only find the optimum distribution once the position 

of the nuclei are known.  The molecules then become a collection of masses connected 

with springs, where the nucleus represents the weights and the bonds the springs.  To 

account for the nuclear-nuclear repulsion, electron-electron repulsion, and nuclear-

electron attraction, explicit equations are introduced into the mathematical formulation of 

molecular mechanics, whereas in quantum mechanics these interactions fall out of the 

theory naturally.  

Molecular mechanics predicts the energy of a molecule based on its molecular 

arrangement, allowing us to predict relative energies between different conformations or 

between different molecules with the same molecular formula and the same number of 

functional groups.  The total energy of the molecule is described in terms of the sum of 

stretches for each pair of bonded atoms, and the additional potential energy functional 

forms for bending of bond angles, torsional energy from dihedral angles, and 

contributions due to non-bonded interactions such as  van der Wäals energy, 

electrostatics and cross terms.   

			*A{Ab` = *}Ao_Ad6 + *c_~� + *A{o} + *Ä�Å + *_`_d + *do{}}		
 (1.17) 

The total energy for stretching and bending motions are usually given by the 

energy based on Hooke’s Law in the simplest of cases.  Recall Hooke’s law: 

Ç = −ÉÑ (1.18) 

F is the restoring force, k is characteristic of the spring, and X is the displacement.  

Similarly the stretch and bend terms are defined as  
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*}Ao_Ad6(M) = Ö
R
É}Ao_Ad6(M − M_Üáà`àcoàáS)R (1.19) 

 

 

*c_~�(â) = Ö
R
Éc_~�(â − â_Üáà`àcoàáS)R (1.20) 

 

The r and ä are idealized bond lengths and angles, respectively, and 

ãåD^çDéEand	ãèçrê, so-called stretch and bend “force constants”, respectively, are 

parameters.  Calculating the torsion energy is a little more complicated in that the 

torsional angle can go far from equilibrium; therefore, this equation will not be discussed.  

The remaining energy calculations also have complex equations and will not be defined, 

but simply described.  The van der Waals interactions and electrostatic or Coulombic 

interactions make up what is known as non-bonded energy.  They are usually represented 

as a pairwise sum of the energies of all possible interacting non-bonded atoms 

 

																			*~{~mc{~�_� = *Ä�Å + *_`_d (1.21) 

 

The sum of repulsive and attractive terms most commonly represent van der 

Wäals interactions.   A Lennard-Jones potential is the simplest functional form that tends 

to be use in force fields to represent the combination of the dispersion and repulsion 

energies (Cramer, 2004).  The electrostatic terms apply partial charges between atoms to 

describe their Coulomb interaction.  Cross terms account for the interactions among 

bonds, angles, and torsions.   The distortion of bonds, angles, and dihedrals are not 
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isolated events, and in fact are coupled with one another.  Force fields vary depending on 

the type of cross term used; cross terms might include bend-bend, bend-torsion, stretch-

stretch, stretch-torsion, etc.  Molecular Mechanics is computationally the least intensive, 

while still providing fast and useful results.  This method is good for calculating some 

enthalpy of formation, dipole moments, and molecular geometry of lowest energy 

conformations (e.g., bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles).  While MM does 

not calculate electronic properties, it does require experimental data or data from ab initio 

calculations.  MM is best for large systems, approximately 1000 atoms, and can be used 

for molecules as large as enzymes and systems or processes with no bond breaking or 

bond forming.   

Molecular Dynamics  

Molecular Dynamics will now be briefly discussed, as it will be explained in 

greater detail later in the methodology section.  Molecules are not static and molecular 

dynamics (MD) is known for its excellent analysis of moving molecules.  The idea is that 

MD describes the motion of atoms in a molecular system over time based on the given 

MM potential energy functions.  Derived largely from Newton’s laws of motion for 

molecules moving in a MM force field, this application serves as a bridge between 

microscopic length and time scales (in silico) and the macroscopic world of the 

laboratory (in vitro or in vivo).  Newton’s classical equation of motion is solved to 

calculate the dynamics of the system that is the position of each atom as a function of 

time:  

Ç = ëí (1.22) 
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Where F is the force on an atom, m is the mass of that atom, and a is the atom’s 

acceleration.  Solving for acceleration, we can rearrange the equation:  

í = ì
S

 (1.23) 

Velocity is the derivative of position with respect to time, and acceleration is the 

derivative of velocity with respect to time.  Thus we can write the equations of motion as: 

 

�Z
�A
= 4	 (1.24) 

 

 

�Ä
�A
= ì(Z)

S
 (1.25) 

The forces that act on the atoms are generally obtained either from classical 

interatomic potentials or from quantum mechanical ab initio calculations, which results in 

two different ways to proceed with molecular dynamics classical MD and ab -initio MD.  

While ab initio is capable of producing very accurate results, its use is only limited to 

very small systems (10s of atoms) because it requires exhaustive computational power.  

There are a number of established MD simulation programs, CHARMM, AMBER, 

GROMACS, etc., used for calculation.  Monte Carlo is a statistical method that allows 

random numbers to decide the motion of atoms and molecule to form new conformations 

that are then either accepted or rejected due to some statistical function.  MD is preferred 

over other methods not only because it allows one to gain insight into situations that are 

impossible to study experimentally, but also because it is the most detailed molecular 
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simulation method which computes motion of individual atoms.  Today, MD simulations 

are used to help understand atomic properties, interpret biochemical data such as binding 

by MD computer simulation, interpretation of biophysical data on membrane properties, 

and determination of spatial molecular structure on the basis of 2D-NMR and X-ray 

diffraction data.   
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Kynurenine Pathway 

Tryptophan, an essential amino acid, can undergo catabolism in several different 

ways.  The kynurenine pathway is the major pathway for its catabolism.  In fact, up to 

99% of tryptophan is catabolized via the kynurenine pathway (Stone & Darlington, 

2002).  To date, the kynurenine pathway (KP) has been implicated as a major role in 

many diseases and disorders.  These illnesses range from cancer to infectious diseases 

such as HIV; neurological disorders such as schizophrenia, depression, and anxiety; 

autoimmune disease such as multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis; peripheral 

conditions such as cardiovascular disease and acute pancreatitis; and neurodegenerative 

illnesses such as Huntington’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson's disease.  

Being that the KP has been implicated in a wide range of disease states, extensive 

research is underway to provide relevant results demonstrating the pathways involved.   

In order to initiate the KP, TRP must be oxidized through the catalyzation of 

either indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) or tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase (TDO).  IDO 

exists ubiquitously in the body, and while low quantities of TDO have been found in the 

brain, it is primarily expressed through the liver.  Nevertheless, TRP catalyzed by either 

IDO or TDO yields N-formyl-L-kynurenine.  N-formyl-L-kynurenine is rapidly 

24 
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converted to L-kynurenine or KYN, the key and first stable intermediate of the KP.  KYN 

can act as the substrate for three enzymes, kynurenine aminotransferase (KAT), 

kynureninase formamidase, and kynurenine 3-monooxygenase (KMO).  When KYN 

undergoes metabolism via KATs, it forms kynurenic acid (KynA), a known 

neuroprotective agent due to its binding properties to nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, or 

nAChRs, and antagonistic properties on the glutamate receptors NMDA, AMPA, and 

kainite receptors (Schwarcz, Bruno, Muchowski, & Wu, 2012; Vécsei, Szalárdy, Fülöp, 

& Toldi, 2013; Perkins & Stone, 1982). 

KYN can also interact with kynureninase formamidase to yield anthranilic acid, 

and further producing 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid (3-HANA), cinnabarinic acid, and 

quinolinic acid.  In the presence of the KMO enzyme, L-Kyn produces 3-

hydroxykynurnine (3-HK) which further leads to the formation of picolinic acid, 3-

HANA, cinnabarinic acid, and quinolinic acid (QUIN) (Figure 3).  While these 

metabolites will be discussed in greater detail further in this chapter, it is important to 

note the neuroactive intermediates in this pathway; KynA, QUIN, 3-HK, and 3-HANA. 

While KynA has known neuroprotective agent properties, the other neuroactive 

intermediates QUIN, 3-HK, and 3-HANA are known neurotoxic agents.  3-HK and 3-

HANA serve as free-radical generators (Goldstein et al., 2000), QUIN is an excitotoxin, 

and N-methyl D- aspartate (NMDA) receptor agonist (Stone & Perkins, 1981). 
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Figure 3.  The Kynurenine Pathway 
The kynurenine pathway is the essential metabolic pathway for the degradation of 
tryptophan.  There has been significant advances in researching the roles this pathway plays 

in neurodegenerative disease.  It is believed that inhibiting KMO will lead to a decrease 
production of toxic products downstream in this pathway, which will avoid the buildup of 

toxic metabolites that lead to Alzheimer’s disease. 
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Kynurenine Pathway Metabolites  

Kynurenic Acid 

There is hope that scientist will be able to inhibit certain enzymes in the KP to 

shunt it towards a neuroprotective state.  This idea is based on the assumption that 

kynurenic acid (KYN-A) has neuroprotective abilities.  Studies dating back as early as 

1853 showed KYN-A is produced in mammals; however, it was not until 1988 when it 

was shown to be present in the brain at concentrations in nanomolar quantities (Moroni, 

Russi, Lombardi, Beni, & Carlà, 1988).  KYN-A serves as a neuroprotective agent due to 

its antagonistic effects at the glutamate receptor and all three subtypes of ionotropic 

receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), kainate, and alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-

methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA) (Bertolino, Vicini, & Costa, 1989).  At high 

concentrations, KYN-A binds to the glutamate site of NMDA and AMPA.  Due to its 

high affinity for the glycine modulatory site of NMDA in comparison to the glutamate, 

only low concentrations of KYN-A are required for the glycine binding site.  KYN-A 

also serves as a neuromodulator in the nicotinic cholinergic system, increasing α4β2 

nAChR expression and more specifically by inhibiting α7-nicotinic acetylcholine 

receptors (nAChRs) noncompetitively and voltage independently (Hilmas et al., 2001).  

Though effects mediated by this process remain to be investigated, studies have shown 

that KYN-A selectively binds to G-protein coupled receptor, GPR35, leading to its 

activation.   

The neurotoxic metabolites quinolinic acid and 3-HANA have been studied in 

several animal studies, and an increase in these metabolites have been reported in 
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epileptic mice (Stone, 2001).  Also, during these animal studies, it was observed that the 

increase of the toxic metabolites are found together with increased levels of kynurenic 

acid, which led to the idea that KynA also contributes to the epileptic state.  KYN-A 

levels were increased in response to combat these epileptic mediators, and this resulted in 

the conclusion that elevated levels of kynurenic acid induce sedation and suppress 

convulsions, suggesting a functional antagonism of the excitatory amino acid receptors 

(Carpenedo et al., 1994)  

Five years after discovering the role kynurenic acid plays in epilepsy, another 

neuroprotective property was revealed—its ability to reduce ischemic brain damage 

(Cozzi, Carpenedo, & Moroni, 1999).  Numerous studies have been published noting the 

effects of KYNA on neuronal activity and that decreased KYNA levels have been 

associated with major depression, Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington's Disease, 

Parkinson’s Disease, etc. (Myint et al., 2007;Hartai et al., 2007; Flint Beal et al., 1992; 

Ogawa et al., 1992).  The regulation of KYNA has not only been implicated in neuronal 

diseases, but decreased levels of KYNA have also been implicated in diseases such as 

hypertension, (Kwok et al., 2002) and renal and colon cancers (Walczak et al., 2012; 

Walczak, Turski, & Rajtar, 2014).  In addition to its activity on receptors, KYNA also has 

antioxidant properties as it is able to scavenge hydroxyl, superoxide anion, and other free 

radicals (Lugo-Huitrón et al., 2011)  

Sometimes too much of a good thing can have deleterious consequences, and one 

would be remiss to not disclose a few cases where elevated KYNA levels have led to 

disease.  The earliest observations of KYNA date back to 1991.  During this time, it was 
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shown that patients with schizophrenia presented with elevated kynurenic acid levels in 

the cerebral spinal fluid (Grace, 1991).  This discovery provided new insights in that 

KYNA also has possible effects on the glutamatergic and dopaminergic systems and 

could play a potential role in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia.  A decade later, scientist 

confirmed this hypothesis.  Not only do schizophrenic patients show elevated levels of 

kynurenic acid; but also these elevated levels of endogenous kynurenic acid increase the 

firing activity of midbrain dopamine neurons.  This increase alters the effects of both 

nicotine and clozapine leading to inhibitory responses of ventral tegmental area (VTA) 

dopamine neurons that cause disrupted prepulse inhibition, an effect restored by 

antipsychotic agents. (Erhardt, Schwieler, Nilsson, Linderholm, & Engberg, 2007).  

Elevated levels of KYNA have also been implicated in rapid progression among lung 

cancer patients (Sagan, Kocki, Kocki, & Szumilo, 2012), HIV-related illnesses (Baran et 

al., 2000), cataracts, (Żarnowski et al., 2007), tick-borne encephalitis (Holtze, Mickiené, 

Atlas, Lindquist, & Schwieler, 2012), and partial seizures in epileptic patients (Żarnowski 

et al., 2007).   

It would appear that there is a need to maintain a balance of KYNA; however, it 

has been presumed that the elevated levels of KYNA associated with these diseases are a 

result of the body’s failed attempt at protecting cells.  All in all, kynurenic acid presents 

to be a metabolite of the kynurenine pathway that warrants further investigation in 

disease prevention.   
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Picolinic acid and Other Possible Neuroprotective Metabolites 

Picolinic acid (PIC) is another endogenous neuroprotectant metabolite of the KP 

pathway (Figure 4).  Most of the research done on this monocarboxylic acid boasts its 

physical characteristics as an efficient chelating agent on a range of metals including 

nickel, zinc, iron, cadmium, lead, and copper (Suzuki, Yasuda, & Yamasaki, 1957).  In 

fact, PIC-metal complexes are now widely used as a mean to introduce bioactive metals 

as dietary supplements in the body (Broadhurst & Domenico, 2006). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Two-dimensional Structure of Picolinic Acid  

 

 

 

In addition to its physical characteristics, its physiological role has been shown to 

control cellular growth and have antitumor (Ruffmann, Schlick, Chirigos, Budzynsky, & 

Varesio, 1987), antifungal (Abe, Hu, Ishibashi, Yamaguchi, & Hasumi, 2004), and 

antiviral (Fernandez-Pol, Klos, & Hamilton, 1993) activities.  Regarding its potential 

treatments involving the KP, PIC acts similarly to kynurenic acid, blocking quinolinic 
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acid induced neurotoxicity, but not the neuroexcitatory component (Beninger, Colton, 

Ingles, Jhamandas, & Boegman, 1994).  While their effects seem similar, PIC is less 

potent than KYNA and has been suggested to work via a different mechanism—chelating 

endogenous zinc and/or attenuating calcium dependent glutamate release (Jhamandas, 

Boegman, Beninger, & Flesher, 1998; Vrooman, Jhamandas, Boegman, & Beninger, 

1993).  

Cinnabarinic acid and xanthurenic acid, though less studied, are also thought to be 

neuroprotective metabolites of the kynurenine pathway.  Structurally, cinnabarinic acid 

meets the requirements to interact with glutamate receptors, and xanthurenic acid (XA) 

appears to be a close analog of KYNA (Figure 5). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  Two-dimensional Structure Cinnabarinic Acid and Xanthurenic Acid 
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Recently it was discovered through the use of high-performance liquid 

chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry analysis that cinnabarinic acid does indeed 

act as an endogenous orthosteric agonist of mGlu4 receptors endowing it with 

neuroprotective activity (Fazio et al., 2012).  In vivo and in vitro studies have also shown 

that the effects produced by XA appear to be mediated by the activation of mGlu2 and 

mGlu3 receptors (Fazio et al., 2017).  Growing interests and studies on these two 

metabolites have shown that their activities may extend beyond the regulation of 

glutamate receptors; however, their involvement in the KP may reveal novel aspects in 

the complex interaction between tryptophan metabolism and brain function.   

Next, the endogenous neurotoxic metabolites of the kynurenine pathway will be 

discussed.   

3-Hydroxykynurenine 

Unlike the other neurotoxic metabolites of the kynurenine pathway, the toxic 

effects of 3-hydroxykynurenine (3-HK) are independent of the NMDA receptor and 

solely result from the production of free radicals.  3-HK is mostly known for its ability to 

filter UV light in the human lens and its involvement in cataract formation (Malina & 

Martin, 1995).  3-HK is a controversial metabolite, because while mostly considered 

neurotoxic, it is also able to act as a scavenger and is involved in immunoregulation.  To 

fold theories that suggest 3-HK is a powerful antioxidant, it must be noted that many 

studies observed a phenomena of concentration ranges outside those found in normal, 

healthy cells (Colín-González, Maldonado, & Santamaría, 2013).  Even under 

physiological conditions, 3HK has been shown to produce reactive autoxidation products 
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whilst also generating cytotoxic hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radical (Vazquez, 

Garner, Sheil, & Truscott, 2000).   

In general, the presence of an o-aminophenol moiety in 3-HK subjects it to 

several steps of oxidation reactions, precipitated by their oxidative conversion to quinone 

imines, which are accompanied by the reactive oxygen species (ROS) production of 

superoxide (î=
m) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (Eastman & Guilarte, 1990) (Figure 6). 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  Oxidative Reactions Precipitated by 3-HK 
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The cytotoxic action of 3-HK suggests a direct role for hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 

and metal ions resulting in cell lysis from the intracellular accumulation of toxic levels of 

H2O2.  Low concentrations of 3-HK (1-10 µM) are sufficient to produce ROS and induce 

cell death (Okuda, Nishiyama, Saito, & Katsuki, 1996).  Concentrations greater than 100 

macromolars of 3-HK have also been associated with toxicity to more than 85% of the 

cells in neuronal hybrid cell lines over a period of 24 hours (Eastman & Guilarte, 1989). 

Abnormal levels of 3-hydroxykynurenine has been associated with the following: 

cardiovascular disease among patient with end-stage renal disease (Pawlak, 

Domaniewski, Mysliwiec, & Pawlak, 2009), chronic renal insufficiency (Topczewska-

Bruns, Pawlak, Chabielska, Tankiewicz, & Buczko, 2002), Alzheimer's disease 

(Schwarz, Guillemin, Teipel, Buerger, & Hampel, 2013), Huntington's disease (Guidetti 

et al., 2006), HIV associated dementia (Guidetti et al., 2006), and vitamin B6 deficiency 

(Takeuchi, Tsubouchi, Izuta, & Shibata, 1989).  3-HK also contributes to the production 

of quinolinic acid (QUIN) potentiating cellular toxicity mediated by QUIN formation.  

All in all, 3-hydroxykynurenine demonstrates significant cellular toxicity.   

3- Hydroxyanthranilic Acid 

The product derived from the hydrolysis of 3-HK or the oxidation of anthranilic 

acid is 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid (3-HANA).  Like 3-HK, 3-HANA has also been shown 

to play a role in the regulation of the immune system and is believed to scavenge NO 

radicals.  3-HANA, however, is prone to autoxidation and, having similar effects to its 

predecessor 3-HK, is mostly associated with toxicity and the formation of superoxide 

anions, which eventually leads to the damage of proteins.  In fact, because 3-HANA 
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rapidly undergoes autoxidation, the deleterious effects of 3-HK are actually due to its 

metabolite 3-HANA (Dietrich-Muszalska, Chauhan, & Grignon, 2015).  Neuronal cell 

cultures exposed for long periods and high concentrations of both 3-HK and 3-HANA 

were specifically characterized to present the toxic pro-oxidative effects of these 

metabolites (Manthey, 1990).  3-HANA, like several o-aminophenolic compounds, may 

also act as an endogenous carcinogen.  The role of abnormal tryptophan metabolism has 

been proven to contribute to the etiology of human bladder cancers; for the elevated 

levels of these metabolites, including 3-HANA, are believed to cause spontaneous 

bladder tumors (Boyland, Wallace, & Williams, 1955).  

Quinolinic Acid  

Studies elucidating the toxic effects associated with quinolinic acid (QUIN) have 

been more conclusive and resolve QUIN to be notorious for cytotoxicity and 

neurotoxicity.  In healthy tissue, the concentration of QUIN present in the brain is low 

compared to blood and systemic tissues.  An immune response, however, shifts levels of 

QUIN to rise dramatically (Heyes et al., 1992).  Macrophages, microglia, and dendritic 

cells are the major generators of QUIN under inflammatory conditions.  Astrocytes and 

neurons are capable of taking up and catabolizing QUIN.  In this case, however, the 

catabolic system is easily saturated further resulting in the toxic accumulation of QUIN 

within the cells (Chen & Guillemin, 2009). 

For the past two decades, the destruction caused by QUIN has been attributed to 

its ability to activate the neuronal NMDA subtype of glutamate receptors.  While this 

remains true, additional mechanisms have also been shown to contribute to this complex 
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neurotoxicity.  Dangerously enough, QUIN is not only capable of potentiating its own 

toxicity, but also other excitotoxins such as glutamate, whilst inhibiting the reuptake of 

glutamate by astrocytes.  QUIN compromises the integrity of the blood brain barrier 

(BBB), generates reactive oxygen intermediates, and depletes endogenous antioxidant 

and peroxidation of lipid molecules (Guillemin, 2012).  Even with a basic understanding 

of quinolinic acid, most are familiar with the above mechanisms of QUIN toxicity.  For 

this reason, newer studies will be presented to expose mechanics that have been identified 

in recent years.   

An increased production of nitric oxide has been shown in rodents and human 

neurons and astrocytes following induction of neuronal nitric oxide synthase by QUIN 

(Aguilera et al., 2007).  Dysregulation of astroglial function and gliotoxicity is also a 

novel theory to add to QUIN’s ability to kill neurons, redefining the cellular connection 

between neurons and glia in both physiological processes and pathological conditions 

(Lee et al., 2010).  QUIN increases the phosphorylation of cellular structural proteins, 

which damage the cytoskeleton of neurons and astrocytes (Pierozan et al., 2010).  This 

destruction of cellular structure has brought significant interest to QUIN's role in hyper-

phosphorylated tau seen in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Rahman et al., 2009).  Several 

studies have confirmed the pathological role QUIN plays in the development of many 

diseases.  Elevated concentrations of QUIN have proven to contribute directly to HD, 

AD, AIDs-related dementia (Chen & Guillemin, 2009), poliovirus brain infection 

(Allegri, Costa, & Bertazzo, 2012), multiple sclerosis (Aeinehband et al., 2016), cerebral 

ischemia (Saito Kuniaki, Nowak Thaddeus S., Markey Sanford P., & Heyes Melvyn P., 
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2006), cerebral malaria (Marsh, Dobbie, Crawley, Surtees, & Waruiru, 2000), and 

epilepsy (“Kynurenine Pathway Metabolites in Cerebrospinal Fluid and Serum in 

Complex Partial Seizures - Heyes - 1994 - Epilepsia - Wiley Online Library,” n.d.).   

In summary, QUIN is a potent toxic metabolite implicated in many disease states.  

For this reason, therapeutic strategies are necessary to diminish the effects of QUIN.  The 

goal is to shift the balance of the kynurenine metabolites through the inhibition of KMO 

to favor KynA, which as stated above can counteract the effect of quinolinic acid.   

Kynurenine 3-Monooxygenase (KMO)  

Of greatest importance in the kynurenine pathway is the enzyme kynurenine 3-

monooxygenase (KMO).  The remaining chapters of the literature review will focus in 

depth on this compelling enzyme.  Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase (KMO) is a flavin-

dependent hydroxylase that catalyzes the hydroxylation of L-kynurenine (L-Kyn) to 3-

hydroxykynurenine (3-HK) in the kynurenine pathway (KP).  

	ï − ãñró^çrBrç	 + 	òôöõ;	 +	î= 	
úùî
û⎯†;=î	 + s − Eñê^|°ñãñró^çrBrç + òôöõ¢ 

 (2.1) 

KMO belongs to a family of NADPH dependent Flavin monooxygenase (FMO) 

(Okamoto, Yamamoto, Nozaki, & Hayaishi, 1967).  It is encoded by one gene, has an 

FAD cofactor, utilizes either NADPH or NADH, releases NADP+/NAD+ after flavin 

reduction and has one dinucleotide binding domain which simply categorizes it as a Class 

A flavoprotein aromatic hydroxylases (Crozier & Moran, 2007; van Berkel, Kamerbeek, 

& Fraaije, 2006).  There are 437-513 residues that make up all KMO proteins with 

human KMO being 486 amino acids in length and weighing approximately 50 kDa 
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(Alberati-Giani et al., 1997; Breton et al., 2000).  Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase (KMO) 

is responsible for the conversion of L-Kyn to neurotoxins 3-HK, 3-HANA and QUIN.  

Due to its involvement in a number of diseases, this enzyme has been purified and 

studied from several sources.  

Efforts to isolate and characterize KMO 

While KMO plays a key role in the kynurenine pathway of mammals, it is also 

found to enroll certain degradation pathways for some species of bacteria and fungi. The 

first partial purification of the KMO protein, then known as L-Kynurenine hydroxylase, 

was obtained from rat liver mitochondria in 1957 (Saito, Hayaishi, & Rothberg, 1957).  

Though this isolation occurred over six decades ago, mammalian KMO continued to be a 

difficult protein to isolate due to solubility issues. (It was not until February 2018 that a 

crystal structure of human KMO was published).  Nevertheless, some structural 

information was made available through sequence analysis, functional studies, and 

enzyme purification from several sources.   

Tissue distribution studies showed mammalian KMO to be highly expressed in 

the liver and present in small amounts in the kidney.  KMO has also been found in 

endothelial, macrophages, microglial, and monocytic cells.  Yet, while expressed in a 

wide array of cell types, amazingly enough very low levels of KMO have been found in 

brain cells (Courtney & Scheel, 2010).  

KMO Enzymology or Mechanisms and properties  

The elucidation of the catalytic mechanism of KMO was made possible from 

studies on KMO from the bacteria Pseudomonas fluorescens (Crozier-Reabe,2008).  In 
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order to understand the catalytic mechanism, one must first explore the characteristics 

typical of class A flavoprotein aromatic hydroxylase monooxgenases, to which class the 

KMO enzyme belongs.   

Flavoprotein monooxygenases is a diverse class of oxidative biocatalysts that has 

been divided into six categories (A-F).  Class A monooxygenases are encoded by one 

gene, comprised of a flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) cofactor, uses either NADPH or 

NADH to release NADP+ or NAD+ after flavin reduction, and has one dinucleotide 

binding domain binding to FAD represented as a Rossmann fold (van Berkel, 2006).  A 

Rossmann fold simply characterizes a secondary structure with an alternating motif of 

beta sheets and alpha helices and is of importance because this domain non-covalently 

binds the FAD cofactor and also contains the active site of the enzyme for KMO (Figure 

7). 

 

Figure 7.  Beta-Alpha Folding in Human KMO Depicting Rossmann Fold  
Rossmann fold in yellow.  FAD co-factor in magenta  
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Like many oxidoreductases, the catalytic cycle of KMO can be divided into two 

half reactions, a reductive half and an oxidative half.  The binding of KYN to KMO is 

relatively slow, making the reduction half of this reaction KYN dependent.  Once 

kynurenine and NADPH bind to KMO and the FAD cofactor is reduced by NADPH, 

NADP+ disassociates from the enzyme.  Once reduction occurs and NADP+ dissociates, 

the enzyme complex reacts with molecular oxygen to form a hydroxy-flavin intermediate 

that is rapidly dehydrated prior to product release.  The now oxidized enzyme complex 

consequently experiences a conformational change that facilitates the release of the 

product 3-HK.  As a result of this requirements, there shifts a change in the spectrum of 

the oxidized enzyme making the release of 3-HK the rate-limiting step of this 

mechanism.   

Structures  

Though crystal structures for KMO were not available until recently, insight into 

the structural information of KMO was made possible through sequence analysis and 

functional studies.  The first crystal structure of KMO in 2013 of a truncated 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae enzyme was published in Nature (PDB 4J36 and 4J33; Amaral 

et al., 2013).  The team described the enzyme not only in the free form but also in 

complex with the tight-binding inhibitor UPF648, 2-(3, 4-dichlorobenzoyl-cyclopropane-

1-carboxylic acid.  Successful KMO inhibition would require small molecular 

compounds to cross the blood brain barrier.  Therefore, knowing the bioactive 

conformation of an enzyme-inhibitor will assist in the development of new inhibitors. 

Presumably, the differences between the human KMO and this x-ray structure are similar 
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enough to consider structure-based drug design.  Unfortunately, they were unable to 

crystalize the structure with kynurenine bound.  Both structures were solved as a putative 

dimer with PDB 4J33 having a resolution of 1.82 Ȧ and PDB 4J36 with a resolution of 

2.13 Ȧ.  The truncated (truncated at residue 394) S. cerevisiae KMO in the absence of a 

ligand in the active site is currently the highest resolution KMO structure published to 

date.  The KMO fold, similar to other flavin dependent hydroxylase structures, features a 

glutathione reductase (GR-2) Rossmann fold for flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) 

binding that interacts with a part of the domain holding five β-sheets and four α-helixes 

(Huijbers, Montersino, Westphal, Tischler, & van Berkel, 2014).  It was found that UPF-

648 binds closely to this domain and causes a conformational change, which denies L-

Kyn access to bind with subsequent inhibition of KMO activity.  Conserved residues 

Arg83 and Tyr97 bind the UPF-648 carboxylate, and conserved hydrophobic residues 

Leu221, Leu234, Met230, Ile232, Phe246, Phe322, and Pro321 flank the aromatic 

dichlorobenzene moiety.  Mutagenesis and functional assays have found these residues 

are conserved across different organisms, allowing the translation of this work to human 

KMO.  S. cerevisiae and human KMO share 38% identity and 51% similarity; further 

allowing the experimental structure of S. cerevisiae to be an irrefutable template for 

docking screens using virtual compound libraries and aiding in the development of novel 

inhibitor scaffolds.       

Pseudomonas fluorescens  

In addition to the Saccharomyces cerevisiae KMO crystal structure, a crystalized 

KMO structure from Pseudomonas fluorescens has also been solved.  Tryptophan 
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catabolism via KMO has been identified in a number of bacteria, including Pseudomonas 

fluorescens, Cytophaga hutchinsonii and Ralstonia metallidurans (Kurnasov et al., 2003).  

The enzyme from P. fluorescens (PfKMO) has demonstrated adequate stability to be 

expressed heterologously and isolated, and in 2007 it was cloned and expressed in 

Escherichia coli with a high yield of soluble protein and successfully purified using a 

process of streptomycin sulfate precipitation, ammonium sulfate fractionation, and anion 

exchange chromatography (Crozier & Moran, 2007). The solved structures include no 

ligand in the active site, L-kynurenine bound, and other inhibitors bound. This study 

allowed for the first substantially thorough mechanistic illustration of KMO and firmly 

proved KMO to be associated with the flavoprotein aromatic hydroxylases (FAH) 

enzyme class.  Again, like all Class A flavoprotein aromatic hydroxylases, the main 

domain contains the Rossmann fold.  This domain also contains the active site of the 

enzyme and non-covalently binds the FAD cofactor.  In the absence of a substrate, the 

PfKMO enzyme contains two domains with the main domain holding the Rossmann fold, 

the active site, the FAD cofactor, and a C-terminal domain.  When the substrate and the 

isoalloxazine moiety are in the active site, they are in close proximity with the FAD 

cofactor.  Hydrophilic residues Arg84, Tyr98, Tyr404, and Asn404 are close to the 

carboxylate groups of the substrate, while the hydrophobic residues Leu213, Leu226, 

Ile224, Phe238, and Meth373 are close to the aromatic ring of the substrate.  When L-

Kyn is placed in the active site, interactions between the carboxylate group and Arg84, 

Tyr98, Tyr404, and Asn369 are also present revealing key interactions between PfKMO 
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and substrates.  These residues present in the active site of this enzyme are thought to be 

important in substrate binding and recognition.   

While the substrate absent model depicts a similar structure to that of the 

substrate-bound PfKMO, a significant conformational change presented in the position of 

the C-terminal domain.  For this reason, it was concluded that the C-terminal domain 

must play an integral role in the binding of substrates (Wilkinson, 2013).  When PfKMO 

does not hold a substrate, the enzyme is said to be in an “open” conformation.  It is 

theorized that this “open” conformation allows for accelerated binding of substrate and 

product release.  Once a substrate binds to PfKMO, the C-terminal domain then moves 

towards a “closed” conformation observed in the L-kynurenine bound structure.  

Understanding substrate binding will allow one to apply this knowledge to the 

development of effective KMO inhibitors.   

Human KMO 

At the start of this dissertation, human KMO (hKMO) had not been crystallized.  

Complications with solubility posed a major challenge to researchers who were trying to 

isolate an active mammalian KMO enzyme.  During this time, recombinant enzymes 

expressed in cell lines were used to perform most of the work with mammalian KMO.  It 

was confirmed that the hKMO also contained one non-covalently bound FAD cofactor 

per monomer due to active hKMO expressed in human embryonic kidney cells (HEK-

293) and later in COS-1 cells (Alberati-Giani et al., 1997; Breton et al., 2000).  COS-7 

cells expressing pig KMO helped to further prove the essentiality of the C-terminal 

domain for activity and that the residues in the last twenty amino acids of this domain 
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were necessary for localizing the enzyme in the outer mitochondrial membrane, which is 

thought to cause the insolubility of KMO (Hirai et al., 2010). 

Korean researchers reported the first structure of human KMO (Kim et al., 2018).  

Their findings may be summarized as: The crystal structure was solved to a resolution of 

2.1 Ȧ after engineering the deletion mutant hKMO-374 (residues 1-374) in which the 

transmembrane domains or TMDs were deleted in order to obtain a human KMO protein 

suitable for crystallization.  As described earlier by Hirari (Hirai et. al., 2010), the hKMO 

can be located in the mitochondrial outer membrane, contains two transmembrane 

domains (TMDs), and a C-terminal region responsible for mitochondrial signaling.  A 

catalytic mechanism composed of two domains, again typically found in FAH enzyme 

class, was revealed in hKMO-374.  The first domain contained the FAD binding region 

bound at full occupancy (1:1 stoichiometry), while the second contained the small N-

terminal domain consisting of alpha helices and an antiparallel beta sheet.  The findings 

from this study further provide insight into the KMO enzyme and will likely facilitate the 

development of KMO inhibitors.   

KMO Inhibitors  

Developing KMO inhibitors for clinical use has proved to be difficult before the 

crystallization of KMO.  The lack of structural information resulted in the early inhibitors 

of KMO being based on analogues of the endogenous ligand, L-kynurenine. 

Nicotinylalanine (Figure 8), structurally very similar to L-Kyn, demonstrated weak 

nonspecific inhibition of both KMO and kynureninase, and when used in vivo, kynurenic 

acid levels increased in rat brain tissue (Moroni Flavio, Russi Patrizia, Gallo-Mezo 
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Miguel Angel, Moneti Gloriano, & Pellicciari Roberto, 2006; Pellicciari et al., 1994).  

Rational structure-based design followed the advent of KMO crystal structures as 

researchers began to model potential inhibitors to that of known inhibitors and native 

substrates of KMO (Figure 8).  Shown to have an IC50 of 900 nM against KMO from 

resuspended, homogenized rat organs, m-nitrobenzoyl alanine (m-NBA) was the first 

published specific inhibitor for KMO.  In addition to its inhibitory activity, levels of the 

toxic metabolite 3-HK were decreased, and neuroprotective KYNA levels increased in 

rodents dosed with 400 mg/kg of m-NBA (Chiarugi, Carpenedo, & Moroni, 1996).  

Improving on the structural aspects of substrates, halogen substitution on the aromatic 

rings at the 3 and 4 positions (3,4-dichloro and 3,4-difluoro derivatives) were shown to 

produce more potent inhibitors (Giordani et al., 1998).  Soon 3,4-dichlorobenzoyl alanine 

(3,4-CBA or FCE 28833) (Figure 8) was developed showing similar but more potent 

benefits to m-NBA. Shown to have an IC50 of 200 nM against KMO, this compound 

became a favorable contender to be used therapeutically after it was shown that it could 

inhibit synthesis of quinolinic acid by preventing interferon gamma in primary cultures of 

human monocyte-derived macrophages (Drysdale, Hind, Jansen, & Reinhard, 2000).  It 

soon was discovered that while substrate analogues bind in the active site of KMO and 

inhibit activity, they also detrimentally result in the formation of cytotoxic hydrogen 

peroxide (Crozier-Reabe, Phillips, & Moran, 2008).  Because of this, the development of 

KMO inhibitors using substrate analogues was abandoned.   
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Figure 8.  Analogues of endogenous ligand, kynurenine  

 

After the failed attempt to model KMO inhibitors after native substrates, scientist 

began to move towards research on more novel and complex compounds.  The most 

profitable idea came from researchers at Roche Pharmaceuticals when they decided to 

develop derivatives from the substrate analogue m-NBA.  Their modeling led to the 

development of potent KMO inhibitors, N-(4-phenylthiazol-2-yl)benzenesulphonamide 

derivatives.  In this series of compounds, sulfonamides replace the carboxylic acid moiety 

to not only improve potency but also allow the compound the ability to pass through the 

blood brain barrier.  Sulfonamides are attractive because they reduce polar surface area 

and have greater log P profiles which markedly improve blood brain barrier permeability.  

These derivatives yielded the most potent KMO inhibitors at that time and produced the 

most well-known KMO inhibitor 3,4-dimethoxy-N-[4-(3-nitrophenyl)thiazol-2-

yl]benzenesulfonamide (Ro-61-8048) with Ro-61-8048 possessing an IC50 of 37 nM and 
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4-amino-N-[4-[2-fluoro-5-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]- thiazol-2-yl]benzenesulfonamide 

having an IC50 of 19nM (Figure 9) (Röver, Cesura, Huguenin, Kettler, & Szente, 1997).  

The potency of these compounds did not end in vitro, but continued in vivo as well.  After 

orally administering these compounds to gerbils, it was shown that they inhibit KMO 

with ED50s in the range of 3-5 μmol/kg in gerbil brains.  Not only did Ro-61-8048 show a 

greater potency to the previous discussed native substrate analogue3,4-dichlorobenzoyl 

alanine, but dosing of Ro-61-8048 at 42 mg/kg orally also increased the concentration of 

Kyn-A 7-fold in the hippocampus of rats.   

 

 

 
 
Figure 9.  KMO Inhibitors Developed by Roche Pharmaceuticals 

 

 

UPF 648, chemically known as 2-(3,4-dichlorobenzoyl-cyclopropane-1-

carboxylic acid, is another extensively studied inhibitor of KMO.  Previously in this 

chapter, it was discussed that UPF 648 prevents the binding of the native substrate L-Kyn 

by binding closely to the FAD cofactor (Amaral et al., 2013).  UPF 648 has been shown 

to shift the kynurenine pathway towards a state of neuroprotection in rodent models when 
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peripherally administered by diminishing the concentrations of neurotoxins 3-HK and 

QUIN and giving rise to the neuroprotective metabolite KYNA (Ceresoli-Borroni, 

Guidetti, Amori, Pellicciari, & Schwarcz, 2007).  In transgenic Drosophila melanogaster 

model of Huntington's disease, UPF 648 was shown to mitigate disease-relevant 

phenotypes, providing the first genetic evidence in animal models that KMO inhibition 

can sequentially lead to protection against neurodegenerative diseases and other disorders 

that result from overactive stimulation of the kynurenine pathway.  After hearing 

information about the inhibitory effects of UPF 648, one would think it to be an ideal 

drug for KMO inhibition.  It was found, however, that while UPF 648 inhibits KMO, it 

also significantly increases the production of hydrogen peroxide by almost 20 fold.  In its 

absence 0.0032μM/min of H2O2 is produced.  In the presence of UPF 648, H2O2 

production increases to 0.056μM/min; indicating some destabilization of the flavin 

intermediate formed via the natural catalytic cycle of flavin containing monooxygenases.  

It also, unfortunately, does not cross the blood brain barrier (Amaral et al., 2013).  

Nevertheless, UPF 648 serves as an important model in developing KMO inhibitors as it 

has been revealed that the binding architecture of yKMO with UPF 648 is more or less 

identical to human KMO.   

Recently the discovery of a novel octopamine derivative isolated from the 

Australian marine sponge Ianthella quadrangulata, Ianthellamide A has presented 

another lead structure (Figure 10).  In 2012, Ianthellamide A was shown to selectively 

inhibit KMO with an IC50 of 1.5 μM (Feng, Bowden, & Kapoor, 2012).  Structurally it is 

obvious that this compound differs from the native substrate L-Kyn, revolutionizing the 
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understanding of the rigid binding pattern of substrates in the KMO active site.  It 

remains to be seen, however, whether Ianthellamide A produces adequate levels of 

KYNA in the brain to serve as a neuroprotectant.  If future animal models prove to 

demonstrate neuroprotective effects, Ianthellamide A will not only be used to model 

novel KMO inhibitors but could also possibly serve as therapy for the treatment of 

neurodegenerative diseases. 

 

 

 

Figure 10.  Ianthellamide A, a selective kynurenine-3-hydroxylase inhibitor from the Australian 
marine sponge Ianthella quadrangulata 
 

 

 

With the exception of Ianthellamide A, all of the inhibitors mentioned above 

prove the innovative effects rational structure-based design has on drug development.  As 

mentioned, several studies have determined KMO inhibition to raise KYNA levels 

leading to neuroprotection.  In order to further advance the discovery of a KMO inhibitor, 

scientists must find a compound that is able to penetrate the blood brain barrier and does 

not stimulate FAD reduction by NADPH.  The pharmacological features of the inhibitors 
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described above should allow a more detailed investigation of the role of the kynurenine 

pathway in certain neurological disorders, in particular those associated with neuro-

inflammation.   

KMO in Disease  

Under normal physiological conditions, cytokines, growth factors (GF) and 

hormones regulate the levels of kynurenine pathway metabolites.  Under inflammatory 

conditions, however, there is an upregulation of the KP enzymes, particularly KMO, that 

increase the production of toxic KP metabolites in the brain (Figure 11).  The 

dysregulation of the kynurenine pathway and increased levels of toxic metabolites have 

been implicated in various disease states, including neurological disorders Huntington's 

disease (HD), Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD), and Amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis (ALS)  epilepsy; affective disorders schizophrenia, depression, and 

anxiety; autoimmune related diseases rheumatoid arthritis (RA), multiple sclerosis (MS), 

HIV-related dementia; peripheral conditions such as cardiovascular disease and ischemic 

stroke; malignancy such as hematological neoplasia and colorectal cancer.  Inhibition of 

KMO became a potential therapeutic strategy to rebalance the KP in hopes to mitigate 

and/or prevent disease progression.  At the key branching point of the KP sits KMO. 

Inhibiting KMO will not only decrease the levels of toxic metabolites 3-HK and QUIN, 

but also increase the levels of the neuroprotective kynurenine acid as more L-Kyn 

becomes available for metabolism by kynurenine aminotransferase. 
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Figure 11: The kynurenine pathway in the mammalian brain under normal physiological conditions and when 
activated by the immune system. Under normal conditions, cytokines, growth factors, and steroids control 
the KP enzymes, indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), tryptophan dioxygenase (TDO), and kynurenine 3- 
monooxygenase (KMO).  Tryptophan, kynurenine and 3-hydroxykynurenine can cross the blood brain barrier 
from the periphery. Astrocytes convert kynurenine to kynurenic acid (KYNA) and microglia convert 
tryptophan and kynurenine to 3-hydroxykynurenine (3HK) and downstream metabolites, including 
quinolinic acid (QUIN). Cytokines can induce both IDO and KMO in the periphery resulting in increased 
levels of kynurenine and 3-hydroxykynurenine.  These cytokines then enter the brain resulting in a slight 
increase in kynurenic acid and a significant increase in quinolinic acid through the action of microglial cells 
that are activated by infiltrating macrophages, which also have upregulated KMO.  
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Huntington's Disease  

When rodents were injected intrastriatally with excitotoxin quinolinic acid, their 

symptoms were observed to be similar to that of the cardinal features of Huntington's 

disease (Schwarcz & Köhler, 1983).  In fact, HD was the first disease found to result 

from KP dysfunction.  HD is a dominantly inherited genetic disorder characterized by 

neuronal loss in the striatum leading to gradual onset of motor incoordination and 

cognitive decline (“Treatment of Central Nervous System Degenerative Disorders | 

Goodman & Gilman’s: The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics, 13e | 

AccessPharmacy | McGraw-Hill Medical,” n.d.; “What is HD?” n.d.)  

Genetically, HD is the result of a mutant Huntingtin gene (mHTT) (Sari, 2011).  

The Huntingtin gene (HTT or IT15 "interesting transcript 15") encodes for the Huntingtin 

protein.  While the function of HTT is unclear, the Huntingtin gene is ubiquitously 

expressed and is essential for normal development (“HTT Huntingtin [Homo sapiens 

(human)] - Gene - NCBI,” n.d.).  Studies have shown that QUIN administration induces 

HTT in rats (Carlock, Walker, Shan, & Gutridge, 1995).  Even so that quinolinic acid 

administered rodents are the most reliable animal models to study HD pathogenesis and 

potential therapies (Ramaswamy, McBride, & Kordower, 2007).  It is an accepted theory 

that overstimulation of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor is pivotal in the role 

of HD (Zeron et al., 2002).  As new experimental HD models become accepted, research 

shifts towards a “kynurenergic hypothesis of HD,” forcing scientists to look further at the 

role the kynurenine pathways plays in triggering the disease. It has been demonstrated 

that kynurenic acid concentrations disproportionately regulate neuronal vulnerability to 
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quinolinic acid in the striatum with mutant mkat-2−/− mice showing susceptibility to 

QUIN increasing with decreasing KYNA levels (Sapko et al., 2006).  While brain tissue 

retrieved from postmortem patients with HD show no increase in QUIN, suggesting 

QUIN level elevation to be absent in the later stages of HDl; whereas in early stages of 

the disease there is significantly increased levels of both QUIN and 3-HK in the striatum 

and frontal cortex (Reynolds, Pearson, Halket, and Merton, 2006; Guidetti, Luthi-Carter, 

Augood, & Schwarcz, 2004).  Moreover, 3-HK levels were substantially higher in brain 

tissues that were taken posthumously from HD and AD patients (Pearson & Reynolds, 

1992).  Animal studies using HD mouse models have since verified the increase in QUIN 

and 3-HK concentrations observed in human studies (Guidetti et al., 2006).  Inevitably, 

an imbalance among the neurotoxic and neuroprotective metabolites from the KP 

contribute to HD pathology (Perez-De La Cruz & Santamaria, 2007).  Currently there is 

no cure for HD, and the few drugs indicated to treat the disease only provide 

symptomatic relief.  To control the hallmark symptom of HD (chorea) tetrabenazine, 

neuroleptics, and benzodiazepines are used (Yero & Rey, 2008; Warby, Graham, & 

Hayden, 1993).  Psychotropic drugs help to alleviate psychiatric disturbances, and 

antiparkinson agents assist to mitigate hypokinesia and rigidity but may induce chorea 

(Warby, Graham, & Hayden, 1993).  Despite treatments with these agents, HD patients 

ultimately succumb to life altering complications resulting from worsening muscle 

coordination, declining cognitive function and death.  Now that research into the 

pathophysiology of HD has shifted towards a kynurenergic model, it is conceivable that 

an improved and sustainable treatment can arise from KMO inhibition.   
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Alzheimer's Disease  

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that causes a 

progressive decline in cognition and memory, and ultimately it results in dementia and 

death. The incidence of the disease increases with age, and it has been estimated that AD 

may affect more than 40% of the population over the age of 84.  Although drugs have 

been developed to treat the cognitive symptoms of AD, there are no therapies presently 

available that can stop or reverse the progression of the disease. It has been accepted 

dogma in the field that the cognitive decline in AD is a result of the presence of unusual 

structures in the brain, called plaques, which are composed of an aggregated protein 

called amyloid. It has been shown that amyloid is produced by processing of a precursor 

protein molecule to produce a number of peptides containing 37-43 amino acids, known 

as Aβs, which associate to form insoluble structures called fibrils. The accumulation of 

insoluble Aβ in cells was thought to induce apoptosis, or programmed cell death, in the 

affected neurons. The molecular mechanism by which Aβ plaques induce neuronal cell 

death is still unclear. In fact, recent studies suggest that Aβ plaques may not be the cause 

of neurodegeneration in AD, but the result—which essentially is the argument that 

stemmed this dissertation (Maccioni, Farías, Morales, & Navarrete, 2010).  

Until now, pharmacologic treatments for AD have tried to control cognitive 

deficits through the administration of acetylcholinesterase inhibitors in an effort to 

increase acetylcholine levels in the CNS, but such strategies have had only modest 

success (Cummings, 2014).  It should be noted that molecular modeling methods were 

used extensively in the development of donepezil (Aricept), one of the drugs currently 
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used to treat Alzheimer’s disease (Bautista-Aguilera et al., 2014).  Newer drugs have 

been introduced that target plaques (Aβ aggregation inhibitors) or target proteases such as 

β- and γ-secretase (Aβ formation inhibitors). Recent reports from several clinical trials 

have indicated that the efficacies of the drugs are disappointingly low (Yamada, 2004). 

Hence, there is a pressing need for the discovery of novel AD therapeutics to enter the 

development pipeline that are focused on alternative targets. These new drug entities will 

target the kynurenine pathway of tryptophan metabolism in humans, specifically 

kynurenine monooxygenase (KMO). 

Recent studies have shown that one of the Aβ peptides, Aβ (1-42), is a potent and 

specific inducer of the kynurenine pathway of tryptophan metabolism in neurons 

(Yamada, 2004).  Two of these tryptophan metabolites, 3-hydroxykynurenine (3HK) and 

3-hydroxyanthranilic acid (3-HANA), are known and are usually generically called 

kynurenines. These kynurenines have been reported to induce apoptosis in cells, and 

another metabolite of the KP, quinolinate, is a known neurotoxin due to its agonist 

activity at the NMDA receptor. Quinolinate has been found in high concentration in AD 

plaques (Rahman et al., 2009).  Furthermore, quinolinate has also been shown to induce 

phosphorylation of tau-protein in human neurons and hyper-phosphorylated tau has been 

linked to AD. Thus, it appears that the etiology of AD may be related, at least in part, to 

the formation of abnormally high levels of neurotoxic kynurenines and/or quinolinate as a 

result of overexpression of the kynurenine pathway by neuro-inflammation. Whether 

directly causative of AD or not, high levels of these toxic compounds are unquestionably 

undesirable.  This hypothesis is supported by a recent publication showing that an 
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inhibitor of kynurenine monooxygenase attenuates the development of neurodegeneration 

in Alzheimer's mice, even if it does not cross the blood-brain barrier (Toledo-Sherman et 

al., 2015).  Though tryptophan, KYN, and 3HK can cross the BBB, it is important to 

understand that the KMO enzyme is not solely expressed in the brain, but is highly 

expressed in the liver, kidney, endothelial cells, and monocytes. Blocking KMO in the 

periphery deters the KP from its toxic metabolites and pushes it towards the formation of 

KYNA, a protective metabolite. Thus, enzymes in the kynurenine pathway are potentially 

novel therapeutic targets for treatment of AD that have not been significantly explored. 

Parkinson’s Disease  

Closely following Alzheimer's disease is Parkinson's disease, the second most 

often occurring neurodegenerative disease. Characterized by disorders of the motor 

system resulting from loss of dopamine producing brain cells, at least one million 

individuals in the United States alone are suffering from Parkinson’s disease (PD) (Chen 

& Swope, 2014).  The etiology behind Parkinson’s disease is unknown, but genetic as 

well as aging and environmental factors are believed to interplay in the genesis of the 

disease.  Nevertheless, a key histopathologic feature has been shown to result from the 

disease, the degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra that project to 

the striatum (Sulzer, 2007).  Neuro-inflammation is also shown to occur in conjunction 

with dopaminergic neuron destruction even before PD symptoms begin.  In response to 

this neuro-inflammation, microglial cells become activated to release a host of 

inflammatory mediators, which further perpetuates neuro-inflammation and 

neurotoxicity.  As mentioned above, the kynurenine pathway has been implicated in 
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many disorders involving neuro-inflammation and neurotoxicity, proving to be a major 

regulator of immune response. Reasonably enough, scientist began searching for links 

between the KP and PD.  In 1992, scientists discovered that PD brain tissues not only 

revealed decrease levels of dopamine (DA), but also uncovered significantly decreased 

concentration levels of kynurenine and kynurenic acid, as well as increased levels of 3-

HK regardless of whether or not the patient was receiving treatment with L-DOPA 

(Ogawa et al., 1992).  The conclusions drawn from this discovery was that the 

nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide (NADH) produced via the KP could be responsible for 

NADH: ubiquinone oxidoreductase (complex I) present in dysfunctional PD 

mitochondria.  In fact, nearly all of the neuroactive compounds produced via the KP can 

be demonstrated throughout PD.  Recall the KP also produces QUIN, the precursor of 

NADH and an agonist of the NMDA receptor; interestingly, NMDA receptors can be 

found on dopaminergic neurons (González Esquivel et al., 2017).  So not only do those 

activated microglial cells release a host of inflammatory mediators, but one of those 

mediators, QUIN, is also produced by these cells and have been shown to co-localize 

with dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra of macaques treated with the MPTP, a 

neurotoxin causing parkinsonism (Tan, Lin 2012).  3-HK, a well-known toxin to striatal 

neuronal cultures, also induces oxidative damages in the putamen and substantia nigra 

pars compacta (SNpc), as it generates reactive oxygen species and initiate apoptosis (Tan, 

Lin 2012;Zinger, Barcia, Herrero, & Guillemin, 2011). Like most neurodegenerative 

diseases, currently there is no treatment for PD; therapies only assist in mitigating the 

disease symptoms.  Levodopa (L-dopa) is a mainstay treatment in PD, as it increases the 
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concentrations of dopamine that are reduced in PD patients, and, like many PD 

treatments, it does not arrest neurodegeneration and is only briefly effective as long-term 

therapy has been associated with severe side-effects (“Drug Result Page - 

MICROMEDEX,” n.d.).  These side effects, however, have been shown to subside 

following administration of KMO inhibitors Ro-61-8048 and nicotinyalanine without 

disrupting the effects L-dopa has on PD (Tan, Lin 2012).  Thus, whether a therapeutic 

target for treating PD symptoms or at least diminishing side effects of current treatments, 

novel approaches must be explored in developing therapy for PD.   

Epilepsy 

Though not a neurodegenerative disease, epilepsy is a neurological disease 

characterized by disturbances in the electrical activity of the brain (“Chapter 40. Epilepsy 

| Pharmacotherapy: A Pathophysiologic Approach, 9e | AccessPharmacy | McGraw-Hill 

Medical,” n.d.).   In layman’s term, seizures describe epilepsy.  Scientifically, epilepsy is 

defined as the occurrence of at least two unprovoked seizures separated by 24 hours 

(Krauss, 2014).  The fourth most common neurological disorder, following stroke, 

migraine and AD, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates at least 2.4 million 

people are being diagnosed with this disease each year with more than 65 million people 

suffering worldwide (“Epilepsy | Pharmacotherapy: A Pathophysiologic Approach, 10e | 

AccessPharmacy | McGraw-Hill Medical,” n.d.).  Earlier in this chapter it was discussed 

briefly that Kyn-A, QUIN, and 3-Hana concentrations were measured in epileptic mice.  

Increased levels of the neurotoxic metabolites quinolinic acid and 3-HANA were 

reported in these mice, and KYN-A levels were increased in response to combat these 
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epileptic mediators (Stone, 2001).  This resulted in the conclusion that elevated levels of 

kynurenic acid induce sedation and suppress convulsions, suggesting a functional 

antagonism of the excitatory amino acid receptors (Carpenedo et al., 1994).  Again, for 

reiteration, QUIN stimulates the NMDA receptors, and excessive stimulation is 

essentially what results in the over excitation leading to epileptic seizures.  Once it was 

discovered that KYNA had anticonvulsant properties and QUIN convulsant properties, it 

became arduous to deny the physiological role that KP plays in epilepsy.  This led 

researchers to study the effects of perturbation of the kynurenine pathway in epilepsy.  

Since then, publications show that KMO inhibitors produce elevated KYNA levels in the 

brain, blood, liver, and hippocampal region in rats, and thus shifting the balance of the 

KP towards the neuroprotective KYNA.  Proving yet another disease that KMO 

inhibitors could therapeutically target.   

Neuropsychiatric Disorders  

Most of the work dealing with kynurenine metabolism focuses on how it relates to 

neurodegenerative diseases.  Disruption of the KP, however, can also have considerable 

effects on behaviors relevant to neuropsychiatric indications including schizophrenia, 

depression and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).  Neuro-inflammation 

has been reported in conjunction with psychiatric disorders to produce pro-inflammatory 

mediators that are capable of activating tryptophan catabolism via the kynurenine 

pathway and shifting it towards the neurotoxic arm where NMDA receptors are 

stimulated.  The serum or plasma imbalance of KP metabolites are present in the 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), as well as certain areas of the brain.  These metabolites interact 
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with other neurochemicals contributing to the pathophysiological mechanism in 

psychiatric disorders.  For this reason, kynurenine metabolites can also be used as 

biomarkers for certain neuropsychiatric diseases (Myint, 2012).  Tryptophan is the 

precursor of serotonin, the neurotransmitter known for its overall effect of contributing to 

happiness and well-being (Slominski et al., 2002; Young, n.d.).  The depletion of 

tryptophan, results in the depletion of serotonin yielding a depressed mood state.  

Depression, also referred to as clinical depression or major depressive disorder (MDD), is 

a multifactorial mood disorder that is characterized by anhedonia (“DSM 5 Diagnostic 

Criteria Major Depressive Disorder,” 2013).  It is well documented in patients with MDD 

that IL-4, IL-10, and other anti-inflammatory cytokines are unmatched in antagonizing 

pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-2, IL-6, soluble IL-6 receptor, TNF α and IFN- γ (Myint, 

2012).  These pro-inflammatory mediators are capable of stimulating both IDO and KMO 

activity in the KP not only depleting TRP but also shifting KYN metabolism towards 3-

HK and QUIN production (Myint & Kim, 2003).  The microglia are commonly accepted 

as the place where brain KMO activity increase in response to peripheral inflammation, 

but studies have also shown an increase in NeuN-positive neuronal cells in the 

hippocampal dentate gyrus (Laumet et al., 2017).  For this reason, it has been proposed 

that the imbalance of neurotoxic metabolites and Kyn-A may be responsible for exposing 

the astrocyte-microglia-neuronal networks to environmental factors, such as stress,  

which may possibly be a contributing factor to the intermittent and persistent nature of 

MDD (Myint, 2012). Studies suggest that depressed patients not only have a reduction in 

the availability of tryptophan, but also a higher activity of tryptophan breakdown and 
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significantly decrease levels of plasma KYN-A (Myint et al., 2007).  This trend is not 

only present in adult depression but also in adolescent depression (Gabbay et al., 2010).   

Another neuropsychiatric disorder in which immune activation has been observed 

is schizophrenia.  Schizophrenia is one of the most recondite and challenging 

neuropsychiatric disorders, characterized by hallucinations, delusions, disorganized 

thinking and speech, grossly disorganized or abnormal motor behavior (including 

catatonia), and negative symptoms (Tandon, 2014).  The hyperactivity of dopamine or 

the dopamine hypothesis has been accepted to describe the pathophysiology of 

schizophrenia.  However, it only gives a partial analysis of what is occurring in the 

schizophrenic brain, which has led scientist to extend the hypothesis to the dysregulation 

of neurotransmitters in the brain.  Of particular interest is the view on the hypothesis of 

glutamatergic hypofunction.  The glutamatergic neurotransmitter system is the most 

widespread excitatory neurotransmitter systems in the central nervous system, and shifts 

in its function, either hypoactivity or hyperactivity, can result in toxic neuronal reactions 

(“Chapter 50. Schizophrenia | Pharmacotherapy: A Pathophysiologic Approach, 9e | 

AccessPharmacy | McGraw-Hill Medical,” n.d.).  Closely resembling the hypothesis of 

glutamatergic hypofunction stands the KYN-A hypothesis.  Studies have shown that the 

brains and CSF of post mortem patients with schizophrenia contain elevated 

concentrations of KYN-A supporting this hypothesis which believes an overproduction of 

kynurenic acid leads to the pathophysiology of the disorder (Schwarcz et al., 2001).  

Symptoms seen in schizophrenia have also been reproducible via the administration of 

KYN-A, concluding that KYN-A is a biologically important modulator of glutamatergic 
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neurotransmission within the brain (Erhardt, Schwieler, Nilsson, Linderholm, & Engberg, 

2007).  These findings are simply unexplainable as KYN-A is usually shown to offer 

neuroprotection; and though the majority of tryptophan research on schizophrenia 

concentrates only on KYN-A, studies suggest an upregulation of TRP metabolism with 

an inflammatory background also plays a role.  It would appear that there is a need to 

maintain a balance of KYN-A; it has been assumed, however, that the elevated levels of 

KYN-A that lead to disease are a result of the body’s failed attempt at protecting cells. 

Stroke 

Cardiovascular disorders (CVD) and their consequences account for one out of 

every three deaths in the United States (Members et al., 2009). CVD are the most serious 

health problem of the Western world with over 800,000 people in the United States dying 

from heart disease, stroke, and other cardiovascular diseases in 2013.  As defined by the 

American Heart Association (AHA), CVD refers to conditions that involve narrowed or 

blocked blood vessels leading to myocardial infarctions, arrhythmias, heart valve 

problems, and/or strokes.  When these narrowed or blocked blood vessels reduce the flow 

of oxygen and nutrients to brain tissues, the brain cells begin to die.  This is considered 

an ischemic stroke. Stroke is the second cause of death in individuals older than 60 and 

the fifth leading cause of death in individuals 15-59 (Ormstad & Verkerk, 2015).  Many 

stroke survivors are left with chronic, debilitating health problems requiring consistent 

dependency on caregivers and a continuous recovery and rehabilitation regimen.  While 

numerous drugs are used for stroke prevention, only a few therapeutic options are 

available for stroke treatment.  Recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rtPa) has been 
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the mainstay treatment for acute ischemic stroke (AIS); however, only 2-5% of stroke 

patients receive rtPa treatment due to its strict eligibility criteria and a narrow therapeutic 

window (Ormstad & Verkerk, 2015).  Over the last decades, convincing evidence has 

been generated that oxidative stress is one of the most potent inductors of endothelial 

dysfunction and is involved at all stages of atherosclerotic plaque evolution (Csányi & 

Miller, 2014; Schnabel & Blankenberg, 2007).  This evidence led researchers to study the 

KP as it relates to ischemic stroke.  Barone and Feuerstein were one of the first to 

theorize that anti-inflammatory responses with increased signs of oxidative stress rapidly 

follow a stroke (Barone & Feuerstein, 1999).  In 2010, the role of tryptophan metabolism 

along the kynurenine pathway in AIS was discovered. Not only did this study reveal that 

post stroke inflammation activated the KP, but also that the activity of this upregulation 

correlated with stroke severity and long-term stroke outcomes (Brouns et al., 2010).  This 

change in kynurenine metabolism is easily detectable, as it is soon discovered that 

kynurenines produced in response to cerebral impairment can easily be found in the 

periphery, suggesting accessibility of kynurenines beyond the BBB (Darlington et al., 

2007).  Recall the KMO inhibitor (m-nitrobenzoyl)-alanine (mNBA).  Studies have also 

shown that not only does administering mNBA lead to neuroprotection in rats, but it also 

results in reduction of ischemic neuronal damage introducing an additional therapeutic 

route for KMO inhibition—reduction of neuronal loss in brain ischemia (Cozzi, 

Carpenedo, & Moroni, 1999).  Overactivation of the KP has been implicated in numerous 

pathologies affecting the brain and such is the case of stroke.  Correlating the KP in 

response to AIS is a new research avenue, and further studies are required to determine 
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the exact mechanism, which modulates the activation of KP after cerebral ischemia.  

Nevertheless, KMO inhibition has the potential to serve as a pharmacological tool in both 

acute and chronic phases of stroke.   

Other Immune Related Illnesses 

It would literally take multiple lifetimes to exhaust all of the disorders resulting 

from dysfunction of the kynurenine pathway.  In order to be complete, a few more studies 

discussing the kynurenine pathway, specifically KMO, in other disease states will be  

reviewed. Up-regulation of KMO is currently serving as an independent prognostic 

biomarker to identify certain liver malignancies, particularly hepatocellular carcinoma 

(HCC).  HCC patients who express increased KMO activity are known to have 

unfavorable clinical outcomes compared to those who do not (Jin et al., 2015).  

Upregulation of KMO also plays a critical role in triple negative breast cancer 

progression and metastasis (Liu et al., 2017).  Pharmacological inhibition of KMO with 

GSK180 granted therapeutic protection in acute pancreatitis rodent models by preventing 

multiple organ failure (Figure 12).  These discoveries open up a new strategy for drug 

discovery in critical illnesses (Mole et al., 2016). 

 

 
 

Figure 12. KMO Inhibitor Developed by GlaxoSmithKline 
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Summary 

In summary, the kynurenine pathway is the major pathway for tryptophan 

metabolism.  Recently, this pathway has gained much attraction in research due to its 

metabolites—metabolites that either lead to protection or destruction in the body.  Of 

major interest are the metabolites stemming from KMO, the pivotal enzyme of the 

kynurenine pathway.  KMO activation can either lead to an accumulation of toxic 

products or produce kynurenic acid to counteract this toxicity.  Regarding drug design 

and discovery, the kynurenine pathway is an attractive target for the development of 

inhibitors, and the modulation of KMO presents a major point of interest for 

pharmacological investigations on mechanisms that either shift the KP towards 

glutamatergic agonism (QUIN) or antagonism (KYNA)—generally a shift towards 

KYNA product is preferred.  Over activation of KMO has been implicated in numerous 

pathologies, and inhibition of this enzyme produced promising therapeutic results.  The 

goal of this dissertation is to introduce a new set of inhibitors that may serve as lead 

compounds that reduce at least some aspects of the unwanted side effects and toxicity 

observed in KMO upregulation.  These new drug entities target the kynurenine pathway 

of tryptophan metabolism in humans, specifically kynurenine monooxygenase (KMO).  

This logically points to the central hypothesis of this thesis: drugs that can block the 

formation of kynurenines and/or quinolinate by inhibiting one or more of the kynurenine 

pathway enzymes could improve the prognosis of patients with many diseases.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The specific goals of each aim in this study are directed toward identifying novel 

KMO inhibitors using computer-aided drug design through the following: (1) 

determining the most biologically relevant conformations of each novel inhibitor, (2) 

obtaining a solvent equilibrated homology model of the substrate-free human KMO 

enzyme, and (3) understanding the specific molecular interactions between the KMO 

enzyme and inhibitors via docking and molecular dynamics simulations.  The following 

methodology was utilized in order to address these objectives. 

Aim 1: To determine the most thermodynamically stable conformations of each 

potentially novel potent inhibitors of KMO  

Joseph Achille Le Bel and Jacobus Henricus van't Hoff, Jr. are most known for 

their discovery of stereochemistry.  In 1874, they hypothesized that saturated carbon 

atoms existed in three-dimensional space with a tetrahedron arrangement (Dragojlovic, 

2015).  Other chemists swiftly adopted this model and began to apply it to more complex 

molecules, leading to Barton’s publication that set the foundation of modern 

conformational analysis (Barton, 1950).  Since then, the research community has learned 

a lot about molecules adopting multiple conformations and the spatial arrangements of 

their atoms, which result via the rotation around single bonds to yield no superimposable 

isomers.  The physical and biological properties of molecules are attributed to the specific 

66 
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molecular composition and conformational preferences.  Thus, understanding structure 

should provide insights into physical and biological properties.  The examination of the 

relative energy and relevance of molecular conformations are the basis of conformational 

analysis.   

To determine the molecular properties from in silico methods, one must first 

determine molecular geometry through energy-based calculations.  Understanding 

molecular geometry helps scientists with structure-function relationship, as well as the 

design of novel drugs.  Molecular mechanics and quantum mechanics were employed to 

explore the conformational space of potential KMO inhibitors and examine each 

minimum energy structure.  Stable conformations within an energy cut-off were 

identified based on ab initio and DFT energy calculations.  Conformational flexibility 

was explored by plotting specific dihedral angle vs. the corresponding energy to generate 

a conformational energy profile.  It was hypothesized that generating a set of diverse 

conformations should yield the bioactive conformation, and thus further assist in 

discovery of a novel KMO inhibitor.  In this dissertation, calculations were performed 

using SPARTAN ‘14 v1.1.8 software (Wavefunction, Inc., 2013) on a Dell Precision 

T7500 with Dual Six Core Intel Xeon Processor X5675 (3.06GHz), 48GB DDR3 ECC 

SDRAM Memory (1333MHz) running Windows 7 Enterprise, and a NVIDIA Tesla 

GPU. 

SPARTAN program and its applications   

SPARTAN is a molecular modeling program that comprises a whole suite of 

computer programs which perform different functions: a program for building and 
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modifying models, several programs for calculation molecular structure and energy, a 

program for deriving molecular properties from previously calculated structures, and a  

program to display properties using three-dimensional graphs (Wavefunction, Inc.).  

Numerous methods exist to carry out conformational searches on flexible molecules.  

Though SPARTAN is capable of performing a broad and diverse assortment of modeling 

tools, a typical modeling session is described in Figure 13. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Process of a typical modeling session in SPARTAN  

 

 

SPARTAN 14 was used to determine the relative energies of several 

conformations of potential KMO inhibitors.  The overall total energy of each molecule 

will be recorded as calculated by SPARTAN and will determine each molecular 
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conformation.  These values are expressed as large negative numbers interpreting how 

much energy is released when nuclei and its electrons are brought together.  From this 

information, a series of data points (dihedral angle and corresponding energy) was plotted 

to give a conformational energy diagram.   

Calculation Levels 

The following calculation levels were used to determine the optimized geometry for the 

molecular structures throughout these studies. 

Molecular Mechanics 

Molecular mechanics (MM) predicts the energy of a molecule based on its molecular 

arrangement, allowing one to predict relative energies between different conformations or 

between different isomers with the same number of functional groups.  The total energy 

(Etotal) of the molecule is described in terms of the sum of stretches for each pair of 

bonded atoms, the additional potential energy functional formed via bending of bond 

angles (Ebend), torsional energy from distorted dihedral angles (Etors), and contributions 

due to non-bonded interactions such as  van der Wäals energy (Evdw), electrostatics 

(Eelec), and cross terms (Ecross).  

 

Etotal	=	Estretch	+	Ebend	+	Etors	+	Evdw	+	Eelec	+	Ecross
 (3.1) 

This type of calculation is the fastest and lowest level—utilized to get an initial 

geometry for the more complex calculations that follow.  The molecular descriptors listed 

above (bond lengths, bond angles, dihedral angles, non-non bonded interactions, etc) are 

the parameters.  MM calculations assume a high degree of transferability of geometrical 
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parameters from one molecule to another.  MM is best for large systems, approximately 

1000 atoms, and can be used for molecules as large as enzymes and systems or processes 

with no bond breaking or bond forming.   

Semi-Empirical  

Semi-empirical is considered a medium level of calculations, which is best for 

medium-sized systems (hundreds of atoms) and molecules involving electronic transition.  

This electronic-based method is best used to approximate geometries, but not for 

calculating relative energies of compounds or conformations.  This computational 

method uses experimentally derived empirical parameters and many approximations.  

Semi-empirical (SE) combines the parameters of molecular mechanics with quantum 

mechanics to approximate the location of valence electrons.  Additional approximations 

are introduced in an effort to further simplify the overall calculations, and most 

importantly, to provide a framework for the introduction of parameterization—the use of 

experimentally derived empirical parameters.  These calculations are termed “semi-

empirical” because they blend experimental data with quantum theory based on the 

Schrödinger equation but parameterized using experimental data.  Semi-empirical 

calculations are less rigorous and computationally less demanding than ab initio methods.  

Semi-empirical calculations are approximately 10-1000 times faster than ab initio 

calculations, but 100 times slower than MM calculations. 

Ab initio Quantum Mechanics 

Ab initio is good for energy calculations.  Most often, ab initio calculations are best 

for small systems (e.g. systems involving electronic transitions, molecules without 
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available experimental data, and systems requiring rigorous accuracy), but there is in 

principle no limit to their applications.  These calculations are not only computationally 

expensive, but they are mathematically rigorous and relatively slow as a result.  The term 

ab initio is derived from Latin words “ab” meaning from and “initio” meaning beginning.  

Thus, calculations are said to be “ab initio” or “from first principle” when they rely only 

on basic and established laws of nature.  These calculations are set apart from empirical 

methods which rely on experimental parameters to calculate the properties of the system.  

Ab initio calculations solve the Schrödinger equation for a molecule using the basic 

principles of quantum mechanics to calculate the molecule’s energy and wave function.  

This solution gives insight into the electron distribution, polarity, and redox potential of 

molecules.  Ab initio calculations do not allow for additional assumptions or special 

models.  However, recall that it is impossible to have an exact solution for molecular 

systems beyond H2
+ with the Schrödinger equation explicitly.  For molecules with more 

than two nuclei and one electron approximations are needed.  The ab initio calculation is 

said to be “higher” the less serious those approximations.  Hartree-Fock calculations are 

the simplest of the ab initio methods and use summations of Gaussian-type functions 

(equations) to approximate atomic orbitals.   

Strategy and Progression of Study  

The computational method for calculating geometries in this study can be referred to 

as a “cascade method.”  Both molecular mechanics and semi-empirical methods will 

serve as a precursor for more accurate ab initio and DFT methods.  This method is 

appropriate because it allows the initial geometrical calculation to be less 
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computationally exhausting.  A sense of understanding is realized in that the initial 

calculations are far from equilibrium.  Nevertheless, requiring less computational effort 

upfront allows for greater concentration on equilibrium geometries in later stages, 

resulting in more meticulous and computationally thorough assumptions.   

Aim 2: To obtain a solvent equilibrated homology model of the substrate-free 

human KMO 

Understanding the conformational flexibility and tertiary structure of KMO is 

critical for drug design and interpreting structure-function relationships, which will be 

used in the design of novel therapeutics for disease.  Various KMO inhibitors bound to 

the KMO enzyme were constructed in order to obtain accurate molecular structures of the 

inhibitor-specific catalytic site.   

Homology Modeling 

At the start of this project, no crystal structure for the human KMO enzyme existed.  

This presented a need to solve the dilemma through construction of a three-dimensional 

structure using homology modeling.  This method allowed for the prediction of a human 

KMO crystal structure using structural information from related KMO proteins.  The goal 

was to create a three-dimensional protein structure that is of comparable value to those 

high-resolution structures made by experimental techniques.  Homology modeling 

follows the multistep process pictured in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Process of Homology Modeling   
 

 

The YASARA force field and the homology modeling protocol have been 

implemented as part of the molecular modeling program YASARA Structure, available 

from www.YASARA.org (“YASARA - Yet Another Scientific Artificial Reality 

Application,” n.d.).  The homology modeling of KMO is fully automatic and follows a 

CASP (Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction) approved protocol (Krieger et al., 

2009).  A detailed scientific report about individual modeling steps were provided in 

writing through YASARA.  These steps are summarized by YASARA as follows.  

• The target sequence is PSI-BLASTed (Altschul et al., 1997) against Uniprot to 

build a position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) from related sequences, then this 

profile is used to search the PDB for potential modeling templates.  

• The templates are ranked based on the alignment score and the structural quality 

according to WHAT_CHECK(Hooft, Vriend, Sander, & Abola, 1996)obtained 

from the PDBFinder2 database(Joosten et al., 2011) 

• For each available template, the alignment with the target sequence is obtained 

using large amounts of additional information: sequence-based profiles of target 

and template are calculated from related Uniprot sequences, optionally 

augmented with structure-based profiles from related template structures. The 

alignment also considers structural information contained in the template 
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(avoiding gaps in secondary structure elements, keeping polar residues exposed 

etc.), as well as the predicted target secondary structure(King & Sternberg, 

1996). This structure-based alignment correction is partly based on SSALN 

scoring matrices(Qiu & Elber, 2006). Alternatively, manual alignments can of 

course also be provided. 

• If the alignment is not certain, alternative high-scoring alignments are created 

using a stochastic approach(Mückstein, Hofacker, & Stadler, 2002), and models 

are built for all of them. 

• In case of insertions and deletions, an indexed version of the PDB is used to 

determine the optimal loop anchor points and collect possible loop 

conformations. 

• A graph of the side-chain rotamer network is built, dead-end elimination is used 

to find an initial rotamer solution in the context of a simple repulsive energy 

function(Canutescu, Shelenkov, & Dunbrack, 2003)  

• A scientific report with details about all the steps above is written automatically, 

which can serve as the basis for a subsequent publication. Ray-traced figures and 

per-residue quality plots are included, as well as an overall judgment of the 

model quality, ranging from 'Optimal' to 'Terrible'.  

 

T-Coffee or Tree based Consistency Objective Function was accessed to carry out 

global alignment (Di Tommaso et al., 2011). This program uses heterogeneous data 

sources to provide a simple and flexible mode of generating multiple 

alignments.  Domain sequences were downloaded from the Universal Protein Resource 

database (“UniProt: the universal protein knowledgebase | Nucleic Acids Research | 

Oxford Academic,” n.d.). The sequences of the protein for Methanobrevibacter 

cuticularis, Heimdallarchaeota, Homo sapiens, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Pseudomonas 

fluorescens, and Legionella pneumophila were retrieved from the UNIPROT 
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database.  Species from different branches of the phylogenetic tree of life were used to 

show that KMO is evolutionary conserved across a wide spectrum of species.  The 

alignment shows similarity between proteins and is used to approximate the three-

dimensional structure to gain insights into structure–function relationships and to predict 

the binding geometries and affinities of molecules (Vyas, Silakari, Bahia, & Singh, 

2013;Saxena et al., 2014;Saini & Kumar, 2014)  

Figure 15  represents the sequence alignment of the KMO enzyme in various 

species.  From these data, sequence identities are uncovered and provide a comprehensive 

benchmark of realistic modeling situations.  From this, similar trends that exist with 

respect to the sequence structure-relationship are gathered.  Homology modeling will 

approximate the three-dimensional structure of human KMO to gain insights into 

structure–function relationships and to predict the binding geometries and affinities of the 

potential inhibitors. This homology structure was further optimized using molecular 

dynamic simulations through the exploration of the accessible structural space for the 

complex.  The homology of human KMO was built in YASARA 18.4.24. The three-

dimensional structure of yeast KMO was downloaded from PDB (pdb code: 4J33) or the 

1-bound yKMO (pdb code: 4J36) to serve as the template structure (Amaral et al., 2013). 

  To improve the accuracy of the homology model constructed and validate the best 

model, molecular dynamics simulation was used.  The overall stability of the protein 

throughout these simulations was monitored by the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) 

from the experimental structure.  The MD simulation was followed by scoring using a 
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statistical potential to refine a low-resolution ab initio model of hKMO.  The interatomic 

interaction physically responsible for the proteins stability are hoped to be captured.   

 

 

Figure 15.  Sequence alignment of the KMO enzyme from various species 
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Figure 15 cont..  Sequence alignment of the KMO enzyme from various species 
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Aim 3: To better understand the specific molecular interactions between the KMO 

enzyme and bound inhibitors via docking and molecular dynamics simulations 

Docking and molecular dynamics simulations was carried out to better understand 

the specific molecular interactions between the KMO enzyme and bound inhibitors.  This 

research will utilize various molecular modeling tools available from YASARA v18.4.24.  

These docking algorithms generate a score that attempt to distinguish between those 

potential inhibitors that bind strongly in the KMO binding pocket from those that bind 

weakly. 

Molecular Docking and Molecular Dynamics  

Molecular Docking is a key technique in computer-aided drug design that gives 

researchers insight in the molecular basis of biological activities and drug interaction 

mechanisms.  Molecular docking is an extension of the “lock and key” theory.  In order 

to turn the lock (enzyme) the right sized key (substrate) must fit in the keyhole (active 

site). Docking small molecules to a target protein to analyze their binding processes is 

quite a complex task.  The motion of the ligand and receptor must be taken into 

consideration and can greatly affect the possible solvent-receptor-ligand interactions 

present according to the molecular distribution of charges.  Combining molecular 

docking techniques with MD simulations have allowed the production of more reliable 

ligand-receptor docking complexes.  MD, in contrast to docking, incorporates water 

molecules and more accurate force fields to create a more physically accurate 

representation of complexes.   
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Earlier in the introduction chapter of this dissertation, molecular dynamics was 

discussed.  Concisely stated, molecular dynamics (MD) is a simulation method in which 

Newton’s laws of motion are applied to the potential energy and generates successive 

configurations of a system.  Newton’s classical equation of motion is solved to calculate 

the dynamics of the system, which is the position of each atom as a function of time:  

Ç⃗ = ë ∙ í⃗	 (3.2) 

Where F is the force on an atom, m is the mass of that atom, and a is the atom’s 

acceleration. Solving for acceleration, we can right the equation as such:  

í⃗ = 	 Ç⃗ë	 (3.3) 

Velocity is the derivative of position, and acceleration is the derivative of velocity, thus 

we can write the equations of motion as:  

 

			�Z
�A
= 4	 (3.4) 

 

																															�Ä
�A
= ì(Z)

S
																																							(3.5) 

 

MD simulations allow the study of the dynamics of biomolecular systems on 

different timescales in their natural environment (in solution) and gives information about 

the  internal motions, conformational changes, or even protein folding processes of a 

macromolecular system, followed by the analysis of the thermal averages of molecular 

properties and exploration of conformational space.  In this investigation, molecular 
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docking is followed by molecular dynamics simulation to develop novel KMO inhibitors.  

To explore the interaction between potential novel KMO inhibitors and the KMO 

enzyme, YASARA v18.4.24 software was utilized.   

Molecular Docking Study  

Docking is of great importance in understanding the conformation of a ligand 

within a targeted binding site.  AutoDock VINA (Trott & Olson, 2010) embedded into 

the YASARA Structure package, was used to dock each potential inhibitor and KMO 

structure.  The structures were subjected to energy minimization. Subsequently, the 

minimized ligand molecules were docked into the optimized protein structures by 

running 25 of Global Docking centering a 15x15x15 Å cuboid simulation cell.  YASARA 

initially places the substrates outside of the simulation box and then moves them inside 

the cell exploiting the Autodock VINA algorithm.  During this process, YASARA is 

measuring the binding energy or the mechanical energy required for disassembling a 

whole into separate.  Results were sorted by binding energy.   

¨BrêBr≠	çrç^≠ñ = 
(T|DçrDBÆØ	çrç^≠ñ + å|Ø)ÆDB|r	çrç^≠ñ	|∞	DEç	åçTÆ^ÆDçê	é|±T|órêå) 

− 

(T|DçrDBÆØ	çrç^≠ñ + å|Ø)ÆDB|r	çrç^≠ñ	 
|∞	DEç	é|±TØç°	Br	DEç	≤ôù¨'≥s	∞|^éç	∞BçØê) 

More positive energies indicate stronger binding and negative energies equate to 

no binding (Krieger, Koraimann, & Vriend, 2002).  Thus, a more positive difference 

indicates a higher affinity between ligand and target (Jakubík, Randáková, & Doležal, 

2013).  After global docking the best binding pose was selected to undergo further 

(3.6) 
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analysis and molecular dynamics.  Finally, Ligplot and PyMol tools were used to plot 

intermolecular interactions and to examine the interatomic distances. 

Ligand Preparation 

Three-dimensional ligand input structures for all docking experiments were 

generated using the SPARTAN 14 program. The generated structures were saved as PDB 

files.  

Structure Preparation  

Three-dimensional crystal structure of kynurenine 3-monooxygenase having a 

resolution 2.1 Å was retrieved from the RCSB (Research Collaboratory for Structural 

Bio-informatics) protein data bank (Kim et al., 2018) under the PDB ID: 5X68.  Energy 

minimization and geometry optimization of the protein done using standard procedure 

with the help of YASARA (Krieger et al., 2002).  The amino acid residues of the active 

site were determined. This active site used to dock molecules for automated docking and 

scoring. The active site residues of the Kynurenine 3-Monooxygenase enzyme are ARG 

111, ALA 169, TYR 170, TYR 194, PRO 284, MET 285, ILE 286, ASP 304 and the 

FAD cofactor. 

Molecular Dynamics Simulation  

Those docked complexes from above with the highest binding energy in the active 

site were treated with molecular dynamics simulation (MD) for further analysis.  The MD 

simulation study was started by using YASARA (Krieger et al., 2002). The protocol 

developed by Gao and collaborators (Gao, Catucci, Di Nardo, Gilardi, & Sadeghi, 2016) 

was utilized for this portion of the study.  Unlike that study; however, the AMBER14 
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force field (Krieger et al., 2004) was used instead of the AMBER03.  This project works 

with the latest YASARA software and therefore all simulation macros now use the 

AMBER14 force field by default, since it performs a bit better than AMBER03. To note 

this software contains all the functions needed to predict and validate ligand docking with 

highly accurate force fields.   

To obtain more stable trajectories, the KMO model was first optimized for its 

hydrogen bonding network prior to the MD simulations.  A cuboid simulation cell 10 Å 

larger than the protein was then placed around the model.  As state above, the AMBER14 

force field was used and the cell was then then filled with water molecules and NaCl at 

the physiological concentration of 0.9%.  Counter ions were also placed in the cell, 

predicting pKa values and assigning protonation states and the temperature was set to 298 

K. The simulation cell was subsequently rescaled to obtain a density for water residues of 

0.997 g/L. The initial structure was subjected to energy minimization performing a 

simulated annealing minimization, which moves the structure to a nearby stable energy 

minimum.  The results of the molecular dynamics simulation were analyzed with 

YASARA using an embedded pre-written script that, on the basis of the time course, is 

able to analyze structure stability creating a per residue table with average Root Mean 

Square Fluctuations (RMSFs) and Root Mean Square Deviations (RMSDs) from the 

starting structure. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS  

AIM 1  
 

Since the crystal structure of the KMO enzyme from Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

was published, KMO inhibitors have been designed computationally (Toledo-Sherman et 

al., 2015).  Some of the first KMO inhibitors to be examined were kynurenine analogues.  

A series of substituted kynurenines were synthesized, tested, and evaluated for their 

activity as KMO (Cytophaga hutchinsonii) substrates and inhibitors based on a 

pharmacophore model developed in-house (Phillips, Anderson, Gentry, Güner, & Bowen, 

2017).  First, the ligand-based pharmacophore modeling was carried out on known active 

inhibitors of KMO.  From this, a number of compounds were retrieved through virtual 

screening of a database of commercially available chemicals.  Active compounds with 

novel structures were identified with low micromolar affinities.  These compounds 

identified are 3-substituted kynurenines, including 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn and hippuric acids 

including 3,4-dichlorohippuric acid (DCH) (Table 1).  3,4 Dichloro substitution of 6-

(3,4-Dichloro-phenyl)-pyrimidine-4-carboxylic acid was also found to be optimal which 

can be considered as a cyclized analogue of 3,4-dichlorohippuric acid and for ease of 

wording will be referred to as 6-3,4-DCH in this dissertation (Figure 2).  From these 

preliminary studies, it was found that kynurenine substituted at the 3-position are

83 
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competitive inhibitors of KMO and halogen-substituted hippuric acids have comparable 

Ki values to kynurenines. 

 

Table 1.  Inhibition of KMO 
 

Inhibitors of KMO by 
Compounds Ki(µM) 

3-substituted kynurenine 
 

3,5-diBr-l-Kyn (3) 1.5 ± 0.6 

substituted hippuric acids 
 

3,4 Dichloro-Hippuric 

acid(4) 

34 ± 20 

 
 
 

As this dissertation research progressed, another group of compounds, 

sulfonylureas, was evaluated and showed promising biological data inhibition.  The 

sulfonylureas were based on a modification of the original pharmacophore model.  

Naturally, interest in the sulfonylureas, as well as the originally identified compounds, 

became the focus of the molecular modeling studies. 

 

Table 2.  Chemical structure of potential KMO inhibitors  
 

Molecule Chemical Structure 
Kynurenine 

 

UPF-648 

 

NH2ONH2

O

OH

Cl

Cl

O

H

O

HO
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Table 2 – continued.  
 

3,5-diBr-l-Kyn 

 
3,4 Dichloro-
Hippuric acid 

 
6-(3,4-Dichloro-

phenyl)-
pyrimidine-4-
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Table 2 – continued.  
 

A Monte Carlo molecular mechanics conformational search was carried out on 

nine molecules: native substrate L-kynurenine, known inhibitor UPF-648 and 7 potential 

novel inhibitors of KMO.  The initial conformational search rotated the bonds to find the 

preliminary lowest energy calculation and their values recorded. From the molecular 

mechanics conformational search, 100% of the conformations were retained.  Attention 

was given to all calculated energies relative to the lowest energy conformation.  Note that 

a whole set of conformers is not necessarily found as a Monte-Carlo search only seeks to 

find energy minima by random sampling.  Such a search was performed using the semi-

empirical Parameterization Method 6 (PM6).  

After carefully investigating the molecular conformations, it was observed that 

SPARTAN produced some duplicate conformers.  The removal of duplicates is a normal 

task in conformational searching with SPARTAN.  Once the number of generated 

molecules were trimmed of duplicates, the calculations were repeated with a quantum 

mechanics approach with the PM6 semi-empirical model (PM6).  Presumably, an 

electron optimization method would provide better conformational energies than 

molecular mechanics.  Once completed, energy minimization (equilibrium geometry 

option in SPARTAN) with Hartree Fock 3-21G was carried out in the gas phase.  IR 

frequency and thermodynamics options within SPARTAN were also selected to ensure 

each molecular structure.  Once energy levels were recorded from HF 3-21G, the 6-

31G** basis set was chosen for its relatively rapid calculation followed by progression to 

higher basis sets for greater accuracy.  The goal for using larger basis sets was to see if 

the energy differences among the conformers converged. 
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Before subjecting each molecule to a higher level of theory, a second sweep of 

improbable conformations was carried out based on the Boltzmann distribution calculated 

from HF 6-31G**.  As mentioned previously the Boltzmann distribution relates the 

composition of equilibrium mixtures to relative thermochemical stabilities and 

temperature.  In order to confirm the energies, single-point Hartree-Fock (HF) were 

followed by second-order Møller-Plesset electron correlation (MP2) calculation at 6-

31G** levels carried out using the B3LYP geometries.    

Conformational Preferences of Molecules 

L-Kynurenine 

Sixty-two conformations were produced after the conformational search of 

kynurenine using molecular mechanics Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF). 

Conformations that had Erel (HF) ≥ 3.0 kcal/mol to the resulting lowest energy 

conformation were automatically deleted because according to statistical mechanics their 

presence in a mixture is essentially nonexistent.  Upon further evaluation with increasing 

basis sets and deletion of those that returned a Boltzmann Distribution of 0.00, it was 

determined that kynurenine only had 6 conformations that were statistically valid—L-

KYN3, L-KYN4, L-KYN6, L-KYN8, L-KYN10, and L-KYN11.  The remaining L-KYN 

conformations had Erel (HF/6-31G**) ≤ 2.25 kcal/mol.  The lowest energy conformation, 

[L-KYN11], was also the lowest energy conformation from the B3LYP analysis.  An 

alternative conformation [L-KYN3], however, was the lowest energy conformation for 

MP2 calculations, differing only by 0.91 kcal/mol to the previous L-KYN11 (Table 3).  
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Table 3: Relative energy of the low-energy conformations of L-KYN. 

  
L-KYN3 L-KYN4 

Erel (HF) = 1.77 Erel (HF) = 2.24 

Erel (B3LYP) = 1.91 Erel (B3LYP) = 1.44 

Erel (MP2) = 0.00 Erel (MP2) = 1.67 

  
 

L-KYN6 L-KYN8 

Erel (HF) =1.80 Erel (HF) = 0.11 

Erel (B3LYP) = 1.36 Erel (B3LYP) = 0.44 

Erel (MP2) = 2.73 Erel (MP2) = 0.21 

  
L-KYN10 L-KYN11 

Erel (HF) = 1.80 Erel (HF) =0.00 

Erel (B3LYP) = 1.08 Erel (B3LYP) = 0.00 

Erel (MP2) = 1.14 Erel (MP2) = 0.91 

 
Values in parenthesis are with diffuse basis sets (6-31G** for HF, B3LYP, and MP2)  
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Taking a closer look at the interactions involved for each conformation and the 

relative positions of the amine and carbonyl groups, the relative energies of L-Kyn were 

determined by the interplay of the different types of H-bonds (the interactions between 

the both amine groups and the ketone carbonyl (C7=O8) and the hydroxyl group on the 

end and the amine (N11) on the bridge of the molecule). 

 

 

Figure 16:  Spatial arrangement and hydrogen bonds present the low-energy conformations of L-

KYN.  Hydrogen bonds presents as dashed pink lines  
 

 

The orientations of these conformations are described as trans-trans (T-T) or cis-

trans (C-T).  Classification of the first letter describes the phenyl amine group in relation 

to the carbonyl (C7=O8) and the second letter describes the orientation of both carbonyls, 

(C7=O8) and (C12=O13).  The lowest energy conformation, L-KYN3 (Figure 16), 
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displays a trans-trans (T-T) orientation while the other molecules represent a cis-trans 

(C-T) orientation.  It is concluded that the carbonyls prefer to be opposite each other due 

to steric strain.  A low-energy conformational analysis was carried out to verify the low-

energy conformations from our search and to also gain further information on the stable 

arrangement of the phenyl amine and carbonyl groups (C7=O8). 

The kynurenine molecule has some groups of side chains, which may influence its 

geometric structure and different properties.  In trying to determine the most stable 

conformation and optimized geometry of this molecule, four dihedral angles D1 (N11-C10-

C9-C7), D2 (C10-C9-C7-C1) and D3 (C9-C7-C1-C6) were studied.  

 

 

 

Figure 17: Kynurenine Dihedral Angles  

 

The conformation of the kynurenine molecule essentially depends on the 

orientation of the NH2CHCOOH group relative to the C9-C10 bond to D1, the 
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CH(NH2)CHCOOH group to the C7-C9 bond to D2, and the C(O)C(NH2)CHCOOH 

group to the C1-C7 bond to D3.  The energy profiles of potential internal rotation of C10-

C12, C9-C10, C7-C9 and C1-C7 bond calculated at SE PM6 by varying torsion 

coordinated D1, D2, and D3 from 0° to 360°, are grouped (Figure 17).  

All recovered conformation were obtained after the energy profile procedure in 

SPARTAN about the dihedral angles at each fixed values of D1-D4.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 18.  Relative energy profile of L-KYN created by rotation of the D1 dihedral 

angle 
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Regarding D1 and the rotation about the C10-C11 bond, the conformational 

energy profile produces three low-energy conformers (Figure 18).  The global minimum, 

however, with a dihedral angle of 161.05° is 11.69 kcal/mol and lower in energy than the 

next local minimum at 47.37°, which suggests that this molecule prefers to be positioned 

so that the hydroxyl group on the end can form a hydrogen bond with the amine group 

adjacent to the carboxylic acid group.  This arrangement is consistent with the lower 

energy conformations produced from our search above   In order to form a hydrogen 

bond, a dihedral angle distancing 1.866-1.907 Å must be formed for N11---H(O14).   

 

 

Table 4.  Stability of D1 regarding the amine and carboxylic acid group 

 

 

Regarding D2 and the rotation about the C9-C10 bond, three low-energy 

conformers were produced having D2 angles at ±66.32° and 161.05°.  Here the 
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interactions at play are centered about the N11 amine group.  Consistently each low-

energy conformers forms a hydrogen bond (1.820 Å-1.901 Å) with the hydrogen from 

that hydroxyl group and N11.  The two lowest energy conformers receive further 

stabilization in that hydrogen from the N11 amine group in turn is positioned in such a 

way that its forms another hydrogen bond with the C=O8 carbonyl.  These arrangements 

also take places in the low-energy conformations produced in our search above.  

 

 

Figure 19.  Relative energy profile of L-KYN created by rotation of D2 

 

 

SPARTAN continuously failed in the calculation parameters for which to study 

D3 about the C7-C9 bond.  Luckily, the rotation about this bond is not significant in the 
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arrangement of low-energy conformers produced in (Figure 23).  The calculations for 

this particular bond, however, was solved in the 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn. 

Regarding D4 and the rotation about C1-C7 bond, two minima are produced at (-

123.16° and ±9.47°).  The amine group on the phenyl ring and the carbonyl adjacent to 

this ring can either be trans or cis (Table 5).  The global minima at dihedral angle ±9.47° 

has a cis arrangement, while the local minimum at -123.16° has a trans arrangement.  

This duality is also seen in the low-energy conformations produced above.  The most 

reasonable way to explain this phenomenon is that L-Kyn3 creates a tighter bond network 

between the C7 carbonyl group and the hydrogen from the N11 amine group, the nitrogen 

from the N11 amine group and the hydrogen from the ending hydroxyl group and the 

C12 carbonyl group and the hydrogen from the amine attached to the phenyl amine ring.  

Thus, the propensity for the amine of the phenyl amine ring to form a hydrogen bond is 

greater to the carbonyl from the carboxylic acid vs that of the ketone.  

 

Table 5. Cis vs Tran arrangement regarding dihedral angle, D4, from L-Kyn  
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Figure 20.  Relative energy profile of L-KYN created by rotation of D4 

 

 

3,5-Dibromo-L-Kynurenine   

Sixty-two conformations were initially produced after carrying out a 

conformational search of 3,5-dibromo-L-Kynurenine (3,5-diBr-L-Kyn) using molecular 

mechanics, Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF). Conformations that had Erel (MMFF) 

≥ 4.40 kcal/mol to the resulting lowest energy conformation were automatically deleted 

for the reasons stated above.  It so happened these also returned a Boltzmann distribution 

of zero.  Upon further evaluation with increasing basis sets and deletion of those that 

returned a Boltzmann Distribution of 0.00 it was determined that 3,5 diBr-L-Kyn had 7 

true conformations: 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn1; 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn2; 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn3; 

3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn10; 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn12, 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn14, and  3,5-dibromo-L-
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Kyn15. The remaining 3,5 diBr-L-Kyn conformations had Erel (HF/6-31G**) ≤ 2.25 

kcal/mol.  The lowest energy conformation, 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn2, was also the lowest 

energy conformation from the MP2 analysis. An alternative conformation 3,5-dibromo-

L-Kyn3, however, was the lowest energy conformation for DFT calculations, differing 

only by 0.33 kcal/mol to the previous 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn2.  

 

 

Table 6.  Relative energy of the low-energy conformations of 3,5 diBr-L-KYN. 

  

3,5-dibromo1 3,5-dibromo2 

Erel (HF) = 2.22 Erel (HF) = 0.00 

Erel (B3LYP) = 3.43 Erel (B3LYP) = 0.33 

Erel (MP2) = 2.89 Erel (MP2) = 0.00 
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Table 6 – continued.  
 

3,5-dibromo3 3,5-dibromo10 

Erel (HF) =0.32 Erel (HF) = 0.69 

Erel (B3LYP) = 0.00 Erel (B3LYP) = 0.75 

Erel (MP2) = 1.42 Erel (MP2) = 3.05 

  

3,5-dibromo12 3,5-dibromo14 

Erel (HF) = 2.01 Erel (HF) = 2.04 

 Erel (B3LYP) = 2.20 Erel (B3LYP) = 2.19 

 Erel (MP2) = 5.79 Erel (MP2) = 3.85 

 
 

 

3, 5 di bromo15. 

Erel (HF) = 1.48 

 Erel (B3LYP) = 1.00  

Erel (MP2) = 4.13 

 
 

Values in parenthesis are with diffuse basis sets (6-31G** for HF, B3LYP, and MP2)  
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Taking a closer look at the interactions involved for the two lowest conformations 

and the highest conformation (3,5 di bromo2, 3,5 di bromo3, and 3,5 di bromo12 

respectively); and the relative positions of the amine and carbonyl groups, the relative 

energies of the 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn conformers are determined by the interplay of the 

different types of H-bonds, the interaction between the amine group attached to the 

phenyl ring and the ketone carbonyl (C7=O8), the hydroxyl group and the amine (N11) 

on the bridge of the molecule, and the phenyl amine amino group and the carboxylic acid 

carbonyl (C12=013)), the steric strain, and the repulsion of lone pairs on the nitrogen and 

oxygen atoms (Figure 21).  

 

 

 

Figure 21.  Spatial arrangement and hydrogen bonds present the low-energy conformations of 

3,5-diBr-L-KYN.  Hydrogen bonds presents as dashed pink lines  
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In analyzing the data, it was noted that the conformations are characterized by the 

interactions of hydrogen bonding.  For the purpose of this study, classifications of trans 

(amine group opposite carbonyl) or cis (amine group on same side as carbonyl) are used 

(Table 7).  Five conformations displayed the cis orientation while two displayed the 

trans.  The two trans structures 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn2 and 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn1 served as 

the lowest and third lowest energy conformations (EMP2= -3680143.86 and -3680140.96 

kcal/mol, respectively).  No real discrimination was noted in the positioning of the ketone 

carbonyl around the C1-C7 bond.   

 

 

Table 7. : Cis vs Tran arrangement regarding dihedral angle, D3, from 3,5 diBr-L-Kyn 

 
 

 

The 3,5-dibromo-L-Kynurenine molecule has some groups of side chains which 

may influence its conformational preferences and its different properties.  For 

determining the most stable conformation and optimized geometry of this molecule, four 
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dihedral angles D1 (N11-C10-C9-C7), D2(C10-C9-C7-C1) and D3(C2/6-C1-C7-C8) and 

D3(O14-C12-C10-C8/9) were chosen.  

 

Figure 22.  Dihedral angles studied in 3,5-dibromo-L-kynurenine  

The conformation of the 3,5-dibromo-L-kynurenine molecule essentially depends 

on the orientation of the NH2CHCOOH group relative to the C9-C10 bond to D1, the 

CH2(NH2)CHCOOH group relative to the C7-C9 bond to D2, the 

C(O)CH2CH(NH2)COOH group relative to the C1-C7 bond to D3a/D3b, and the -COOH 

group relative to the C10-C12 bond to D4. The energy profiles of potential internal 

rotation of the C9-C10, C7-C9, C1-C7, and C10-C12 bond calculated at DFT B3LYP 

methods by varying torsion coordinated D1, D2, D3, and D4 from -180° to 180°, are 

grouped in Figure 22.  All recovered conformations are obtained after energy profile 

procedure in SPARTAN of the dihedral angles at each fixed values of D1-D4.   

In carefully studying the result obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level and 

present in Figure 23, one can mention that the internal rotation of the C9-C10 bond gives 

four energy minima, the lowest recorded for a -66.32° (-5870.06991 Hartree) while the 
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three other local minima occurs at -161.05°, 47.37°, and 180° with relative energies 

.00498, .00213, and .00965 Hartree, respectively. 

The variation of the dihedral angle (C10-C9-C7-C1) and D2 has three energy 

minima with a relatively higher energy, for the three angles -104.21°, 66.32°, and 

161.05°, while the lowest energy (-5870.06941 Hartree) was recorded for a 180°.  

Integrally for the dihedral angle D3, two different rotations were studied of C1-C7 

bonds (D3a and D3b).  For the dihedral angle D3b, the internal rotation of C1-C7 bond 

gives three energy minima, the first was recorded for -161.05° (-5870.05718 Hartree), 

while the lowest energy values was stored for a ±9.47° (-5870.06939, -5870.06941 

Hartree, respectively).  The internal rotation of C10-C12 bond for D4 gives two minima; 

the first two were recorded for two dihedral angles -66.32° and -47.37° (-5870.05456 and 

-5870.05458 Hartree, respectively), while the second was recorded for a 142.11° (-

5870.06965 Hartree).            

 

Figure 23.  Relative energy profile of 3,4 diBr-L-KYN created by rotation of D1, D2, D3 and D4 
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Thus, the comparison of minima energy values given by internal rotation of the 

four dihedral angles D1, D2, D3, and D4 of the 3,5-dibromo L-Kyn after a conformation 

analysis confirm the global and local energy minimum conformations.  The most stable 

form is represented by the -66.32° from D1, and this correlates to the second most stable 

conformation found in the conformational search in Figure 23. 

Recall, however, the most stable conformer from the conformational search was 

trans.  All the global minimum from each of the dihedral angle rotations examined had a 

cis structure.  The most reasonable way to explain this phenomenon is that 3,5-dibromo-

L-Kyn2 creates a tighter bond between the C7 carbonyl group and the hydrogen from the 

N11 amine group, the nitrogen from the N11 amine group and the hydrogen from the 

ending hydroxyl group, and the C12 carbonyl group and the hydrogen from the amine 

attached to the phenyl amine ring.  Thus, the propensity for the amine of the phenyl 

amine ring to form a hydrogen bond has a stronger interaction with the carbonyl oxygen 

of the carboxylic acid versus that of the ketone carbonyl oxygen, much like the 

kynurenine previously discussed.   

3,4-Dichlorohippuric Acid (DCH) 

Fourteen conformations were initially produced after the conformational search of 

3,4-dichlorohippuric acid (DCH) using MMFF molecular mechanics calculations. 

Conformations that had Erel (PM6) ≥ 4.5 kcal/mol relative to the resulting lowest energy 

conformation were automatically deleted.  Upon further evaluation with larger basis sets 

and deletion of those that returned a Boltzmann Distribution of 0.00 it was determined 

that 3,4-DCH only had 6 low-energy conformations. Note 3,4-DCH1, 3,4-DCH2 , 3,4-
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DCH3, 3,4-DCH4, 3,4-DCH5, and 3,4-DCH6. 3,4-DCH1 and 3,4-DCH2 along with  3,4-

DCH3 and 3,4-DCH4  appear to be enantiomers.  The remaining 3,4-DCH conformations 

had Erel (HF/6-31G**) ≤ 2.40 kcal/mol.  The lowest energy conformations, [3,4-DCH1 

and 3,4-DCH2,], were also the lowest energy conformations from the B3LYP analysis 

and MP2 calculations. 3,4-DCH5, and 3,4-DCH6 had a Boltzmann distribution of 0.00 in 

higher DFT and MP2 calculations and therefore will not be discussed.  

 
 

Table 8.  Relative energy of the low-energy conformations of 3,4-DCH. 
 

 
Values in parenthesis are with diffuse basis sets (6-31G** for HF, B3LYP, and MP2)  

 

 

3,4-DCH contains four rotational bonds, and conformations were obtained after 

generating energy profile in SPARTAN for fixed values for D1-D4 dihedral angles -180° 

to 180° (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24.  Dihedral Angles studied in 3,4-DCH 

 

 

Figure 25.  Relative energy profiles of 3,4-DCH created by rotation of D1, D2, D3, D4  
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Looking closer at the interactions that are responsible for the low-energy 

conformations, it is noteworthy that the relative position of the carbonyl on the bridge of 

the molecule and the orientation of the carboxylic acid play a huge role in the 

conformation of low-energy structures.  Calculated energies and energy difference of the 

structures are presented in Figure 25.  In studying the conformations of the global 

minima from each energy profile and the structural arrangements of the low-energy 

conformer produced via conformer search with SPARTAN, there appears to be a 

consistent trend in the dihedral angles. 

 

Table 9.  Energy and Value in degrees of dihedral angles D1-D4 studied in 3,4-DCH 
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There’s very little change in the D1, D2, and D3 dihedral angles.  D1 and D2 

suggest a syn-clinal arrangement for 3,4-DCH about the C1-C7 and C7-N9 bonds 

respectively, while D3 suggest a syn-periplanar arrangement about the N9-C10 bond.  

These arrangements make sense in that all the low-energy conformations show consistent 

hydrogen bonding between the carbonyl on the bridge of the molecule and the hydroxyl 

group of the ending carboxylic acid.  In order for this hydrogen bond to occur D1, D2, 

and D3 must be rotated to ensure that these groups are within 1.750Å -1.844Å of each 

other for the formation of this bond.   

 

 

 

Figure 26.   Hydrogen bonding of each low-energy conformer of 3,4-DCH 
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The calculations indicate there are two different low-energy conformations about 

the C10-C12 bond.  For this reason, there was close examination of the D4 dihedral 

angle.  3,4-DCH1 and 3,4-DCH2 prefer an anti-clinal/periplanar arrangement about the 

C1-C7 bond; 3,4 DCH3 and 3,4 DCH4 prefer a syn-periplanar arrangement about the C1-

C7 bond ,while 3,4-DCHD1-D4 prefer an anti-periplanar arrangement about the C1-C7 

bond.  The dihedral flexibility of this bond does not reveal much other than there is a 

greater range of flexibility about the C1-C7.  On the other hand, there exist less flexibility 

of the molecule across the acetyl amino-acetic acid portion of the molecule. 

6-3,4 Dichloro-Hippuric Acid 

Four conformations were found after the initial conformational search of 6-3,4-

dichlorohippuric acid (DCH) using MMFF. All conformations were retained since the Erel 

(PM6) ≤ 1.2 kcal/mol compared to the lowest energy conformation identified in the 

search.  They are classified as 6-3,4 DCH1-4.  The lowest energy conformations, 6-3,4 

DCH1 was also the lowest energy conformation from all calculations. 
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Table 10.  Relative energy of the low-energy conformations of 6-3,4-DCH. 

 
Values in parenthesis are with diffuse basis sets (6-31G** for HF, B3LYP, and MP2)  

 

 

A conformational analysis was carried out on 6-3,4-DCH to verify the low-energy 

conformations from our search.  This molecule has two rotatable bonds, (C1-C7) and 

(C11-12). 
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Figure 27.  Dihedral Angles studied in 6-3,4 DCH  

 

The following analyses were produced. 

 

 

Figure 28.  Relative energy profile of 6-3,4 created by rotation of D1 and D2  
 
 
 
 

The rotation of dihedral angle D1 of the C11-C12 bond revealed that the carbonyl 

prefers to be in the upright position, trans to the nitrogen atoms in the pyrimidine ring.  

This same trans orientation was adopted in our low-energy conformational search as the 
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lowest energy conformations for 6-3 4 DCH1 and 6-3,4-DCH2.  This seems reasonable, as 

greater steric energy would exist if the carbonyl was positioned near the nitrogen.  

Though unfavorable steric interactions do exist, that does not mean that the carbonyl-cis 

positioning is not capable.  6-3,4-DCH3 and 6-3,4-DCH4 produced this orientation, but it 

must be stated that while capable, they are highly unlikely because their percent 

populations are 0.54% and 0.50% in relation to 6-3,4-DCH1 and 6-3,4-DCH2, which 

produce a 46% and 43.5% populations.  In analyzing D2, the C1-C7 bond is allowed to 

rotate.  Here, a little more flexibility in the rotation about these angles and a syn 

periplanar or anti-periplanar arrangement can be made.  The low-energy conformations 

for the search also show these arrangements in that 6-3,4-DCH1 and 6-3,4-DCH4 prefer 

syn periplanar arrangement about D2.  6-3,4-DCH2 and 6-3,4-DCH3 prefer an anti-

periplanar arrangement about D2.  This flexibility is also evident in UPF-648, as both 

molecules share similar flexibility around this angle.  The similarities between these 

molecules are believed to be a result of both molecules possessing chlorine in the 3 and 4 

positions, as well as two ring structures capable of interacting with one another.   

UPF-648 

While a lot of work has been done in studying UPF-648, no DFT studies have 

been made on the conformational behavior of UPF-648. Methods previously used on the 

other molecules were also applied to UPF 648.  Six conformations were located after a 

conformational search using MMFF.  Upon further evaluation with increasing basis sets 

and deletion of those that returned a Boltzmann Distribution of 0.00, it was determined 

that UPF-648 only had 2 low-energy conformations that it could adopt, UPF-648-1 and 
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UPF-648-2 (Table 11).  This discovery possibly reveals why there have not been any ab 

initio studies on this popular drug.  The two conformers of UPF-648 exist in nearly a 

50:50 equilibrium with each other.  

 

Table 11.  Relative energy of the low-energy conformations of UPF-648 

 
Values in parenthesis are with diffuse basis sets (6-31G** for HF, B3LYP, and MP2)  
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Nevertheless, a conformational analysis was carried out to confirm the low-

energy molecule from the conformational search.  The following dihedral angles were 

studied D1 (C2-C1-C7-O8), D2(O8-C7-C9-C10), and D3(C9-C11-C12-O13) (Figure 

29). 

 

 

Figure 29.  Dihedral angles of UPF-648 

The various energy profiles confirmed the low-energy conformations from the search.  

 

Figure 30.  Relative energy profile of UPF-648 created by rotation of D1, D2 and D3 
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Regarding D3, the carboxylic acid group prefers to be oriented in a way that the 

carbonyl groups of the atoms are opposite each other in a syn-periplanar orientation about 

the C11-C12 bond.  In analyzing the same orientation of dihedral angle, C9-C11-C12-

O13 in which the carbonyls are opposite each other can also be seen in analyzing D2.  

Taking a closer look about the C7-C9 bond, the cyclopropane prefers a syn periplanar or 

an upright position, which again makes sense as this positioning places the carboxylic 

acid in the position in which the carbonyls are opposite each other.  

Table 12.  Stability of D2 and D3 regarding cis vs trans arrangement of UPF-648 
 

 

The same orientations previously discussed are also present when investigating 

D1.  The cyclopropane prefers an upright position and the carbonyls prefer to be opposite 

each other.  Now, the preference of the rest of the molecule above the C1-C7 bond must 
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be determined.  The best way to explain this is to look at an eye view about D1.  As one 

can see, the carboxylic acid prefers to bulge outwards from the plane of the rest of the 

molecule. This arrangement is also seen in the sulfonylureas below.  As a result, this 

‘skewed” arrangement will be further explained in the discussion below.   

Sulfonylureas 

After perusing the literature on substituted urea derivatives, the following 

methods were adopted to precede with conformational analysis of the sulfonylurea 

compounds (Figure 31).   

 

 

 

Figure 31.  Sulfonylurea moiety in red  

 

 

Conformational aspects including geometries and relative energies for each 

derivative are discussed in separate sections below.  From the relative free energies, the 

percentage population of each conformation in a room-temperature equilibrium mixture 

can be predicted.  Each sulfonylurea derivative can be divided into two parts for ease of 
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discussion.  The trifluoromethyl-phenyl-pyrimidine (TPP) represents the left side of the 

compounds and the benzene sulfonyl will represent the right side of the compounds 

(Figure 32). 

 

 

 

Figure 32.  Separation of the sulfonylurea compounds by moieties to aid in ease of 

discussion   

 

 

The profile of relative energy surface of each sulfonylurea molecule was 

determined by rotation of torsional angles, ϕ, across the plane where the TPP side of the 

compounds bond to the benzene sulfonyl side.  These dihedral angles were 

simultaneously held and fixed at values varying between -180⁰ and 180⁰ in steps of 20.  

All other geometrical parameters were relaxed during these optimizations.  The literature 

supports our analysis of these compounds concerning the nitrogen and sulfur bond (N3-

S14; N2-S15), and for this reason our focus was only to uncover the dihedral angles 

concerning this bond.  In an effort to thoroughly dissect the arrangement of each 
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sulfonylurea compound, the other dihedral angles from the lowest energy conformers 

found were studied before proceeding with the analysis of the former to ensure there was 

no true difference between compounds.  The low-energy conformations are consistent 

across the board in their arrangements about the angles not usually studied, confirming 

why other literatures tend to focus on only the nitrogen and sulfur bond (Table 13).  The 

five-member ring present in compound C differs slightly and will be further discussed 

below.   

 

Table 13.  Value in degrees of dihedral angles D1-D3 studied in the sulfonylurea compounds 

Low-energy Molecule Dihedral Angle 1 Dihedral Angle 2 Dihedral Angle 3 

Compound A 133.71 Studied Below -83.61 

Compound B 133.21 Studied Below -84.48 

Compound C -149.66 Studied Below -87.89 

Compound D 131.64 Studied Below -83.42 

 

Vibrational frequency calculations were carried out for all optimized conformers 

to confirm that they corresponded to a local minimum.  All optimized structures showed 

only positive harmonic vibrations (local energy minimum).  The conformational 

equilibrium at 298.15K was evaluated by means of the Boltzmann distribution formula 

exp (-G/kT), where ∆G is the relative Gibbs energy.  
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Compound A (KA)  

Compound A (KA) has three distinct conformations that had Erel (MMFF) ≤ 1.0 

kcal/mol.  The lowest energy conformation, [KA1], was also the lowest energy 

conformation from the B3LYP analysis and MP2 calculations (Table 14).  An alternative 

conformation [KA2], however, was the lowest energy conformation for HF calculations. 

 

Table 14.  Relative energy of low-energy conformations of Compound A 

 

Values in parenthesis are with diffuse basis sets (6-31G** for HF, B3LYP, and MP2)  
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Table 15.  Ground state energies and percent population of the different conformations of 
Compound A at 298.15K and 273.15K 

 

Molecule E(kcal/mol) P298.15 P273.15 

KA1 -4725297.05 57.6% 59.8% 

KA2 -4725295.05 25.7% 24.8% 

KA3 -4725293.97 16.6% 15.4% 

 
Values were calculated at the highest level studied, MP2/6-31G (d, p).  At room temperature, the 

largest population corresponds to KA1.   

 

The molecular structure of compound A, as well as the studied torsional angle, is 

defined in Figure 33.  Each conformation can be characterized by the following torsion 

angles, ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17), which determines the orientation of the sulfonyl benzene 

portion of the molecule.   

 

 

Figure 33.  Molecular structure and torsional angle studied of Compound A 

Atoms are numbered according to their order of appearance in the code (SMILES, MOL, and 
MRV) that describes the drawing for ease between software.  The hydrogens of the benzene rings 

are not shown for a clearer view.   
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When comparing the dihedral angle, ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17), it was noticed that the 

sulfonyl benzene side of KA prefers a syn-clinal alignment (gauche) to the TPP side. 

 

  
Table 16.  Dihedral Angle values of KA conformers  
 
 
 

Conformer ϕ (C13, N12, S19, C16) 

KA1 -61.58° 

KA2 -66.82° 

KA3 -66.93° 

 

 

Compound A was also selected to calculate the torsional energy profiles for 

rotation around the sulfonylurea bonds using the MP2 method.  Figure 33 shows the 

rotation around the ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17) dihedral angle of compound A, whereas Table 17 

displays the one-dimensional torsional relative energy profile.   

As shown in Figure 34, there are two minima with respect to dihedral angle, ϕ 

(Cα, N3, S14, C17).   
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Figure 34.  Relative energy profile produced by (Cα, N3, S14, C17) dihedral angle of 

Compound A 

 

 

Table 17.  Spatial arrangement of conformations produced at rotating various degrees with 
respect to dihedral angle, ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17).   
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As expected with any conformational coordinate diagram, the minima represent 

staggered structures, and the energy maxima represent eclipsed structures.  This gauche 

alignment was also seen with the low-energy conformers produced from the 

conformational search above.  The energy barriers of torsional angle -9.47⁰ and 161.05⁰ 

may be due to the steric interactions between the π electrons of the sulfonyl group and 

benzene ring.  Low-energy domains may arise due to the lack of steric interaction, and 

confirms stable conformations of compound A.  The low-energy minimum ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, 

C17) torsional angle of the sulfonamide bridge is determined at (±66.32⁰)—again, 

correlating to the dihedral angles seen in the conformers above (-61.58 °-66.82° -

66.93°.)  The global minimum calculated in these molecules by MP2/6-31G (d, p) was in 

accordance to that found by B3LYP/6-31G (d, p) and semi-empirical PM6.  Thus, the 

results by DFT and SE can be considered acceptable in future calculations.  

Compound B (KB) 

Compound B (KB) has three distinct conformations that had Erel (MMFF) ≤ 2.00 

kcal/mol.  The lowest energy conformation, [KB1], was also the lowest energy 

conformation from the B3LYP analysis and MP2 calculations (Table 17).  An alternative 

conformation [KB2], however, was the lowest energy conformation for HF calculations. 
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Table 18.  Relative energy of low-energy conformations of compound B 

 
Values in parenthesis are with diffuse basis sets (6-31G** for HF, B3LYP, and MP2) 
 
 

Table 19 shows the ground state energies and percent population of the different 

conformations of compound B at 298.15K and 273.15K calculated at the highest level 

studied, MP2/6-31G (d, p).  At room temperature, the largest population corresponds to 

KB1.   
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Table 19.  Ground state energies and percent population of the different conformations of 
Compound B at 298.15K and 273.15K 
 

 

Molecule E(kcal/mol) P298.15 P273.15 

KB1 -1119837.68 48.3% 49.7% 

KB2 -1119837.32 26.4% 25.8% 

KB3 -1119837.29 25.3% 24.6% 

 
Values are calculated at the highest level studied, MP2/6-31G (d, p). 

 

 

 

The molecular structure of compound B, as well as the studied torsional angle, is 

defined in Figure 35.  Each conformation is characterized by the following torsion 

angles, ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17), which determines the orientation of the sulfonyl benzene 

portion of the molecule.  

 

 

 

Figure 35.  Molecular structure and torsional angle studied of compound B 

Atoms are numbered according to their order of appearance in the code (SMILES, MOL, and 

MRV) that describes the drawing for ease between software.  Hydrogens around the benzene 
rings were left off for clear viewing.   
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In increasing the basis sets for the calculations, it became apparent that KB1 and 

KB3 are very similar in arrangement, while KB2 and KB3 appear to be enantiomers. In 

fact, the total and relative energies for KB2 and KB3 differ only by 0.03 kcal/mol.  

Further analysis, however, proved this to be false as each conformation possessed 

different dihedral angles (Table 20).    

 

Table 20.  Dihedral angles of rotatable bonds to confirm three distinct conformations 
 

 

Conformer Dihedral 1 ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17 Dihedral 3 

KB1 -61.96 -61.96 133.21 

KB2 66.93 66.93 55.17 

KB3 -66.94 -66.94 127.36 

 
 

 

A torsional energy profile for rotation around the sulfonylurea bonds was also 

calculated for compound B using DFT/B3LYP.  Figure 36 show the rotation around the ϕ 

(Cα, N3, S14, C17) dihedral angle of compound B, whereas Table 21 shows the one-

dimensional torsional relative energy profile.  
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Figure 36.  Relative energy profile produced by (Cα, N3, S14, C17) dihedral angle of Compound B 

 

 

As shown in Figure 36, there are two minima with respect to the dihedral angle, ϕ 

(Cα, N3, S14, C17).   

 
 
 
Table 21.  Spatial arrangement of conformations produced at rotating various degrees with respect 
to dihedral angle, ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17) 
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As noticed previously in the conformational coordinate diagram of compound A, 

the minima represents staggered structures, and the energy maxima represent eclipsed 

structures.  This gauche alignment was also seen with the low-energy conformers 

discussed above.  The energy barriers of torsional angle -9.47⁰ and 142.11⁰ may be due 

to the steric interactions between the π electrons of sulfonyl group and benzene ring.  

Low-energy domains may arise due to the lack of steric interaction, and confirms stable 

conformations of compound B.  The local minima ϕ (C13, N12, S19, C16) torsional angle of 

sulfonamide bridge is determined at (±66.32⁰) again, correlating to the dihedral angles 

seen in the low-energy conformers produced from the search above (-61.96 °, 66.93°,-

66.94°). Recall the torsional barrier at angle -9.47⁰ and the global minimum at angle -

66.32⁰ was also present in compound A.  Compounds A and B share similar, if not 

identical, rotational barriers and low-energy profiles.  This suggest that the addition of a 

halogen in the 41st position of the sulfonylurea compounds might not play a role in 

influence the rotational barriers.   

Compound C (KC) 

Five distinct conformations [Erel (MMFF) ≤ 1.50 kcal/mol] were produced for 

compound C.  The lowest energy conformation, (KC1), was also the lowest energy 

conformation from MP2 calculations (Table 21).  An alternative conformation (KB2), 

however, was the lowest energy conformation for HF calculations and B3LYP analysis.   
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Table 22.  Relative energy in kcal/mol of the low-energy conformations of compound C 

  

KC1 KC2 

Erel (MMFF) = 0.00 Erel (MMFF) = 0.53 

Erel (HF) = 0.11 Erel (HF) = 0.00 

Erel (B3LYP) = 0.04 Erel (B3LYP) = 0.00 

Erel (MP2) = 0.00 Erel (MP2) = 0.44 

  

KC3 KC4 

Erel (MMFF) = 0.53 Erel (MMFF) = 1.11 

Erel (HF) = 0.37 Erel (HF) = 0.12 

Erel (B3LYP) = 0.20 Erel (B3LYP) = 0.04 

Erel (MP2) = 0.18 Erel (MP2) = 0.003 
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Table 22 – continued 
 

 

KC5 

Erel (MMFF) = 1.48 

Erel (HF) = 0.38 

Erel (B3LYP) = 0.21 

Erel (MP2) = 0.19 

 

Values in parenthesis are with diffuse basis sets (6-31G** for HF, B3LYP, and MP2)  

 
 

Table 23 shows the ground state energies and percent population of the different 

conformations of compound C at 298.15K and 273.15K calculated at the highest level 

studied, MP2/6-31G (d, p).  At room temperature, the largest population corresponds to 

KC1.   

Table 23: Ground state energies and percent population of the different conformations of 
compound C at 298.15K and 273.15K  
 

Molecule E(kcal/mol) Erel(kcal/mol) P298.15 P273.15 

KC1 -1104788.15 0.00 25.4% 25.9% 

KC2 -1104787.71 0.44 12.1% 11.6% 

KC3 -1104787.97 0.18 18.6% 18.5% 

KC4 -1104788.15 0.003 25.3% 25.8% 

KC5 -1104787.96 0.19 18.5% 18.3% 

Values are calculated at the highest level studied, MP2/6-31G (d, p). 
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The molecular structure of Compound C, as well as the studied torsional angle, is 

defined in Figure 37.  Each conformation is a function of the following torsion angles, ϕ 

(Cα, N2, S15, C18), which determines the orientation of the sulfonyl benzene portion of the 

molecule. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37.  Molecular structure and torsional angle studied of compound C 

Atoms are numbered according to their order of appearance in the code (SMILES, MOL, and 

MRV) that describes the drawing for ease between software.  Hydrogens around the benzene 
rings were left off for clear viewing.   

 
 

When comparing the dihedral angle, ϕ (Cα, N2, S15, C18), the sulfonyl benzene 

ring of KC, just like the previous compounds, prefers a syn-clinal alignment (gauche) to 

the TPP side.  
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Table 24.  Dihedral Angle values of KC conformers  

Conformer ϕ (Cα, N2, S15, C18) 

KC1 -56.32 

KC2 74.56 

KC3 -56.52 

KC4 56.30 

KC5 56.52 

 

A torsional energy profile was also calculated for compound C for rotation around 

the sulfonylurea bonds using DFT/B3LYP method. Figure 38 shows the rotation around 

dihedral angle, ϕ (Cα, N2, S15, C18), of compound C whereas Table 25 show the one-

dimensional torsional relative energy profile.   

 
Figure 38.  Relative energy profile produced by ϕ (Cα, N2, S15, C18) dihedral angle of compound 

C 

 

Unlike the previous structures, there are more than two minima with respect to the 

ϕ (Cα, N2, S15, C18) dihedral angle.   
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Table 25. Spatial arrangement of conformations produced at rotating various degrees 
with respect to dihedral angle, ϕ (Cα, N2, S15, C18) of Compound C 

 

  
 

Though different, the conformational coordinate diagram follows the same pattern 

as above.  The minima are represented as staggered structures, while the maxima are 

represented by eclipsed structures.  This syn-clinal alignment was also seen with the low-

energy conformer produced in the search above.  The energy barriers for this torsional 

angle are 9.47⁰ and 142.11⁰,	which may be due to steric interactions between the π 

electrons of the sulfonyl group and benzene ring.  Low-energy domains may arise due to 

the lack of steric interaction, and supports our rationalization for stable conformations of 

compound B.  The local minima for ϕ (Cα, N2, S15, C16) torsional angle of sulfonamide 

bridge is found to be ±66.32⁰.  The dihedral angles seen in the low-energy conformers 

above (-56.32, 74.56, -56.52, 56.30, 56.52) do not completely correlate to the angles 

represented on the energy profile.  

Though baffling, one must remember that when a molecular mechanics 

minimization is carried out on a molecule, which can assume more than one 
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conformation, the conformation that results may represent a local minimum-energy 

conformation.  This local minimum is a conformation at the bottom of an energy well 

(i.e. conformers), but it is not necessarily the lowest energy conformer or global 

minimum. 

In compound C, while ±66.32⁰ is still on the energy well and represents the 

global energy minimum, the highest low-energy conformation of compound C (74.56⁰) is 

7.74⁰ and 7.63⁰ higher than compounds A and B, respectively; and the lowest low-energy 

conformations of compound C (-56.32⁰) is 5.26⁰ and 5.64⁰ lower than compound A and 

B, respectively.  A five-member sulfonylurea ring may decrease rotational barriers 

around the sulfonyl group for these derivatives.  Again, this suggests that replacing a 

hydrogen of the methoxy group with a halogen in the sulfonyl urea compounds might not 

play a role in influencing the rotational barriers.  An explanation for this flexibility is 

easily seen in examining the space-filling model of compound A vs. compound C.  

Essentially the five membered ring (compound C) creates more space for the torsional 

angle.  For this reason, a dihedral angle slightly less than or above is able to represent 

low-energy conformations of compound C.  While slightly different, it is still evident that 

there will be some steric strain when the dihedral angles is set to 9.47⁰ (Table 26).   
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Table 26.  Space filling models of Compound A and Compound C with 180⁰  

 

Compound D (KD) 

Compound D (KD)  has three distinct conformations with Erel (MMFF) ≤ 0.30 

kcal/mol.   The lowest energy conformation, [KD1], was also the lowest energy 

conformation from the B3LYP analysis and MP2 calculations (Table 27).  An alternative 

conformation [KD2], however, was the lowest energy conformation at the HF level of 

theory.  All rotatable bonds were examined to prove their similarity, and KD2 and KD3 

were indeed two different conformations and not enantiomers.   

 

Table 27.  Dihedral Angle values of KD conformers  

 

Conformer Dihedral 1 ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17 Dihedral 3 

KD1 -61.94 -83.42 133.21 

KD2 66.68 -100.73 55.17 

KD3 -66.62 -81.39 127.36 
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Table 28.  Relative energy of the low-energy conformations of compound D 
 

  

KD1 KD2 

Erel (MMFF) = 0.00 Erel (MMFF) = 0.57 

Erel (HF) = 0.15 Erel (HF) = 0.00 

Erel (B3LYP) = 0 Erel (B3LYP) = 0.58 

Erel (MP2) = 0.00 Erel (MP2) = 0.28 

 

 

KD3 

Erel (MMFF) = 1.99 

Erel (HF) = 0.01 

Erel (B3LYP) = 0.59 

Erel (MP2) = 0.29 

 

Values in parenthesis are with diffuse basis sets (6-31G** for HF, B3LYP, and MP2). 
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Table 29 shows the ground state energies and percent population of the different 

conformations of compound D at 298.15K and 273.15K calculated at the highest level 

studied, MP2/6-31G(d,p).  At room temperature, the largest population corresponds to 

KD1.  

 

 

Table 29.  Ground state energies and percent population of the different conformations of 
Compound D at 298.15K and 273.15K 

 

Molecule E(kcal/mol) P298.15 P273.15 

KD1 -1268637.00 44.6% 45.7% 

KD2 -1268636.72 27.9% 27.4% 

KD3 -1268636.71 27.5% 27.0% 

 
Values are calculated at the highest level studied, MP2/6-31G (d, p). 

 
 

 

The molecular structure of compound D, as well as the studied torsional angle, is 

defined in Figure 39 below.  Each conformation can be characterized by the following 

torsion angles, ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17), which determines the orientation of the sulfonyl 

benzene portion of the molecule.   
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Figure 39.  Molecular structure and torsional angle studied of Compound D   
Atoms are numbered according to their order of appearance in the code (SMILES, MOL, 

and MRV) that describes the drawing for ease between software.  Hydrogens around the 
benzene rings were removed for clear viewing.   

 

When comparing the dihedral angle, ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17), the sulfonyl benzene 

side of KD, like the others above, prefer a syn-clinal alignment (gauche) to the TPP side 

(Table 30). 

Compound D was also selected to calculate the torsional energy profiles for 

rotation around the sulfonylurea bonds using DFT/B3LYP to confirm the low-energy 

conformations produced by the search above.  Figure 40 shows the rotation around the ϕ 

(Cα, N3, S14, C17) dihedral angle of compound D, whereas Table 30 show the one-

dimensional torsional relative energy profile.   
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Figure 40.  Relative energy profile produced by (Cα, N3, S14, C17) dihedral angle of Compound D 

 

As shown in Figure 40, there are two types of minima with respect to the dihedral 

angle ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17). 

 

 

Table 30.  Spatial arrangement of conformations produced at rotating various degrees with respect 
to dihedral angle, ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17).   
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It is no surprise that compound D also shows the same minima and maxima 

arrangements as the other compounds—further showing that these sulfonylurea 

compounds are consistent in their thermodynamically stable arrangements.  The low-

energy minima ϕ (Cα, N3, S14, C17) torsional angle of sulfonamide bride is determined 

again at ±66.32⁰.  Correlating to the dihedral angles seen in the energy search conformers 

above (-61.94⁰, 66.68⁰, -66.62⁰).  From these calculations one can confirm that the 

sulfonylurea compounds share similar, if not identical, rotational barriers and low-energy 

domains regardless of the R groups placed in the 41st position of the molecules.  It 

should be noted that a five-membered ring derivatives (compound C) allows for slightly 

greater flexibility about the sulfonamide bridge.  Molecular docking studies of these 

compounds are followed to note whether the active site prefers a more flexible or rigid 

rotation about this bond.   

Summary  

In summary, quantum chemical analysis of potential inhibitors of KMO was 

carried out to understand conformational preferences in vacuo.  In the present work, a 

comprehensive compendium of possible, substituted kynurenines, hippuric acids, and 

sulfonylurea conformers was produced.  The geometries and values of the properties 

presented here appear to be the most accurate to date.   

The pharmaceutical industry is particularly interested in conformational profiles 

because seemingly identical compounds can have very different pharmacological activity.  

The planes of the TPP and benzene sulfonyl moiety are consistently syn-clinal (gauche) 

about the sulfonamide bond in the structure, with low-energy torsional angles ranging 
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from ± 83.61⁰ to ±89.42⁰.  This work will serve as a basis for future theoretical and 

experimental work on more complex structures related to their biological activity.  

Physical Property Predictions 

Poor solubility and poor permeability are among the main causes for failure during 

drug development.  It is therefore important to determine these physiochemical properties 

associated with drugs, before the actual synthetic work is undertaken.  Lipinski et al. used 

molecular properties to formulate the “Rule of Five,” which list property ranges that 

influence oral bioavailability (Lipinski, Lombardo, Dominy, & Feeney, 2001).    

The “Rule of 5” or Lipinski’s rules state that poor oral absorption and/or distribution are 

more likely when: 

• The molecular weight is >500  

• The log P is > 5 

o The log P describes ligand hydrophobicity and its ability to experience 

hydrophobic interaction during ligand-receptor interactions..   

• There are more than 5 H-bond donors (expressed as the sum of OH and NH 

groups) . 

• There are more than 10 H-bond acceptors (expressed as the sum of N and O 

atoms). 

It is highly likely (>90%) that compounds with two or more of these characteristics will 

have poor absorption properties.   
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Veber and his co-workers also published an alternative to Lipinski’s rules (Veber et 

al., 2002).  They postulated that poor oral bioavailability was a result of increased 

molecular flexibility (independent of molecular weight) as measured by:  

• Greater than 10 rotatable bonds  

• High polar surface area (> 140 Å2) 

• Total hydrogen bond count (> a total of 12 donors and acceptors)   

Both the number of rotatable bonds and hydrogen bond count tend to increase with 

molecular weight, which may explain Lipinski's first rule.  Reduced polar surface area 

was found to correlate better with an increased permeation rate than did lipophilicity.  

Calculated absorption (%ABS), polar surface area (PSA) and Lipinski parameters of each 

molecule has been studied.   

Distant conformers may lead to relatively large variations is PSA values due to 

conformational spaces playing a huge role in PSA.  Taking this into account, dynamic 

PSA, PSAd, adopted by Palm et al, which considers all low-energy conformation by the 

Boltzmann weighted average of each discrete PSA value (Palm, Stenberg, Luthman, & 

Artursson, 1997).  Boltzmann distributions are shown in figures throughout the 

dissertation.  Absorption percent was calculated using the ZHAO expression:  %ABS = 

109-0.345 PSA (Zhao et al., 2002).    

For these reasons, a decision was made to study the molecular properties that 

influence the oral bioavailability of each potential inhibitor in further theorizing their 

success as drug candidates. The data presented in Table 31  suggest that each compound 
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meets the criteria previously explained and will have a high probability of good oral 

bioavailability in vivo.   

 

Table 31.  Calculated absorption (%ABS), polar surface area (PSA) and Lipinski 
parameters of the drugs studies 
 

Drug %ABS PSA NROTB N ON 

acceptors 

N OHNH 

donors 
Log P Formula 

Weight 

Compound A 91.22324 51.52683 3 6 0 3.3628 414.404 

Compound B 93.65586 44.47576 3 5 0 3.6473 402.368 

Compound C 90.10778 54.76005 3 6 0 3.0831 400.377 

Compound D 93.60391 44.62635 3 5 0 4.41 452.375 

L-Kynurenine 79.9164 84.30035 4 5 3 -0.8245 208.217 

UPF-648 92.57 47.62214 3 3 1 2.3478 259.088 

3,5-diBr-L-Kyn 80.924 81.3787 4 5 3 0.8333 366.009 

3,4-DCH 90.78 52.80983 4 4 2 1.5587 248.065 

6-3,4-DCH 89.499 56.52326 2 4 1 3.6474 271.103 

 

 

AIM 2  

A target sequence in YASARA based protocol was put into the experiment.  The 

sequence was modeled with the hm_buildmacro.  The results were obtained in YASARA 

object format (yob) and later formatted to PDB.  Models were checked by the QMEAN 

server WHATif server.  PDB structures were uploaded on QMEAN server and score 

calculated for each PDB structure.   

Construction of homology model (prior to known human KMO) using YASARA 

Initial hybrid homology model was generated using YASARA with three different 

templates (PDB ID: 4J33, PDB ID: 5NAH, PDB ID: 5NAK).  

1. The homology modeling target 
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YASARA’s homology modeling experiment, Version 17.7.9.W.64 predicted a three-

dimensional structure of the following target sequence: 

>MDSSVIQRKKVAVIGGGLVGSLQACFLAKRNFQIDVYEAREDTRVATFTRGRSI
NLALSHRGRQALKAVGLEDQIVSQGIPMRARMIHSLSGKKSAIPYGTKSQYILSV

SRENLNKDLLTAAEKYPNVKMHFNHRLLKCNPEEGMITVLGSDKVPKDVTCDLI
VGCDGAYSTVRSHLMKKPRFDYSQQYIPHGYMELTIPPKNGDYAMEPNYLHIWP

RNTFMMIALPNMNKSFTCTLFMPFEEFEKLLTSNDVVDFFQKYFPDAIPLIGEKLL
VQDFFLLPAQPMISVKCSSFHFKSHCVLLGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNAGFEDCLVFD

ELMDKFSNDLSLCLPVFSRLRIPDDHAISDLSMYNYIEMRAHVNSSWFIFQKNME
RFLHAIMPSTFIPLYTMVTFSRIRYHEAVQRWHWQKKVINKGLFFLGSLIAISSTY

LLIHYMSPRSFLRLRRPWNWIAHFRNTTCFPAKVDSLEQISNLISR 
 

The target sequence contains 486 residues in 1 molecule. 
 

2. The homology modeling parameters  
 

The following parameters have been chosen for this target: 

• Modeling speed (slow = best): Slow 

• Number of PSI-BLAST iterations in template search (PsiBLASTs): 3 

• Maximum allowed (PSI-)BLAST E-value to consider template (EValue Max): 0.5 

• Maximum number of templates to be used (Templates Total): 5 

• Maximum number of templates with same sequence (Templates SameSeq): 1 

• Maximum oligomerization state (OligoState): 4 (tetrameric) 

• Maximum number of alignment variations per template: (Alignments): 5 

• Maximum number of conformations tried per loop (LoopSamples): 50 

• Maximum number of residues added to the termini (TermExtension): 10 

 

3. Homology modeling templates  

PSI-BLAST iterations were run to find possible templates for the target sequence. 

The target sequence was the only information available. Position specific scoring matrix 

(PSSM) from UniRef90 were extracted.  The PDB was then searched for a match only 
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allowing hits with an E-value below the homology modeling cutoff 0.5.  380 hits were 

found with only three serving as the templates (Table 32).   

 

 
Table 32: KMO Homology modeling templates 
 
Template Total 

Score 
BLAST E-

value 
Align 
Score 

Cover ID Resolution 

1 378.88 2e-104 674.0 90% 5NAK-
A 

1.50 A 

2 337.36 3e-104 667.0 90% 5NAH-B 1.75 A 

3 268.03 1e-097 639.0 75% 4J33-A 1.82 A 

Note: to save space, only the three templates used have been included.  The 'Total score' in the 

second column is simply the product of the BLAST alignment score, the WHAT_CHECK 
(Hooft, Vriend, Sander, & Abola, 1996) quality score in the PDBFinder2 database (Joosten et al., 

2011) and the target coverage. This makes sure that good template structures are used even if the 

alignment score is lower. The quality score ranges from 0.000 (terrible) to 1.000 (perfect). 

 
 

 

4. The secondary structure prediction  

A secondary structure prediction was performed for the target sequence to assist 

correction and loop modeling.  This again was achieved via PSI-BLAST to create a target 

sequence profile and feeding it to the PSI-Pred secondary structure prediction algorithm 

(Jones DT, 1999).
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Sequence: 
MDSSVIQRKKVAVIGGGLVGSLQACFLAKRNFQIDVYEAREDTRVATFTRGRSINLALSHRGRQALKAVGLEDQIVSQGIPM
RARMIHSLSGKKSAIPYGTKSQYILSVSRENLNKDLLTAAEKYPNVKMHFNHRLLKCNPEEGMITVLGSDKVPKDVTCDLIV
GCDGAYSTVRSHLMKKPRFDYSQQYIPHGYMELTIPPKNGDYAMEPNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNMNKSFTCTLFMPFEEFE
KLLTSNDVVDFFQKYFPDAIPLIGEKLLVQDFFLLPAQPMISVKCSSFHFKSHCVLLGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNAGFEDCLVFD
ELMDKFSNDLSLCLPVFSRLRIPDDHAISDLSMYNYIEMRAHVNSSWFIFQKNMERFLHAIMPSTFIPLYTMVTFSRIRYHEAV
QRWHWQKKVINKGLFFLGSLIAISSTYLLIHYMSPRSFLRLRRPWNWIAHFRNTTCFPAKAVDSLEQISNLISR 
SecStr  : 
CCCCCCCCCCEEEECCCHHHHHHHHHHHHCCCCEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEEEEECCHHHHHHHHHCCCCHHHHHCC
CCCEEEEEEECCCCEEEEECCCCCCCEEEEEHHHHHHHHHHHHHCCCCCEEECCCEEEEEEECCCEEEEEECCCCEEEEEEEE
EEECCCCCHHHHHCCCCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCEEEECCCCCEEEEEEECCCEEEEEEEECCCCHHH
HCCCCCHHHHHHHHHCCCCCCCHHHHHHCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEECCCEEEECCCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHCCCCCCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHCCCCCCCCCCH
HHHHHHCCCC 
PreHel  : 
001110000000000107899999999771000000000011123222100001121228989999981004888852000000000000000000000000000000
008999999999988200000000000000000000000000000000000000000000115887543300000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000236665200337989998870002444555554221121000010000000000000000012234324527889788559989
999999866300075799999987559999999999986999884100058899999999999860000133344432100017999999999999999999999899
999999999886313344433201466777754310001333457765554420 
PreStr  : 
000000112499991000000000000000004899933100011111001356565200000000000000000000132256999982003898761000013777
860000000000000000029994037899986300699998300156898628998410000000000000000013567777899986510000001111279994
410289999761005899999851000000000000000000000000000000111222122211222333331026640288851000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001122221000000000000000000000000000000
000000001111100011111110001111111111221000000000000000 
PreCoi  : 
999888887500008892100000000238996100066888865666688532225660000000008995110137867743000017996101238998986222
121000000000011799970005962100113699300001799843101370001689884112455589888875432222100013489999988888720005
589710000238995100000158763334799552000001119997555444334566766787666666668973358811147765576572110201440010

The lines 'PreHel', 'PreStr' and 'PreCoi' indicate the estimated probability for the three secondary structure classes helix, strand and coil. 
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000000133689914200000001440000000000003000115889941000000000000139999866544456898882000000000000000000000100
000000000003686544455676432111144677777766542234445569 

5. The target sequence profile  

Target sequence profile was created from multiple sequence alignment (built from related UniRef90 sequences) to help align 

target and templates.   

Target  : 
MDSSVIQRKKVAVIGGGLVGSLQACFLAKRNFQIDVYEAREDTRVATFTRGRSINLALSHRGRQALKAVGLEDQIVSQGIPMRARMIHSLSGKKSAIPYGTKSQYILSVSRENLNKDLLTAA
EKYPNVKMHFNHRLLKCNPEEGMITVLGSDKVPKDVTCDLIVGCDGAYSTVRSHLMKKPRFDYSQQYIPHGYMELTIPPKNGDYAMEPNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNMNKSFTCTLFMPFE
EFEKLLTSNDVVDFFQKYFPDAIPLIGEKLLVQDFFLLPAQPMISVKCSSFHFKSHCVLLGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNAGFEDCLVFDELMDKFSNDLSLCLPVFSRLRIPDDHAISDLSMYNYIE
MRAHVNSSWFIFQKNMERFLHAIMPSTFIPLYTMVTFSRIRYHEAVQRWHWQKKVINKGLFFLGSLIAISSTYLLIHYMSPRSFLRLRRPWNWIAHFRNTTCFPAKAVDSLEQISNLISR 
UPI0001D: 
MDVPDVQRKRIAVIGGGLVGSLNACFLAKRNFRVDVYEAREDIRAAQLSRGRSINLALSYRGRQALKAIGLEEQIVSQGIPMRARMIHSLSGKKSAIPYGTKSQYILSISRENLNKDLLTAVE
KYPNAKVHFGHRLLKCNPEEGVITVLGSDKVPIDVTCDLIVGCDGAYSTVRSHLMKKPRFDYSQQYIPHGYMEFTIPPKNGDYAMELNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNTNKSFTCTLFMPFEDF
ENLVTSSDVLTFFQKYFPDSIPLIGEQALVRDFFLLPAQPMISVKCSSFHLKSHCVLMGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNAGFEDCLVFDELMDTFNNDLSMCLPEYSRLRIPDDHAISDLSMYNYIEM
RAHVNSRWFIFQKNVERFLHTVMPSTFIPLYTMVTFSRIRYHEAVLRWHWQKKVIKKGLFFFGTLIAIGSTYPCMCSMSLRPLHYFRRPWDWLTCFHKTTCFPANSMGSLEKIPNVISR 
[uniref90|UPI0001DEAB96 PREDICTED: LOW QUALITY PROTEIN: kynurenine 3-monooxygenase-like n=1 Tax=Ailuropoda melanoleuca RepID=UPI0001DEAB96] 
E1B2G6  : 
MESSDVQRKKIAVIGGGLVGSLNACFLAKKNFQVDVYEAREDIRVAKFARGRSINLALSYRGRQALNAIGLEDQIVSQGIPMRARMIHSLSGKKSAIPYGTKSQYILSISRENLNKDLLTAVE
KYPNVKVHFGHRLLKCNPEEGVITVVGSDEVPVDITYDLIVGCDGAYSTVRTYLMKKPRFDYSQQYIPHGYMELTIPPKNGDYAMEPNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNMNKSFTCTLFMPFEDF
EKLLTSSDVLNFFKKYFPDSIPLIGEQALARDFFLLPAQSMISVKCSSFHFKSHCVLMGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNAGFEDCLVFDELMDKFNNDFSMCLPEYSRLRIPDDHAISDLSMYNYIEM
RAHVNSRWFIFQKNMEQFLHAIMPSTFIPLYTMITFSRIRYHEALLHWHWQKKVINKGLFFFGTLIAIGSTYLLMCAMSLRPLHYFRRPWDWLAHFQKT.................... [uniref90|E1B2G6 
Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Canis lupus familiaris RepID=E1B2G6_CANFA] 
E1BN59  : 
MDSSDIQRKNIAIIGGGLVGSLNACFLAKRNFQVDIYEAREDIRVTKSARGRSINLALSYRGRQALKAIGLEDQVVSQGIPMRARMIHSLSGKKSAIPYGTKSQYILSISRENLNKDLLTAVEK
YSNAKVHFGHRLVKCNPEKGVITVLGQDKVPKDVTCDLIVGCDGAFSTVRTYLMKKPRFDYSQQYIPHGYMELNIPPKNGDYAMEPNYLHIWPRDTFMMIALPNMNKSFTCTLFMPFEEF
EKLLTSSDVLDFFQKYFPDSIPLIGKQALVQDFFLLPAQSMISVKCSSFHFKSHCLLMGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNAGFEDCLVFDELMDKFNNDFSMCLPEFSRLRIPDDHAISDLSMYNYIEM
RAHVNSRWFIFRKNIERLLHAIMPSTFIPLYTMVTFSRIRYHEAVLHWYWQKKVINGGLFLLGTLIAVSGTYLLMRYKSPSPLDYLRRPSEWVTYFQNT.................... [uniref90|E1BN59 
Uncharacterized protein n=1 Tax=Bos taurus RepID=E1BN59_BOVIN] 
Q91WN4  : 
MASSDTQGKRVAVIGGGLVGALNACFLAKRNFQVDVYEAREDIRVAKSARGRSINLALSYRGRQALKAIGLEDQIVSKGVPMKARMIHSLSGKKSAIPYGNKSQYILSISRENLNKDLLTA
VESYANAKVHFGHKLSKCIPEEGVLTVLGPDKVPRDVTCDLVVGCDGAYSTVRAHLMKKPRFDYTQQYIPHGYMELTIPPKNGEYAMEPNCLHIWPRNAYMMIALPNMDKSFTCTLFMP
FEEFERLPTRSDVLDFFQKNFPDAIPLMGEQALMRDFFLLPAQPMISVKCSPFHLKSHCVLMGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNAGFEDCLVFDELMDKFNNNLSMCLPEFSRFRIPDDHAISDLSMY
NYIEMRAHVNSRWFLFQKLLDKFLHAIMPSTFIPLYTMVAFTRIRYHEAVLRWHWQKKVINRGLFVLGSLIAIGGTYLLVHHLSLRPLEFLRRP.............................. [uniref90|Q91WN4 
Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=2 Tax=Murinae RepID=KMO_MOUSE] 
UPI0000F: 
...............GFLVGALNACFLAKRGFEVDVYEAREDIRLAKSARGRSINLALSHRGRQALKAVGLEDQVVSQGIPMRARMIHSLSGKKSAIPYGTKNQYILSISRESLNKDLLTAVEKHPTAKMH
FGHKLLNCKPEEGVITLLGSNQVPVEVTCDLIVGCDGAYSTVRAQFMKRARFNYSQQYIPHGYMELTIPPKNGEYAMEPNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNQNKSFTCTLFMPFEDFEKLTTGSD
VLDFFQKHFPDSIPLMGEEALKRDYFLLPAQPMIAVKCSTFHIGSQCVLMGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNAGFEDCLVFDELMDKFHNDLSICLPEFSRLRIPDDHAISDLSMYNYIEMRAHVNSK
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WFIFQKNIEKCLHAIMPSTFIPLYTMVTFSRIRYHEAVLRWKWQKRVINKGLFFFGTATALSGTCLLITYMSP..MVQLKMLWHWITSFRST.................... [uniref90|UPI0000F2BCA2 
PREDICTED: kynurenine 3-monooxygenase-like n=1 Tax=Monodelphis domestica RepID=UPI0000F2BCA2] 
D4A5K4  : 
MASSDTEGKRVVVIGGGLVGALNACFLAKRNFQVDVYEAREDIRVANFMRGRSINLALSYRGRQALKAVGLEDQIVSKGVPMKARMIHSLSGKKSAIPYGNKSQYILSISREKLNKDLLTA
VESYPNAKVHFGHKLSKCCPEEGILTMLGPNKVPRDITCDLIVGCDGAYSTVRAHLMKKPRFDYSQQYIPHGYMELTIPPKNGEYAMEPNCLHIWPRNAFMMIALPNMDKSFTCTLFMSFE
EFEKLPTHSDVLDFFQKNFPDAIPLMGEQALMRDFFLLPAQPMISVKCSPFHLKSRCVLMGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNAGFEDCLVFDELMDKFNNDLSVCLPEFSRFRIPDDHAISDLSMYNY
IE..................................VAFTRIRYHEAVLRWHWQKKVINRGLFVLGSLVAIGSAYILVHHLSPRPLELLRSAW............................. [uniref90|D4A5K4 Uncharacterized protein n=2 Tax=Murinae 
RepID=D4A5K4_RAT] 
UPI00019: 
........KRVAVIGGGLVGALNACFFARRGFHVDVYEAREDIRVASFARGRSINLALSHRGRQALRAVGMEEQIVAKGIPMRARRIHTPSGKKYSIPYGKKDQYILSVDRANLNKELLTAAETYS
NTKLFFGHKLLGCNAELGTLSIKRSDQQTLEVSYDLIVGCDGAFSTVRKQFMRQTRFNYSHEYIPHGYMELTIPPKDGDFAMEPNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNMDKSFTCTLFMPFEEFEKLT
TGEQVLGFFQTYFPDAIPLIGEQELKHDYFLLPAQAMISVKCSSYNLSSRCVLMGDAAHAVVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCLVFDELMDQFHNDLGACLPEFSRLRVPDDHAISDLAMYNYVEMR
EHVNSTWFIFRKRVDNFLHALMPSTIVPLYTMVTFTRIRYHEALQRWKWQTKVINRGLFVVGAA.GLGGTYLLIKCLARNLNFCLEDWWGWPHYLKNIGDLP................ 
[uniref90|UPI000194CAE1 PREDICTED: similar to kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Taeniopygia guttata RepID=UPI000194CAE1] 
Q6DIZ8  : 
......RKKTVSVVGGGLVGSLNACFFAKKGFQVELYEAREDIRYARMVSGRSINLALSHRGLQALKAVGLDEKIAAMGIPMRARMIHSVKGRKSSIPYGKQHQYILSVDRANLNKELLSAAEK
YSNVTMHFEHKLRDCNVDSGTMTFLNNMENIIEKKADLIVGCDGAFSVVRKQFMRKSRFNYSHVYIPHGYKELTIPPRKGEFAMEPNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNLDKSFTCTLFMPFEDFE
KLTTGDQVLDFFKTYFPDSIELIGEKKLTEDFFLLPPQAMISVKCSSFCIDHKCVIMGDAAHAVVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCLVFSELMEQYQNNLRICLHEFSRLRVPDAHAISDLAMYNYKEM
RAHVNSKWFIFRKQVDNILNAIMPTTFIPLYTMVTFSRIRYHEVILRWKWQKKIINVGLFTVGTTGSVGAAYLVIKYL......................................... [uniref90|Q6DIZ8 Kynurenine 3-
monooxygenase n=2 Tax=Xenopus (Silurana) tropicalis RepID=KMO_XENTR] 
Q1RLY6  : 
..SSSSKRKVIAVVGGGLVGSLNACFLAKRGFDVEVYESREDIRQAKVVKGRSINLALSHRGRQALKHVGMEDKIISKGIPMHARMIHNVNGKRSPIPYGKKGQYILSVDRANLNKELLTAAE
AYPNTRLNFNHKLHDWSPKTGTMTFIGSDGQKTETQADLIVGCDGAFSAVRKQFLRQSRFNYSQTYIPHGYMELTMPPKDGDFAMEPNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNLDRTFTCTLFMPFEDF
EKIRTGDELLRFFHKYFPDSVPLIGVEALKQDFFRLPAQAMVSVKCCPYHLFEKCVLMGDAAHAVVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCLVFDEIMDQFNENLVAVLQEYTRVRVPDDHAIADLAMYN
YIEMRAHVNSKYFIFRKYLDNLLHFFMPKTIVPLYTMVTFTRTRYNDAVNRWHWQNKVITRGLWLCGFVSAAGGTYVLV............................................ [uniref90|Q1RLY6 Kynurenine 3-
monooxygenase n=4 Tax=Danio rerio RepID=KMO_DANRE] 
Q4TBK6  : 
........KVVAVVGGGLVGALNACFFARRGFQVQVFEAREDIRRARTVKGRSINLALSHRGRQALKHVGLEEKIVSQGIPMHARMIHSPSGKLSSIPYGRKGQYILSVDRANLNRELLTEAETYP
NTQLNFDHKLQDWSAETGLMTFARSDGSVQEIQAQLIVGCDGAFSAVRKQFLRRSRFNYSQTYIPHGYMELTMPPADGEFAMKPNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNLDKTFTCTLFMPFEEFEKI
TTGEEVMAFFHKHFPDTIPLIGADALRRDYFRLPAQAMVSVKCSPYHIGDKCVLMGDAAHAVVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCIVLDEMMERFEEDLSVVLPEYTRVRVPDDHAIADLAMYNYIE
MRAHVNSRWFLFRKRLDNLLYAVMPKAVIPLYTMVTFTRTPYHEAVERWHWQNKVINGGLLLGATGAAVGLSCLL............................................. [uniref90|Q4TBK6 Chromosome 
undetermined SCAF7120, whole genome shotgun sequence n=2 Tax=Tetraodon nigroviridis RepID=Q4TBK6_TETNG] 
E9C606  : 
........KRVAIVGGGLVGALNAVYFARRGCNVDVYEARDDIRQSKTYSGRSINLALSTRGIQALKDVGLDEMVVATGIPMYGRMIHNPTGGKYVVPYGKDNQAILSVDRRKLNELLLTTAEKL
PNVSLHFEHKLTEVDVKARNLTLRAPDRSTITVKPDLVVGSDGAYSSVRRHLLQQPRFNYAQTYIAHGYKELTIPPVDGKFAMEANYLHIWPRHEFMMIALPNQDRSFTCTLFMPFDIFATIS
TPELVLAFFRENFADAIPLIGQERLVSDFFTNPTSTLMMVKCSPYHIDDFAVIIGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDCTVLHRLLGEHNMDLATALPAYSKERNPDAEAICDLALHNYVEMRH
HVTSTSFLLRKKLDSLLHSLMPNTFIPLYTMVTFSRIPYAEVIERQKWQDRVVSRGYLLLGASV..................................................... [uniref90|E9C606 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Capsaspora owczarzaki ATCC 30864 RepID=E9C606_9EUKA] 
UPI00005: 
.......RGNVTIVGGGPVGALQACLLSRRGYHVDLHEARKDIRRTDFAAGRSINLALSYRGIQSLKRAGLDEKIKSLGIAMHSRMIHPLNKPCYKIPYGRKGQYLLSIDRLKLNQDLLTAAEKMD
NIDLHFSSKLVSCDVDTATATFKTENEGNIDETSQVLFGCDGAYSAVRRQL.QRGLFDYAQVYIPHGYKELCIPPTDGEYAMPPNHLHIWPRHTFMLIALPNLDKSFTCTLFMPITKFETLKTG
DDVMDLFMRVFPDSVPLIGEEFLKKDFFKLPPLPIITVKCSPYHYKNKVALLGDAAHSMTPFFGQGLNSGLEDTLLFDELMEKYDCDFDKVLPMYSEIRCPDGHAISDLSHKNYIEMRDSVT
SFWFLFRKKVDTILHFLFPSLIVPKYSMVAFTRTRYSKVITDSEKNTKIINVSL............................................................ [uniref90|UPI00005210F6 PREDICTED: similar to Kynurenine 3-
monooxygenase (kynurenine 3-hydroxylase) n=1 Tax=Ciona intestinalis RepID=UPI00005210F6] 
A9V478  : 
.........KVIVVGGGLVGALEAVYMARRGHEVHVYEGRTDIRKEPRYSGLSINLALSVRGIAALREVGVEAEIVNAGIPMHARMIHSHDGQQSSQPYGTQGQAIRSIDRRNLNEHLLSAAEGLPN
VHLHFEHKLQRADTKSNTL.VFKTPKGEVKATGDLIIGCDGAHSQVRRGLMRSDRVNYQQRYIPHGYKELTIPPPDGDFQIKANFLHIWPRSTFMMIALPNQDKTFTATLFMPFDKFDSIKTA
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EDVLELFEAEFPDSIPLIGRERLVKDYFENPTGTLMTVKCDPVGAR.RTILMGDAAHAVVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCLVFNNLLEKHANDIDAAVADYSRSRVADVHAIADLALYNYVEMRDL
VNSRWFLFRKKVDNFLHALMPNTFIPLYTMVTFSQIPYATVVARSKQQAHTIDTALTALAA....................................................... [uniref90|A9V478 Predicted protein n=1 Tax=Monosiga 
brevicollis RepID=A9V478_MONBE] 
B1B6U6  : 
..........LAVVGGGLVGSLCACLLGNRGFQVDLYESRDDIREQEHVTGRSINLALSVRGRAALALVGLEEEVIQRAIPMHGRLIHNTDGTRKPIPYGRKGQSIFSVGRRFLNEVLLSACESNPNVR
LHFRHKLQSADLDEAQLSFRGPDGQELKVQHRAVFGCDGAYSAVRRQMLRRPMFNYSQTYIPHGYLELCIPPADGQFAMEVNYLHIWPRGQFMLIALPNQDRTYTATLFMPFAVFDSLTD
RDKLLTFFDRYFPDAVPLIGKDHLVKSFFAVDASPMVMIKCNPYNVSDKSLILGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCSVLSELMDVHGHNLSAIFSEFTELRNKDVEAICDLALYNYVEMRD
LVNSTSFLVRKKFDLFLNWIAPSFWIPLYTTVTFSRIRYHECVKNRAWQDKVLSRLMNGALISMAVAGVAGAFQYLQPHRHL................................... [uniref90|B1B6U6 Kynurenine 3 
hydroxylase n=1 Tax=Haemaphysalis longicornis RepID=B1B6U6_HAELO] 
UPI00019: 
......EQKHVVIVGGGLVGSLEALFCAQRSYKVDVFEYRPDPRLQKYVAGKSINLALSERGRAALRSIGAEDYIVKTCIPMYARMIHSHNGKRTPISYGKNDQCILSVDRRKLNEHLINLAEKNV
NISYHFQSKFVSSDFDRGKIRFEKNGELSEHYA.DLIVGCDGAYSAVRQQLLKTTRMNYSQFYIPHGYKEIMLPNEHGEFAMEINYFHIWPRNEFMMIGLPNQDKSFTLTLFMPLDKFDCITSE
QDIINFFEQEFPDSIPLIGRQKLIDDYKKNPVGDAICVKTYPYHYLDKVVILGDAAHATVPFYGQGMNCGFEDCLVLHEILDK.TLDFKTGLEAYSKYRNPDAEALIDLSLYNYMELRAHVNS
VWFTLRKKVDNFLHFLFPHTWIPLYSMVTFTRLRYHHVVERSKKQDMIVK....WLVTGICVSALSVSFYYVTKVSTL................................... [uniref90|UPI0001924FF0 PREDICTED: similar to 
predicted protein n=1 Tax=Hydra magnipapillata RepID=UPI0001924FF0] 
E3X9H1  : 
..........VAIVGGGLVGSLLALHLGKKGHEVNLYEYRE.........GMSINLALSARGRRALAEVGLEEALLGHGIPMAGRMLHDLNGKRKVVPYDANTQCIYSVGRKHLNEVLLNAAEKYPNIHLH
FNHKLVSANLDEGQFAMVDATKETKSAQADLIVGCDGAYSAVRKEIVKRPRYDFSQTYIEHGYLELCIPPATGEFAMPHNYLHIWPRGKFMMIALPNQDRTWTVTLFMPFTNFHSITDADA
LLDFFRQYFPDAIDLIGRERLIKDFFKIKPQPLVMIKCRPYHVGTKALIVGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCSVLTELFGKYGSDLERILPEFSERRWEDAHAICDLAMYNYIEMRDLVTKR
SYLLRKKLDELLFWMMPNTWVPLYNSVSFSHMRYSKCIANRAWQ.................................................................... [uniref90|E3X9H1 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 Tax=Anopheles darlingi 
RepID=E3X9H1_ANODA] 
E9H0N5  : 
MTSQDPQKKKIAVVGGGLVGSLQACYMAKRGHQVELYELRDDIRTMEHVPGKSINLAMSIRGRSALREVGLEDEIINHGLPMEARMIHRLDGSTYQIPYGKKGQCIYSVGRRFVNEVLLN
AAEKLPNVSFNFSHKLVNSDLDKGTMTFTNKSGELVEAQADLILGTDGAYSAVRKQFMKRPRFNYQQEYIPCYYLELCIPPASGNFAMNPKCLHIWPRGSFMMIALPNQDASWTVTLFMP
HDKFEALTTPEELLAFFKTHYPDAIPLIGKDRLVKDFFAIKPSGLISVKCYPHH.AGKALLLGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDCLVLNEFLNQLDHNLEKVLPAYTEHRHVDAHAICDLALY
NFIEMRDLVNRFSFLARKRFDNTMHWLFPNWWVPLYTSVTFSRMRYHLCIENKKWQDRV................................................................. [uniref90|E9H0N5 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 
Tax=Daphnia pulex RepID=E9H0N5_DAPPU] 
Q95NP6  : 
..........VIVVGGGLVGSLCAIFMAKRGYHVTLFEYREDIRTAKFARGRSINMALSNRGRKALRAVGIEKIILESAIPMKGRLLHDLKGRTTSVPYALTGQCIYSISRDYLNNVLLTELEKYPNVKI
YFNHKLMSVSFEDERISVM..NLITEEITADLIIEADGAYSTLRRYMQLTPLFEYSQTYIQHGYLELVIPPENGP.KMTPNHLHIWPRGQFMMIALPNKDNSWTVTLFMPFGKFESLRNAAELKD
FYYKTFPDAVPLIGEDLLVNDFFKVKPSALVSVKCKPYHVGSKFLLIGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCFLLDGILERRSNDIAGSIEEFSRERVEDAYAICELAMYNYVEMRDLVTRPSY
RLRKFFDELLFKCMKEKWIPLCNSVTFSNFGYKQCVENRKWQNKVIQKFLWTGGLVTSALFAY............................................... [uniref90|Q95NP6 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=3 
Tax=Tribolium castaneum RepID=Q95NP6_TRICA] 
Q21795  : 
..........VAIAGAGLVGALNACFFAQKGWDVSVYEFRKDIRTMKHVQGRSINLALSQRGKSALEAVGLKEYIVNQGVPLYARLIHNKDGKTSRQPYGKPGEHIVSINRRHLNEVMITQAEKSPN
VKFFFEHKVVQCTSQPSKIPTFGNKSPPQEVEADLILACDGAYSAVRRSLMTIPRFDFSQEYIEHGYVELNIMANNNEFAFEENVFHLWPRGHFTLIALANRDKTFTVTIFAPFSEFEKMSTSE
DVLSFFEENFPDAFLLLGKEHIADTFNRVKPQPLVSIKCSPHSFFDNLVLMGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDCLVFSETLEEYGNDIAKAVKVYSDGRVNDAHSINDLAMYNYEELKDLV
NKSSYKLRKKFDTIMNSIFPKSWIPLYSMVTFSRIPYSEVIERRKRQDKILSRIMTTTSTLALIGA................................................. [uniref90|Q21795 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=3 
Tax=Caenorhabditis RepID=KMO_CAEEL] 
B4J4Y6  : 
.......RRKVAIVGAGLVGSLAALNFAQMGNEVDLYEYREDIRKAELVQGRSINLALSQRGRKALAAVGLEEKVLATAIPMRGRMLHNVRGRTSIVLYDCTKQCLYSVGRKQLNELLLNACD
AFPNISCHFEHKLATANIAEGQMQFRRPNEPQLSASADLIVGCDGAFSTLRQQLVRTPGFNYSQEYISTGYLELCIPAKDGEFQMPPNYLHIWPRDSFMMIALPNQDKSFTVTLSMPFELFAEL
KTHQQLLDFFRQHYVDALPLIGEQQLIKDFFKTRPQHLLSVKCKPYHFADKALILGDAAHAMVPYYGQGMNAGMEDLTLLSSILSQ.QLPLDVALAQFTESRWRDAYAICDLAMYNYVEM
RDLTKRWSFRCRKWLDTTLFRLFPRRWVPLYNSVSFSSMPYSQCIANRQWQDKLLGRLMTFLASLIAGGAIY............................................... [uniref90|B4J4Y6 GH21583 n=1 Tax=Drosophila 
grimshawi RepID=B4J4Y6_DROGR] 
C3YGV7  : 
.......QKSVAVVGGGLVGAMNACYLSSRGFKVDLYEARADIRTMEVVRGRSINLALSCRGREALKKVGLEDQVVEDGIPMYARMIHDLNGTLRPIPYGKSDQYIMSVDRRKLNETLLTAAEK
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RPDVTLHFQHKLMSCDLEKGRN...GGEDV..EVRTDLIMGNDGAYSAIRKHMVKRPRFNYSQEYIPHGYMELTVPPHNGEFAMAVNYLHIWPRNEYMMIALPNQDKSFTLTLFMPFDMFDQ
LKTGDDVLQFFLEKFPDSVPLIGEESLKETYFRLPPLPLVSVKCSPYHVSDKAVIMGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMN..................................................................................................................................
...................................... [uniref90|C3YGV7 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 Tax=Branchiostoma floridae RepID=C3YGV7_BRAFL] 
A1Z746  : 
......RRRRVAVIGAGLVGSLAALNFARMGNHVDLYEYREDIRQALVVQGRSINLALSQRGRKALAAVGLEQEVLATAIPMRGRMLHDVRGNSSVVLYDINNQCLYSVGRRQLNEVLLNAC
DKLPNIRCHFEHKLTSANLREGSMEFRNPAKEAVAAHADLIVGCDGAFSSVRQNNVRLPGFNYSQEYIETGYLELCIPSKSGDFQMPANYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNQDKSFTVTLSMPFEIF
AGIQNQNDLLEFFKLNFRDALPLIGEQQLIKDFFKTRPQFLVSIKCRPYHYADKALILGDAAHAMVPYYGQGMNAGMEDVTLLTDILAK.QLPLDETLALFTESRWQDAFAICDLAMYNYV
EMRDLTKRWTFRLRKWLDTLLFRLFPG.WIPLYNSVSFSSMPYRQCIANRKWQDQLLKRGATFLAAIVTGGAIY............................................... [uniref90|A1Z746 Kynurenine 3-
monooxygenase n=5 Tax=melanogaster subgroup RepID=KMO_DROME] 
B4LMJ7  : 
.......RRKVAIVGAGLVGSLAALNFARMGHQVQLYEYREDIRRAQLVQGRSINLALSQRGRKALAAVGLEEQVLATAIPMRGRMLHNVRGRTSIVLYDCNGQCLYSVGRKQLNELLLNACD
AFPNISCHFEHKLATVNIAEGMQFKRPAVEQLISASADLIVGCDGAYSTLRQQLVRTPGFNYSQEYINTGYLELCIPAKDGEFQMPPNYLHIWPRDSFMMIALPNQDKSFTVTLSMPFELFAQ
LQTQQQLLDFFRTHYVDALPLIGEQQLIKDFFKTRPQHLMSVKCRPYHFADKALILGDAAHAMVPYYGQGMNAGMEDLTLLSSILNQ.QLPLDAALAQFTESRWRDAYAICDLAMYNYVE
MRDLTKRWSFRCRKWLDTMLFRLFPRRWVPLYNSVSFTSMPYSQCIANRQWQDKLLGRVL............................................................ [uniref90|B4LMJ7 GJ21127 n=1 Tax=Drosophila virilis 
RepID=B4LMJ7_DROVI] 
Q86PM2-2: 
..........VAVVGGGLVGSLFALHLGKKGHTVDLYEYREDIRTAELVIGRSINLALSARGRKALAEVGLEDALLQHGIPMKGRMLHDLKGNRKIVPYANTNQCIYSVGRKHLNEVLLDAAEKYP
NIHLYFNKKLQSANLDEGEMSFIDTTKESTHTKADLIVGCDGAYSAVRKEIVKRPGYDYSQTYIEHGYLELCIPPKDGDFAMPHNYLHIWPRGKFMMIALPNQDRTWTVTLFMPFTNFNSIK
CDGDLLKFFRTYFPDAIDLIGRERLVKDFFKTRPQSLVMIKCKPYNVGGKAVIIGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCTVLTELFNQHGSDVDRILAEFSDTRWEDAHSICDLAMYNYVEILT
RV................................................................................................................... [uniref90|Q86PM2-2 Isoform 2 of Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Aedes aegypti RepID=Q86PM2-2] 
B3MHU1  : 
.....VRRRRVAVVGAGLVGSLAALNFARRGNHVDLYEYREDIRHALVVTGRSINLALSQRGRKALAAVGLEQKILATAIPMRGRMLHDTKGNTRVVIYDPCTQQCLSVGRRQLNEVLLDAC
DELPNITCHFNHKLATVNLREGSLEFRNPQPGGEAITADLIVGCDGAFSSVRQQLVRLPGFNYSQIYIETGYLELCIPAEAGDFQMPPNYLHIWPRDSFMMIALPNQDRSFTVTLSMPFDMFSK
IQTKSQLLDFFRENFGDALPLIGEEQLVKDFFKTKPQHLVSIKCRPYHYEDKALILGDAAHAMVPYYGQGMNAGMEDVTLLTEILDR.QLPLDETLAQFTEKRWQDAFAICDLAMYNYVEM
RDLTKRWSFRLRKFVDTVLFRFFPA.WIPLYNSVSFSSMPYSECIANRKWQDQFL................................................................ [uniref90|B3MHU1 GF11693 n=1 Tax=Drosophila ananassae 
RepID=B3MHU1_DROAN] 
E2AH22  : 
..SNLVQRKKRELLSSLQVGALAACFFAKRGHQVVVYEYRSDLRMED.SSGQSINLALSFRGREALRAVDLEDTLVKQATSMRGRMLHDKNGNLKEVLYNVKGNCIYSINRRYLNVILLDA
AEKYPKVQINFNKKLVDANLDKGKMKFLNKTGTIEDAEADLIIGADGAYSKVRKIMTKRPLFNYIQTYIEHGYVELSVPAKNNEFAMSGNNLHIWPRGEFMMTSLPNKDRTFTGNLFAPFH
VLEKLKTSVALLKFYNKHFPDLLRLIGEQRLVQQFFEREPQTLISIKCKPYHVGKTALIIGDAAHAMVPFYAQGMNAGFEDVLLLDELMECYNSDFAKILPKFSELRCDDGHAICDLAMYNY
LEMRDLVMRKSFLLRKFVDKILYTFIPNSWIPLYFSVHFTRMSFRECIAHKEWQDKVLRMNLWCFGIFI..................................................... [uniref90|E2AH22 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase 
n=1 Tax=Camponotus floridanus RepID=E2AH22_9HYME] 
E9IVE5  : 
....VERKSRIVIVGGGLVGGLAACFFAKRGHRVMIYEYRSDVRREK.SHGQSINLALSFRGREALKTINLEDTLVKRGTRMRGRMLHDKNGNLKEVIYDVKENCIYSINRRYLNMVLLDAAEK
YPEVELNFNRKLVDADLEKGKMKFLNTNTAIEDVKADLIIGADGAHSKVRKIMANRSLFNCSQTYIEHGYVEFSLPRRNGEFAMSRNNLHIWPRGEFMMTSLPNEDGTFTGNLFAPFRVYE
KLKTREALLNFCTEHFPDFLRLIGEENLVKQFFENEPQTLISIKCKPYHVGKTAVIVGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDILILDELMERYNSDFAKVLPKFSELRCDNGHAICDLAMYNYLEM
RDLVTKRSFLLRKFLDNILFTLFPNFWIPLYFSVQFTRMNYRECIARKEWQDKV................................................................. [uniref90|E9IVE5 Putative uncharacterized protein (Fragment) n=1 
Tax=Solenopsis invicta RepID=E9IVE5_SOLIN] 
Q4TBK5  : 
...................................................................................................................................................LLRSDGSVQEIQAQLIVGCDGAFSAVRKQFLRRSRFSYSQTYIPHGYMELTMPPADGEFAMKPNY
LHIWPRNTFMMIALPNLDKTFTCTLFMPFEEFEKITTGEEVMAFFHKHFPDTIPLIGADALRRDYFRLPAQAMVSVKCSPYHIGDKCVLMGDAAHAVVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCIVLDEMMER
FEEDLSVVLPEYTRVRVPDDHAIADLAMYNYIEMRAHVNSRWFLFRKRLDNLLYAVMPKAVIPLYTMVSDSSSR............................................................................... [uniref90|Q4TBK5 
Chromosome undetermined SCAF7120, whole genome shotgun sequence. (Fragment) n=1 Tax=Tetraodon nigroviridis RepID=Q4TBK5_TETNG] 
B5DZB4  : 
......QRRRVAIVGAGLVGSLAALNFARMGNHVDLYEYREDIRHAALVQGRSINLALSQRGRKALAAVGLEQEVLSTAIPMRGRMLHDVAGRTSVVLYDPCTQQCLSVGRKQLNEVLLNAC
DKLPNIQCHFEHKLTKASIKEGLMEFKQPHREVVAASADLIVGCDGAFSSVRQQLVKLPGFNYSQDYIETGYLELCIPAKAGQFQMPPNYLHIWPRNSFMMIALPNQDKSFTVTLSMPFKMF
ASIQSQDQLLAFFRQHYTDALPLIGEEQLIKDFFKTRPQHLVSIKCKPYHYADKALILGDAAHAMVPYYGQGMNAGMEDVTLLTSILGQ.QLPLDEALAQFTEDRWKDAFAICDLAMYNYV
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EMRDLTKRWSFRCRKWLDTLLFRLFPG.WIPLYNSVSFSSMPYKQ............................................................................ [uniref90|B5DZB4 GA24656 n=1 Tax=Drosophila pseudoobscura 
pseudoobscura RepID=B5DZB4_DROPS] 
E4WQD1  : 
.......KDRIIIAGGGLVGGVAAAMLADKGHQIDLYELRDDPRNENAAAGRSINLSLSHRGMRSLRQIGMEEECLANGVKMPARMIHKVSGETYEVPYGTKEHFILSISRLRLNQMILTAAEKRE
NVNLHFNHRITDVDLSG...TLKFSDK..PDASGDVLIGADGAYSKVRSK.MARGVFDFSQTYIPHGYKELVMKAENGDWRLPKNYLHIWPRGQFMMIALPNLDGSFTCTLFLPFEMFKTIETQ
ESGIAFMEEHFPDSISIFGRDNLMKQFGTTPGLPMISVKTSP.HSVDNTVIVGDAAHAIVPFYGQGMNAGMEDIAV...LMDTYANDLKSAIKEYGVFRPKDAHAIADLAMYNYIEMRDLVTSN
WFLFRRSLDRLLATVLPGSVIPLYEMVVFPQMGYSNAIERNKKQSTMID............................................................... [uniref90|E4WQD1 Whole genome shotgun assembly, reference scaffold set, 
scaffold scaffold_1 n=2 Tax=Oikopleura dioica RepID=E4WQD1_OIKDI] 
A1Z746-2: 
......RRRRVAVIGAGLVGSLAALNFARMGNHVDLYEYREDIRQALVVQGRSINLALSQRGRKALAAVGLEQEVLATAIPMRGRMLHDVRGNSSVVLYDINNQCLYSVGRRQLNEVLLNAC
DKLPNIRCHFEHKLTSANLREGSMEFRNPAKEAVAAHADLIVGCDGAFSSVRQNNVRLPGFNYSQEYIETGYLELCIPSKSGDFQMPANYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNQDKSFTVTLSMPFEIF
AGIQNQNDLLEFFKLNFRDALPLIGEQQLIKDFFKTRPQFLVSIKCRPYHYADKALILGDAAHAMVPYYGQGMNAGMEDVTLLTDILAK.QLPLDETLALFTESRWQDAFAICDLAMYNYV
EMR...................................................................................................................... [uniref90|A1Z746-2 Isoform 2 of Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Drosophila melanogaster RepID=A1Z746-
2] 
A7RTC7  : 
.......RREVAIVGGGLVGALSAVFFAKRGYKVDLYESRQDPRKLQFVSLRSINLALSVRGISALAAVGCERPMVESGIPMHARMIHTLKGSKYAIPYGKKGQ..............ISAGEVV.........................
......DVDADLLVGCDGAYSAVRKEIMRRPRFDYSQEYIPHGYKEICLPPANGKHIMELNYLHIWPRNTFMMIALPNQDGTFTCTLFAPFDTFDEIKTNDDVLNFFNKEFPDFIPLIGEEKLLSDW
FTNPVGAMVSVKCKPYHVADKVVILGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDCLVLNEILDKHNDNLGAALEEYSMVRNPDAEAMCDLAMYNYIEV........................................................................
............................................... [uniref90|A7RTC7 Predicted protein n=1 Tax=Nematostella vectensis RepID=A7RTC7_NEMVE] 
E2BE84  : 
.................................................QGQSINLALSLRGRETLRAVGLEDALVNHGMIMRGRMVHNKDGSLKELLYNVKGNSIYSVNRRHLNIILLNAAEKYPMVQLNFNKKLVDADLMKGTMKFV
STETLTEDAEADLIIGADGAYSTVRRIMARRQYFNYAQTYIKHKYVELTVPADNKEFQMSGRNLHIWPRGEFMMTALPNEDRSFTGNLFAPFDIFDKLKTPEAVLSFYAEQFPDLLRLMGEP
KLLKDFFLSEPKPLISIQCEPFHVGKTALLVGDAAHAMVPFYAQGMNTGFEDILVLDELMDRYDSDLAEVLPKFSQLRCDDAHAICDLAMYNYIEMRDLLTTKSYLFRKFIDRILYTFFPKF
WIPLYISVQFTRMGFRDCMINKEWQDKV................................................................. [uniref90|E2BE84 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase (Fragment) n=1 Tax=Harpegnathos saltator 
RepID=E2BE84_9HYME] 
A3HVP7  : 
.....MKKNEITILGAGLIGSLMAIYLKRHGLDVTVYDKRPDKRKTPYDEGRSINMALSHRGWKSLEQVGLKDKVLPLAIPMYGRKIHDEHGGTTFIPYGTEEQAIYSISRGKFNQLLAEEGERL.
GAHFEFEYKCQEVDFSDQVIS.FETPAGEKKLQAPVIVGADGAYSALRLSMQKQIRFNYKQEYISHGYKELTIPTKDGEFAMDPNALHIWPRGKFMLIALPNPDKSFTCTLFLPFEGFDKIRDE
KDLKSVFKNYFDDAYQLMPK..VAEEFFKNPTSALVNVECYPW.VQGNSLLIGDASHAMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDCFILNELIEKLTNSWDLVFEKFQKVRKRDTDAICQLAMENFVEMRDSV
ADPKFILRKKIEAKLHELYPNDWIPLYTMVTFSDISYSEAYAQGKLQEEIMDR.............................................................. [uniref90|A3HVP7 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Algoriphagus 
sp. PR1 RepID=A3HVP7_9BACT] 
Q08XL8  : 
..........VTLAGAGLVGSLLAMFLARRGFQVEVLERRADMRREGGSAGRSINLAISARGLYALRRVGLEQEALRHAIPMRGRMIHPVSGELSLQPYGDDSQHINSISRAWLNKCLMTHAEETGR
VNIRFKQRIQQVDFDTGALTVLDAGGGTREARTSVLFGTDGSGSAVRQAMMRLPGYTSTQEPLSHGYKELTIPAPGGTFQMEKNALHIWPRGTYMLIALPNEDGSFTCTLFLPFESFASLDS
PGKVLAFFEERFPDAVPLLPE..LTHDFFHNPTGTMVTVKGTPWQVGGRALVLGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNCGFEDCGVLDGCLERHRT.WEEAFAEFFHLRKTNADAIADMAVENFTEMSSS
TASARFLLEKQVEKALLNAFPGQFLSRYSLVSFSRVPYRMAYE......................................................................... [uniref90|Q08XL8 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=2 Tax=Stigmatella aurantiaca 
DW4/3-1 RepID=Q08XL8_STIAD] 
Q7X2A8  : 
................................KVTVYERRADVRAEQIEEGRSINLALSVRGIHALNRVGLDAEVLARAIPMRGRYIHPVTGTCSLIPYGTADEVIHSVGRRGLNAQLLDALAREKHATVHFQHRCTNYNL
RTQTLTIRDESSGREGVEAPVVIGTDGAASAVRLALMQNTRMNYSQEYLDHGYKELTIPPPDGTFQLEPNALHIWPRGGYMMIALPNLDRSFTCTLFLPHQGFDRLAVPSDVTAFFTQTFPD
AVPLIAE..LEGEFFRNPTGGLVTVRCSPWYSEGRALLLGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNCAFEDCEVLADLFDEHGGNWDEVFPQFFTSRKPNTDAIAQLALDNFIEMRDTSADPHFALKRQLEHK
LEERYPGQFVSKYGMVSFHRTPYRDAFERGRVQDRIL................................................................ [uniref90|Q7X2A8 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Gemmata sp. Wa1-1 
RepID=Q7X2A8_9PLAN] 
A8UKA8  : 
......KQQNILIIGAGLCGSLLALRLGQRGYNVTVYEMRPDLRSTDISAGRSINLAFSDRGNKAMKLVGIEDKVKDLCIPMNGRMLHDKEGNTFLSNYGRDHEYINSISRGELNGLLLTEAEKHD
NVTIHFNKKCKSVDFEK..TTALFKDYHTKDEDADCIIATDGAGSALRKYLEKKFLFSFSQDYLTHGYKELSIPAEDGGYKTYKNALHIWPRGDFMVIALPNLDGSFTVTLFLSYDEFNNLTTP
EIVTEFFQKEFPDALELMPN..LVEDFFENPTAPLGTVKCSPWHYKGNTLLMGDSAHAIVPFYGQGMNASFEDVVEFDKVLDQNLENWEATFEAYEKNRKKDTDAIADLAVDNFHEMKSH
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VGQAIFKEKRKIEMELENKFPEDYSSKYSLVTFNEIGYREAMLRGRAQDKAI................................................................ [uniref90|A8UKA8 Monooxygenase, FAD-binding protein n=1 
Tax=Flavobacteriales bacterium ALC-1 RepID=A8UKA8_9FLAO] 
Q7X2A7  : 
.........KVLIIGAGLCGSLLALRLAQRGYKVEVYESRPDLRKVDISAGRSINLALSDRGLKALRLCGMEEKAREICIPMYGRLMHDTAGNTFSSNYGRENEYINSISRGDLNAILLDEAEKHANV
TFHFNKRCQKVDIEN.TIAHFKDYETDEEFTIDVLFGTDGAGSILRKYLERKFLFSYSQNYLNHGYKELEIPDKSGNHQISNAHLHIWPRGDFMLIALPNMDGSFTVTLFLSYDEFENLTSEEKI
TAFFEKEFPDALALIPN..IKEEFINNPTGPLGTVKCAPWFYKNNTILLGDSSHAIVPFYGQGMNASFEDVVVFDEILDKNLGDWEAIFKAYQKARKIDTDAIADLAIDNFYEMRDHVANPLFK
EKRKIEMDLEKYFPTQYFSKYSLVTFNNIGYNEAMTRGRAQDKAL................................................................ [uniref90|Q7X2A7 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Polaribacter filamentus 
RepID=Q7X2A7_9FLAO] 
F3N389  : 
.......KQNILIVGAGLCGSLLALRLGQRGYNVTVMEMRPDLRKVDISAGRSINLAFSDRGNKAMKLCGIEDKVKALCIPMHGRMLHDIEGNTIMANYGREHEYINSISRGELNALLLDEAEKHE
NVTIHFNKKCKSVDFEN..TTALFKDYNTKEEDADAIIATDGAGSAMRKYLGKKFLFSFSQDYLTHGYKELSIPAKDGGYKTYKNALHIWGRGDFMVIALPNLDGSFTVTLFLSYNEFNNLT
TKERVLEFFNKYFKDALALMPN..LVDDFFENPTAPLGTVKCSPWHYKGNTLLMGDAAHAIVPFYGQGMNASFEDVVEFDKILDQDHDNWESIFKAYQTARKPDTDAIADLAIDNFHEMK
GHVNNANFREKRTLEMALEKEFPTQYSSKYSLVTFNNIGYREAMLRGRAQDKAI................................................................ [uniref90|F3N389 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Lacinutrix sp. 5H-3-7-4 RepID=F3N389_9FLAO] 
F2UBV5  : 
.........KVVIVGGGLVGALEACFMAKRGHEVLLFETRKDLRKEPRYSGYSINLALSIRGIDALKHAGVDHKIVSKGIPMRARMIHSHSGKLSKQPYGTKDQAILSVDRRGLNEELLTAAEKYKG
VKIYFQHKLRRMNTSNNTCVFEDKDHKEVRVQADLI........................................................................TLFMPFDKFESIKTDADIISFFEAEFPDSLPLLGRDNLIHDFNTNPTSPLITVKCSKIA.AA
RCCLLGDAAHAIVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCLVLEDCLNAES.DIEKAMKLFSDTRTKDVHAIADLALYNYIEMRDLVNSSWFLFRKKVDNVLHWLMPNTFIPLYTMVTFTRIPYATVIAANEKQ
KKVVNVGLG.LAALGGIAGAALL............................................. [uniref90|F2UBV5 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Salpingoeca sp. ATCC 50818 RepID=F2UBV5_9EUKA] 
F4F672  : 
......RQDEIAVVGAGLAGCLLACYLARRGHSVTLYERRPDPRVGTPERGRSINLALSERGLDALRRIGLDEQVMADALPMRGRMVHPVVGEPDFQSYSAEDRAINSISRGALNNALLDAAAK
LPQVRVAFDHRLVGLDPATAQMT.FETPQGTVTANATVVLGADGAGSAVRGQLLEHGLLTESVDFLDYGYKELTIPPLGGDFALDPGALHIWPRGTSMMIALPNPDRSFTCTLFWPTASFSS
LGSKAAIERYFAQHYPDLPPLAPN..LVDDYQHNPVGVLGTVRCDPWQFDGRVGLLGDAAHAIVPFYGQGANCAFEDVVELDTCLDECGDDWAAALPLYQQRRQDNAEAIAQMALANFV
EMRDKVASPVYQTRKKVEHALERALPGRYVSQYELVSFTTVPYAQVRRRVRRQYQVL................................................................ [uniref90|F4F672 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Verrucosispora maris AB-18-032 RepID=F4F672_9ACTO] 
E6X6Q2  : 
.......QKKIAIIGSGLVGSLLAIYLKKYGHDITVFDRRPDIRNVEFS.GRSINLAMSNRGWNALHEVGIEEEIKKIAIPLDKRAMHVVGQPEYYQKYGKEGEAIWSISRGVLNRKMIDLAEE.AGVV
FKFEEKVWDVDLPEGKLFTGETEKGEQEYQYDLIFGCDGAFSRVRHKMQRRSRFDYSQDFIDVGYKELTIAAEDGTHKLDRHSFHIWPRGKFMLIAMPNLDGSFTCTLFMPFESFENIKTND
DAKTFFTTYFPNVMQDLDN..LMQEFFKNPTSAMVTMKCFPWTYWDKVALIGDSAHAIVPFYGQGMNAGFEDIFVLDSLIKEHNDDWHAIFEAYEKARKPNADAIAELSYRNFMEMSSKT
ADPKFLLQKKIEKHFAAQYPDKWVPVYSRVTFSDRPYAEALAEGDAQEAIMKE.............................................................. [uniref90|E6X6Q2 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Cellulophaga algicola DSM 14237 RepID=E6X6Q2_CELAD] 
B1KJM3  : 
......QVKNITVAGAGPVGALLSVMLAKQGYKVDLFESRVDSRKASIYQGKSINLALSDRGWLALQAVGLDDKIREHAIPMYCRVMHDLEGNLTKQPYGKEGQAIWSVSRAGINEQLISLAEE
EPLIDVHFEHHLTQLDFDTLNSEFSNKEEDRKQHKTDLLFGADGAFSKVRRLAQELPRISYSLEYMPQSYIELTIAPQDGSHKLEKNALHIWPRKAFMLIALPNNDGSFTCTLFLNHESFQSLD
SKEKVTQFFEDNFADALPLLDNP..VDEFMQKSASPLCLVHIYPWVVNNKVGLIGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDCRILNELIQTHEHNWEQILTAYQAERKPNGDAIIELAKRNFVEMSDL
SGDSNFLLRKKIESEFNRMYPQLWVPLYSMVTFSHLSYSSALTTGDIQNEIMDE.............................................................. [uniref90|B1KJM3 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Shewanella 
woodyi ATCC 51908 RepID=B1KJM3_SHEWM] 
Q1VSF3  : 
....MLKTESVLIIGAGLCGSLLALRLAQRGYQVTLVEKREDMRTVALSAGRSINLALSNRGLKGIKRVGLEHKIEAYCIPMLGRMLHDKEGHTQLSKYGRDGEYINSISRSGLNKILLDELDTF
KNVDLKFNHSCVHVDLKQAHASFKTADSNSETIEADVIFGTDGAGSVVRQQMEKERLFSHSQNFLTHGYKELTFPPSESEYAAEKGALHIWPRGENMLIALPNQDKSFTVTLFLAYENFNS
LTTAESVEDYFKTDYPDALALMPN..LGTEFFENPTAPLGTVRCDPWTY.GKALLMGDASHAIVPFYGQGMNASFEDVVEFDDILEESNFDLKTAFKVFSESRKPNADAIADLALDNFHEMK
SHTAQDLFLEKRKLELALEKEFPKEYFSKYSLVTFSEVSYKEAMDKGRAQDKAI................................................................ [uniref90|Q1VSF3 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 
Tax=Psychroflexus torquis ATCC 700755 RepID=Q1VSF3_9FLAO] 
D2PN21  : 
........QRVAIVGAGLTGSLLACFLARRGLTVTLYERRPDPRTGSAERGRSINLAISERGLDALRRIGLAEEVMADALPMMGRMIHPVEGPLDFQPYASQDRAINSISRSALNNALLDAAAKAPG
VEIVFEHRLVGLDSQAGEL.VFETPSGRVEAQADVVLGADGAGSAVRGQLVGEGALADDADFLDYGYKELSIPAAGGEFALDPGALHIWPRGTSMMIALPNPDRSFTCTLFWPSGSFDALT
TAPQIERYFAEHYPDLLPLAPG..LVDDYLHNPVGVLGTVHVQPWQAHGRTALIGDAAHAIVPFYGQGANCAFEDVVELDRCLDDTGGSWARALPLFEARRRDNTDAIAEMALANFVEMR
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DKVASPVFRLGKQLEHAVERALPGRYVSRYELVSFTTTPYAEVRRRVRRQHQALAGAVVLLGALGTLTRTVL.............................................. [uniref90|D2PN21 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase 
n=1 Tax=Kribbella flavida DSM 17836 RepID=D2PN21_KRIFD] 
A3XGB8  : 
.......QEHILVIGAGLCGSLLALRMAQRGYKVTLMEKRPDLRKEVVDSGRSINLAFSDRGMKGLRLAGLEDKVLPLCIPMHGRMIHNTEGEQFMSPYSGRHEYINSISREDLNIMLLDECELMP
QITMRFNQKCTGVNLETAEAT.FEDYKTGETTTTDIVMGADGVGSALRKSMLRKFLFSYGQDFLTHGYKELSFPPKDGGFLVEKHALHIWPRGKDMMIALPNLDGSFTVTLFLSWDEFESL
NTDEAVVDYFKREYPDALALMPD..LLEEFHANPTSPLGTIKCSPWHAYGKVLLLGDAAHGIVPFYGQGMNSAFEDIYVLDQYLDQHAGDWKAVFKAYQEERKEDTDAIADLAVDNFHE
MKAHTARPIFQEKRKLEIAFEEAFPTEYFSKYSLVTFRELRYSEAMRRGRVQDKAI................................................................ [uniref90|A3XGB8 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 
Tax=Leeuwenhoekiella blandensis MED217 RepID=A3XGB8_LEEBM] 
Q1DDU6  : 
...SEARKDTVTVVGAGLVGSLLSIYLARRGHTVELLERRPDMRRETVDGGRSINLAISTRGLHALRQVGLENEALKHAIPMRGRMIHPPQGELVYQPYGDDSQHINAMSRGWLNAFLMTAA
EATGKVRIRFKQRVTDVDFGSGALTVHDATGEARQEPGRVVFGTDGSASAIRQALEKRPDFKGTQEQLGHGYKELTIPAPGGAFQMEKHALHIWPRGTFMLIALPDEEGSFTCTLFLPWQS
FASLDTPAKLEAFFGAQFPDAKALIPD..LVEAFFSRPTGSMVTVKGAPWHAGGQTLLLGDAAHAIVPFFGQGMNCGFEDCVVLDQLLGQGAG.WEQVFTDFERLRKTNADAIADMAVENF
VEMRDSTGDPRFLFRKAVEKVLLNAFPGEFVSRYSLVSFSHVPYRLAYQ......................................................................... [uniref90|Q1DDU6 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Myxococcus xanthus DK 1622 RepID=KMO_MYXXD] 
A8M1N4  : 
.........EVAVVGAGLSGCLLAAFLARRGYPVTLYERRPDPRTGRVDRGRSINLALSERGLDALRRIGLDARVMAEALPMRGRMIHPVDGEPQFQAYSAADRAINSISRGALNNALLTEAAALP
GVQVAFDHRLVDLDPGTGEMT.FETPQGKVTATAPVVLGADGAGSAVRGQLLGHGLLRESLDFLDYGYKELTIPPLGGNFALDPEALHIWPRGTSMMIALPNPDRSFTCTLFWPTHSFASL
GSPAAIERHFAQHYPDLLPLAPN..LVDEYLHNPVGVLGTVRCDPWQVNGTVGLLGDAAHAIVPFYGQGANCAFEDVVELDRCLDECADDWSAALPLYQHRRQGNAEAIAQMALANFVE
MRDRVASPLFQLGRRVEHTLERALPGRYVSRYELVSFSTTPYAEVRRRVRYQHQVLGAVVGGAAALLA.................................................... [uniref90|A8M1N4 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase 
n=2 Tax=Salinispora RepID=A8M1N4_SALAI] 
C5DE27  : 
..........VAVIGAGLVGCLAAVALAKRGYEVTLFDYRLDPRLATTRNLRSINLAISARGITSLEYVGISKRVLKDIIPMQGRMIHNLRGHQEAQNYGLFGECINSIDRGVLNNSLLDEVDNLQNV
ALKFGHKLSQINAKQTCVFTTNAASAAKEYAFDFVLGCDGAYSSTRSQMQRELRMDFSQEYIDCCYIELYVPPANGKFAISPNHLHIWPRGNYMLIALANGDGSFTSTFFGPWSLVEGLDT
RSKIQDFLTNNFPDAVEIIGLKQAVDAFENHPRGALMCVECSPYHLQGRAIILGDAAHSMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDVRVLMQLLDKHSGNRAAAFEEYSSKRHTDLVSIIKLAKNNYKEMSH
GVISNLYLLRKKLDTLLGRVLKDRWLPLYTMVSFADIPYHKAIQIEQRQKKIL................................................................ [uniref90|C5DE27 KLTH0C05786p n=1 Tax=Lachancea thermotolerans 
CBS 6340 RepID=C5DE27_LACTC] 
D5GNF0  : 
........RKVIVVGAGPVGALAALYFSHAGWEVEVYELRGDLRLLSLNFSKSINLALSERGINGLRNLGLLDEVLSMTIPMYGRMIHTVPGEKESQKYDVRGRFIRSADRARLNVQLLDALV.LK
DVKLFFHHGLLNLDDRTAEFEMIGTGE.RVTVGADLIIGADGAHSATRRLLQKSVRMYFEQVYIETLWQEYEIPPETGDFKIDANHLHIWPKKDFMFIAIPSIDKTFTCTLFMEQWRFDAIGES
RELLAFFRENFEEVIDLVGEDSLVEQYLSHQRLPLISIKCRPYHYKDRCVIIGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGFEDVSVLFEHIRRHPDSMADALASYSAYRMPDGHMINELAMQNHIEMRAAV
TSKGYLFRKAIEEALYAYVPWLGVTMYSMISFSNIRYTEVVNRTRRQRVWLN............................................................... [uniref90|D5GNF0 Whole genome shotgun sequence assembly, 
scaffold_81, strain Mel28 n=1 Tax=Tuber melanosporum Mel28 RepID=D5GNF0_TUBMM] 
F4B300  : 
......KQEHILIIGAGLCGSLLALRMAQRGYKITLMEKRPDLRAVHQDAGRSINLALSDRGLKGIRLVGLEDRVKDLCIPMNGRMLHDKESNTLFSPYGRTDEYINSISRTDLNIMLLNAADEYD
TLQVHFNQACTNVDLKNATATFTDHTKEEQTITADIILGADGAGSAVRKYMSRDFLFSFSQDYLGHGYKELTFPPENGGYRTEKNALHIWPRGRDMIIALPNLDGSFTVTLFIDYEDFASLD
SPAAITEYFTRQFPDAIPMMPE..LLKEYEENPVGPLGTIKCHPWSAFGKTCILGDAAHAIVPFYGQGMNASFEDVVVFDETLDAFGDQWEKVFKEFEKTRKPDTDAIADLAVDNFHEMKEH
TAHPMFQEKRKLETQFEKEFPTEYYSKYSLVTFNEIGYKEAMTRGRAQNKAI................................................................ [uniref90|F4B300 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=2 
Tax=Flavobacteriaceae RepID=F4B300_9FLAO] 
A5FMP6  : 
.........KIAVVGSGLVGSLLAIYLKKAGHTVHVYDRSPDIRKINFS.GRSINLAMSNRGWKALDGVGVGDAVREIAIPMDKRAIH.LVDKLNFQNYGQEGESIYSISRGTLNRKMIDLAEN.AGAE
FYFEQKIWDVTLSDATLHIGESERGEEERKYDMVFGADGAFSRIRHRMQRQSMFNYSQEFLNMGYKELNIPANDRTHKLDKNSFHIWPRGEYMLIALPNLDGSFTCTLFMPFESFESLTDRK
MVEDFFEKNFPDSIEVIPE..LANDFFKNPTSTLVTMKCFPWTYEDKIALIGDACHAIVPFYGQGMNAGFEDITVLNEMIEKFGDDWKKIFTEYQISRKPNADAIAELSYRNFMEMSTKTADEK
FLLQKKIEKVFSDKHPDKWIPLYSRVTFSDRPYAEALAIGDFQNGIMEEVL............................................................ [uniref90|A5FMP6 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Flavobacterium 
johnsoniae UW101 RepID=KMO_FLAJ1] 
A2U369  : 
.........KILIIGAGLCGSLLALRLAQRGFKIELFESRPDLRKVDISAGRSINLALSDRGLKGLNLCGVADKAKEICIPMLGRQMHDVNGNTFDSKYGREGEYINSISRGDLNAILLDEVDSHKNVNI
HFNKKCTHVDLDETSIEFYDYEKEEFTVTGDVIFGADGAGSVLRKHYIRKFLFSYSQNYLTHGYKELEIPDENGKHQLSKGHLHIWPRGDFMLIALPNTDGSFTVTLFLSYDEFANLTSEENI
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TAFFEKEFPDALALIPN..IKEEFLNNPTGFLGTVKCSPWSYQNKTVLIGDASHAIVPFYGQGMNASFEDVFVFDEVLNKGFKTWQEVFKAFEKERKKDTDAIADLAVDNFHEMKDHVANPL
FKEKRKIEMDLEEQFPDEYFSKYAMVTFKEIPYSEAMKKGRAQDKAL................................................................ [uniref90|A2U369 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Polaribacter sp. 
MED152 RepID=A2U369_9FLAO] 
D5BLE0  : 
......QSKNIAIVGSGLVGSLLAIYLRKAGHRVTIFDRRPDVRKVEFS.GRSINLAMSNRGWNALQRIGLEDEIRKIALPLDKRAMHVNEKPLYFQKYGKEGEAIYSISRGILNRKMIDLAEEAGA
V.FRFEEKVWDIDLNQAKIYTGTAETTPTEYKFDLIFGADGAFSRVRHKMQRQSRFNYSQHFIDVAYKELTIPANDGSHKLDHASFHIWPRGKFMLIAMPNLDGSFTCTLFMPFESFESINTEA
KAERFFEEYFPDIKEDIAN..LKNDFFKNPTSAMVTIKCFPWRYDDKIALIGDSAHAIVPFYGQGMNAGFEDISVLFDKMEEYGDDWDKIFSEYQIARKPNSDAIAELSYRNFVEMSSKTANPK
FLLQKKIEKKFAENHPSAWVPLYSRVTFSAHPYAEALKIGDKQEKIM................................................................ [uniref90|D5BLE0 Kynurenine-3-monooxygenase-like protein n=1 
Tax=Zunongwangia profunda SM-A87 RepID=D5BLE0_ZUNPS] 
A3U8K2  : 
.......QSSILIIGAGLCGSLLALRMAQRGYQVQLIEKRPDLREVHQDAGRSINLAFSDRGMKGIKRVGLEEEVKKLCIPMHGRMIHNLGAEPFMSNYGRDNEYINSISRTDLNAMLLDACDKMD
NIEIKYNLACKNVSLEEAKATFEDTTKEQTTFSADVILGADGAGSSVRKFLNKNFLFSFSQDYLTHGYKELSIPPENNGYRTFKNALHIWPRGEDMLIALPNLDGSFTVTLFLPYSDYDTLTTP
EMVTEYFEKEFPDVLELIPN..LAEEFFENPTGPLGTIKCSPWHCYGKNLILGDAAHAIVPFYGQGMNASFEDVAVFDDILDAHEGEWEAIFKAYEAARKPDTDAIANLAVDNFHEMKEHTAS
DLFQQKRKLEMAFEAEFPEDYHSKYSLVTFKEIGYKEAKMRGRAQDKAI................................................................ [uniref90|A3U8K2 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 Tax=Croceibacter 
atlanticus HTCC2559 RepID=A3U8K2_CROAH] 
Q5A7M3  : 
.......QKTIGIVGAGLVGCLAALAFAKKGYDVTLFEYRPDPRTVDSSKRRSINLAVSSRGIRALQYVAMADRILEHVIPMKGRMIHDITGKQESQVYGLNGESINSIDRSFLNNCLLDELDK.SNV
KILFKHKLVKLDTSNARMTFIDGHNDAKTSTFDFVVGCDGAHSQFRYHLQKTMRMDYSQKYIDMQYLELYIPPSNNKFSIDANHLHIWPRHNFMLIALANKDGSFTSTFFSPWSVIEGISSS
QEFVEFFRHNFPDAVGLIGEDALSSAFKSNPRGSLMQVSCYPYS.NGKGIILGDAAHSMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDVRILMELIDTNNGDIEEAFKQYSAARKNDLDAICKLALDNYYEMSSKVV
DIGYLIKKKLDYTLGKIFKNKWLPLYTMISFDDIPYAKAIEIEKRQNRIMNNGLGVLGT....................................................... [uniref90|Q5A7M3 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=3 Tax=Candida 
RepID=KMO_CANAL] 
Q11PP7  : 
.......KEQITICGAGLVGSLLAVYLIERGFSVRVFEKRKDPRKNEADAGRSINLAISHRGIHALKQTGLEKEALKLAVPMYGRAIHDLHGHVSFQAYGEASQHINSIGRGALNKLLITTAENL.GV
HFLFEHTCTDYHAEQWLFSDITGNTVATQ.SKEIVIGADGAFSIVRSFLSKQQQPQPQIETLEYGYKELEIASAHTETITNNQALHIWPRERFMLIALPNEDGSYTATLFLPLKSFEALQSDQDIQ
LFFKKYFPDTENLFPD..LTEQFYRHPTSKLFTIHSSNW.FNAHTLLIGDAAHALVPFYGQGMNAGFEDCRILAEIIDKSKTNWSEIFAEFYNQRKENADAISDLALQNFIEMRDHVADASFLLR
KKIEKHLHQELEDAFIPQYTMVSFTDISYKEAMETGLLHQKILDE.............................................................. [uniref90|Q11PP7 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Cytophaga hutchinsonii 
ATCC 33406 RepID=KMO_CYTH3] 
A6H1P4  : 
........QKIAIVGSGLVGSLLAIYLKKEGHTVHVYDRSPDIRTIQFS.GRSINLAMSNRGWNALDGAGVGDKVRHIAIAMEKRAIH.IGNQLNFQHYGLQGECIYSISRGVLNRKMIDLAEE.AGAE
FFFEQKIWDVNLTDATLQMGETERGETNVSYDMVFGADGAFSRIRHRMQRQSMFNYSQDFLNTGYKELHIPANDGSYKLDKHSLHIWPRGKYMLIALPNLDGSFTCTLFMPFESFASLDN
RQKVEAFFAENLPDTVDVIPD..LAEDFFKNPTSTLVTMKCFPWTYSDKVALIGDAAHAIVPFYGQGMNAGFEDITILYQMMQEYGNDWKTIFSEYEKSRKPDADAIAELSYRNFMEMSTKT
ANEKFLLQKKIERWFASKYPEKWIPLYDRVTFSTRPYSEALAIGDFQETIMQE.............................................................. [uniref90|A6H1P4 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Flavobacterium psychrophilum JIP02/86 RepID=KMO_FLAPJ] 
A4BYZ0  : 
.........KILIIGAGLCGSLLALRLAQRGFMVTVYESRPDLRTTDISAGRSINLSLSGRGLKALRLCGMEAKAKEICIPMFGRLMHDTEGNTFSSDYGRDNECINSISRGELNAILLDAAEAHENVA
LYFNKQCEKVDIENNIAHFVDKTKEKFSVHADVIFGGDGAGSSLRSYVAERALFSYSQAYLNHGYKELEIPADSGKHQISNAHLHIWPRGDFMLIALPNMDGSFTVTLFLSYNEFENLTTEE
KITEFFEKEFPDALALIPN..IKEEFINNPTGPLGTIKCAPWSYQNKTLLIGDSSHAIVPFYGQGMNASFEDVYVLDEILDQNLGSWEAVFKAYQNTRKKDTDAIADLAIDNFHEMRNHVANPIF
KEKRIVEMNLEKTFPTEYFSKYSMVTFEHIGYNEAMVRGRAQDKAL................................................................ [uniref90|A4BYZ0 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 Tax=Polaribacter 
irgensii 23-P RepID=A4BYZ0_9FLAO] 
B2WAI4  : 
........QKVVVVGAGPVGSLAALYAAVRGFDVEVYELRADLRTVPLNFSKSINLALSERGINSLRKTGLSDAVLKDTFPMHGRMIHRKNGEYVRQPYDARGRSLLAMDRTGLNKTLIDHLEA
MPNVKLVFNHKLVGVDFRKKVAWFEHRTKSAEEIRFDLMIGADGAHSAVRYHLMKFVPMSFQQEYIDKLWCQFHVPPPDGEFRIPPNYLHIWPQDESMFIALPNLDKTFTSTLFLTREGFK
QLDASGKVVEYFDKKFPGVVPLITEDELRKQYTSNQHLPLISIKCTPYHYGDSGVIVGDSAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGLEDVRVLFEFLDEYPKDWTKALDEYTKQRTPDAQTINDLALGNYY
EMASDVKKPLYLLRKWIEEQLYLYVPSLWATQYSRVTFSNMRYSEVQQAAQRQAKILD............................................................... [uniref90|B2WAI4 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=2 
Tax=Pyrenophora RepID=B2WAI4_PYRTR] 
Q54RE8  : 
....ILLNKPITIVGGGLAGSALALLLGQKGFPIQVIEKRP..KQSENIRARSINLALSDRGVKTLTKTGYVDDILKIAIPMKGRMIHSLDSVQTFQAYSSDSKHLYSVSRQLLNDRLREHTEKLENV
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KFIFSDACKSIDLKQCTIQTQDSNQT...IEASTIIGCDGAFSAVRGSMVKLDRQDYSQSYLKHGYKELCIPSPNQTFQIDKNSLHIWPRGSFMMIALPNIDGSFTCTLFFPFDSFSSLDTREKVDQF
FKDYFPDAYKLMPD..LLDDYFENPTSSLVTVKTEPYHYQGKVVLVGDAAHAIVPFYGQGMNAAFEDVLLFNCFEDKFDNDFNNIYKKYQENRKANSDAIAEMAVENFFEMRDHVGDALF
LFKKKVEHLLEVKFPSRYISRYELISFSTQPYAYAQKIGLANQQILNE.............................................................. [uniref90|Q54RE8 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Dictyostelium 
discoideum RepID=KMO_DICDI] 
Q4UT92  : 
..SAAASPRSLTLIGAGLAGCLLAILLSRRGWQITLYERRGDPRIKGYESGRSINLALAERGRHALRQAGAEDAVMAKAVMMRGRMIHPVSGEPQLQRYGDDSEVIWSIHRAALNVTLLDLA
EQ.AGARVHFYRRLHTVDFDAGYARFIDDDDQPHEIHFQALVGSDGAGSALRAAMQRKAPVGEHIAFLDHSYKELEIPPRDGGFRIERNALHIWPRGRYMCIALPNDGGTFTVTLFLPNESF
ATTRSGDEALALFARDFPDALPLIPQ..LKEHWEEHPPGLLGTLTRERWHLDGRAVLLGDAAHAMVPFHGQGMNCAFEDCVALAEQLDAHS.DLSEAFAAFEAARRDDAAAIQQMALENY
LEMRDRVGDAQFLLQRALEQQLQARWPTRFVPHYTMVTFLRTRYAIALARSEIQREIL................................................................ [uniref90|Q4UT92 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=4 
Tax=Xanthomonas RepID=KMO_XANC8] 
C5DYH2  : 
........EQVIVVGAGLVGCLASLAFHKRGYQVSVYDYRLDPRVSTQDKNRSINLAISARGIESLKSVDIAQRVLRDVIPMKGRMIHDLQGEQESQIYGLFGECINSIDRAVLNNFLLDELDRC.NID
VKFGYKLVKAQRQTCIFSQMGQDGVIETIECDFIVGCDGAFSSTRYQMQRAMRMDYSQEYIDCCYIELYIPKTNGNFAIAPDHLHIWPRHNYMLIALANGDGSFTSTFFGPWSLVESLIESKE
KTKFLLENFPDAMQLMGIDEAVHKFINYPKGALMCVECNPYHVNGKAIILGDAAHSMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDVKVLMELLDQSKGDRNIAFQRYSETRHKDLVAIIELAKNNYKEMSHDV
TSTLFLIKKQLDGALGRLLKNKWLPLYTMVSFADVPYHRAVEISNRQKVILNQ.............................................................. [uniref90|C5DYH2 ZYRO0F13002p n=1 Tax=Zygosaccharomyces 
rouxii CBS 732 RepID=C5DYH2_ZYGRC] 
C5MJC8  : 
......KEQTIGIVGAGLVGCLAALAFASKGYSVTLFELRPDPRTVDSSQRRSINLAVSNRGIRALKYVDSEDRVLKHIIPMKGRMIHDITGKQESQVYGLNGECINSIDRSFLNNCLLEELDN.SNV
RTFFNHKLVKLDSNSSRMTFIDGDGQTQVYEFDFVIGCDGAHSQFRYQLQRGMRMDYSQKYIDMQYLELYIPPNDNKFSIDANHLHIWPRHNFMLIALANQDGSFTSTFFSPWSVIEGIKTS
DEFLHFFKQNFPDAYKLIGEAPLVKAFDSNPRGSLMQVSCYPYS.NGRGIILGDAAHSMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDVRVLMELIEANDGDIQAAFKQYSPSRKDDLDAICKLALDNYYEMSSKV
VDVGYLIRKKLDYTLGRILKNKWLPLYTMVSFDDIPYAKAIEIEQKQKNILN............................................................... [uniref90|C5MJC8 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 Tax=Candida 
tropicalis MYA-3404 RepID=C5MJC8_CANTT] 
A7TI21  : 
........ESVGIIGAGPVGCLTGLFLAQKGYDVTLFDFRDDPRAPTHTQLRSINLAISNRGLSAIDAVDLYQYVLENVIPMKGRMIHYLSGEQEPQMYGLYGETIKSVDRNGINIFLLDGLKEFENL
KVQFKHKLRKINDSKQRCEFIYPYEPGKSTTVDFVIGSDGIHSATREQMQRAVRMDFSQSQVDRCYIELSIPPSDGYFVISPDYLHIWPRDEFMLIALPNKDGSFTSTFFSSWEILDRLVASKEE
TRFFLEYFPDAMEIMGIDEAVEAFHNNPKGRLACIDCKPYHYDGKAILLGDASHSMVPFYGQGLNCGLEDVKVLMELMNKYDEDRSKAFSEYSRIRYKDHLAIIALSNRNYYEMSHDVTST
MYLLRKALDGGLSRILKDKWLPLYTMVTFREIPYHIAQSVSKWHRKVVNFAISGIFAATAYAGYKFLQQYL......................................... [uniref90|A7TI21 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 
Tax=Vanderwaltozyma polyspora DSM 70294 RepID=A7TI21_VANPO] 
A5IG23  : 
........KHITIIGAGLAGTLCGLYLARRGYEVELFESRPDIRNSPTDYGRSINLALSCRGITALKAMNLLSEVNKIMVPMRARAIHEANGEVHYQPFGRHDEYINAISRSDLNALLLNKAELCPNIK
LHFNMKLHSLDIHNKKIKFENKNGDFVEASYHRLIGADGAPSHVRDMLKNEGIVSASRDFLSHGYKELSISKKHTK.GMAREHLHLWPRDSFMLLGNPNPDDSITGSLFLANESFAELNNEE
KLHLFFKTQFPDAYAAMPN..LVQEFFGNPTGHLSTIQCSPWYYKDECLLIGDAAHGIIPFFGQGMNSAFEDCRILDELLDEYQDDWSRVTPVFYEQRKVNTDAIAKMSMDNYHEIHSDIRNP
KFILQKQIERELMLRYPEHYVSMHVLVMFTNTPYAKAM.......................................................................... [uniref90|A5IG23 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=6 Tax=Legionella pneumophila 
RepID=KMO_LEGPC] 
D2AY01  : 
........RRIIIVGAGPAGTLLACYLARRGFRVDVYERRPDPRLLDEEESRSINLGLSARGIKALDDIGLMDTLWPLTVPMRGRAIHLPGGGAPFQPYGAHEGEILSVLRRDLITTLIDHAEAQPGVS
FHFRHRLVDLDREAAAVHLAEEGTAALTVRGDAVIGADGAFSQVRARMQHGLRVDHHQEFLEWGYKELTIPADDGSARTRLEALHVWPGEDALIVAHPNRDNSLTGTLFLPVERFEEI...T
DPEEFFRTRFPDAIGLMPH..LAKEYAEHPVGHLVSIRTSPWHYRDRVALIGDACHAVYPFYGQGMNSSLEDCTVLDRCLDAHPDDLGRAFAEYQRLRKPHTDVLDELSKQNFVELRDRLRS
PFHLARKKADLLLARLLPGRWVPLYTMISHTTTPYADALARARRQDTIL................................................................ [uniref90|D2AY01 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Streptosporangium roseum DSM 43021 RepID=D2AY01_STRRD] 
Q6C9M8  : 
.........EVTVVGAGLVGCLAALAFADRGHKVALYDARPDLRSEAELKNRSINLAVSARGIEALRSVDMAERVLADIIPMYGRMIHDLQGGQHAQAYGLWGECINSIDRAQLNRTMLDVIEDN
ANITFFPEHKLTNISPTSTFETKEGEERV...VESDYIIGADGAFSKTRDRLQRYVRMNYAQQYIDCVYLELKIPKADGPFSISPNHLHIWPRHKYMLIALANGDGSFTSTLFAPPALMEQVCESN
TFISFFKEQFPDAYELMGESQILESYENNPRSPLVSLKCSPYNHKGECLLVGDAAHCMVPFYGQGMNAGFEDIRVLMEILDEKKWNVEEAFNTYTERRHKDLVAIVDLAMRNYVEMSHSV
VSLPYLIRKKVDGVLGRVFSSAWVPLYSMVSFADIPYSKALSRSARQDRII................................................................ [uniref90|Q6C9M8 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Yarrowia 
lipolytica CLIB122 RepID=KMO_YARLI] 
E4V371  : 
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........QKVVIVGAGPVGSLAALYAAMRGDDVELYELRGDPRDAALNFTKSINLAISERGLNAMKSSGFVENVLSEAIPMTGRMIHGRSSTEASQDYDVHGRYINSIDRGMLNTTLLDELEKEP
NVKLFFNHKLTRKNPSDGFRSTSNDDRAPEEVPFDFLIGADGAHSAARYHLMKYTRMDYQQEYIDCLWCEFSIPSKDNDFQISPNHLHIWPGGDFMFIALPSPDKTFVCTLFAPAEHFAALE
SDNILLKFFQTHFPGVSPLIPPENLIQQFNTNPHLPLISLKSSPHHFGSSVVILGDAAHAVVPFYGQGLNAGLEDVRVLFEHLDKITSLRAKALDAYSRQRIPDAHAINHLSRENFIEMRAGVKS
PLYRMRKALEEALYKYLPGLWSTQYARVSFSNDRYSEVVKATKRQTNVLTKAM............................................................ [uniref90|E4V371 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=6 
Tax=Arthrodermataceae RepID=E4V371_ARTGP] 
D1RF84  : 
........REVTIIGSGLAGTLLAIYLAKRGCKLEIFDSRPDIRSMKTDDGRSINLALSCRGITGLAGVGILPKVEKLMVPMHARAIHELNGEIKFQSFGRQDEYINAIQRNELNKLLLNEAEKFPSVHF
HFDTKLTELDVKRKVIFELKNDTILKQ.SYSCLIGADGANSAVREQLKAKGVIKASRTYLPYGYKELSIGEPRQTHLIH.EHLHLWPRDAFLLLGNPNLNQSITGSLFLPCESFAKLDSELKINTF
FKKSFPDAFPEMPK..LLEEFTRHPTGNMSTIKCDPWYYEDQCLLIGDAAHGVVPFFGQGMNSAFEDCRILNNLLDQYKDDWKKVMPAFYQARKVNTDAVAQMSMDNFHEIQTDIRDKRF
NLKKQLEQELMHRYPTHYVSKHVLVMFTNTPYAEAQARGELQTQFLN............................................................... [uniref90|D1RF84 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=2 Tax=Legionella 
longbeachae RepID=D1RF84_LEGLO] 
Q2GQG8  : 
......KKQKVVVVGAGPVGSLAALYAANRGDDVEIYELRSDLRDPTTTPTKSINLALSERGINAMRHAGLIEHVMGATIPMHGRMIHGKRANEESQNYDVYGRSILAVDRGRLNERLLDILEA
MPNVTFFFNHKLTGADFRKNKAWFEVRDKTGAEVKFDLMIGTDGAHSAVRYHMMKYTRMDYEQVYIDTMWCEFQIQPKDSKFSISPNHLHIWPGKEFMFIAIPSDDGSFTCTLFAPYEHL
ESDRTGSLVPPFFDKYFPGVTTLIPPTELIDSFHRNPHLPLISIKCKPHHYGSSVVILGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGLEDVRILFDILDKHADELSACLAEYTAVRVPDAHAINDLALQNYVEM
RASVLSPVYRLRKFLEEALSKYVPSLWQTKYARVSFGNERYSEVVAKSEHQGKMLVRGIGIL......................................................... [uniref90|Q2GQG8 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Chaetomium globosum CBS 148.51 RepID=KMO_CHAGB] 
Q3BV41  : 
...SPVSPRSLTLIGAGLAGCLLAILLSRRGWQVTVYERRGDPRIKGYESGRSINLALAERGRHALRQAGAEDAVMAKAVMMRGRMVHPIIGQPQLQRYGDDSEVIWSIHRAALNVALLDLA
EQ.AGARVHFYRRLHTVGFDAGYARFIDDDDQPHEIHFQSLIGSDGAGSALRAAMQRKSPLGERTEFLDHSYKELEIPPQGGGFRIEGNALHLWPRGRYMCIALPNDGGTFTVTLFLPEPSFA
TTRTGDEALALFARDFPDALPLIPQ..LREHWEEHPPGLLGTLTLDRWHLDGRALLIGDAAHAMVPFHGQGMNCAFEDCVALADQLDAH.DDLASAFAAFEAARRDDAAAIQQMALENYLE
MRDRVDDPDFLLQRELEQKLQARWPTRFVPHYTMVTFLRTRYSIALARSEIQRQIL................................................................ [uniref90|Q3BV41 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=11 
Tax=Xanthomonas RepID=KMO_XANC5] 
C5FFV0  : 
........QKVVIVGAGPVGSLAALYAAMRGDSVELYELRGDPRDASLNFTKSINLAISERGLTAMRSAGFIDNVLSEAIPMTGRMIHGRSPTEASQDYDVHGRYINSTDRGKLNTSLLNELEKEPN
VKLFFNHKLTQKNPSDGFRSTSGDDRSPEEVSFDFLIGADGAHSATRYHLMKYARMDYQQEYIDCLWCEFCIPSKDNEFKISPNHLHIWPGGDFMFIALPSLNKTFVCTLFAPSEHYAALESD
NILLEFFQTHFPGVSPLIPPEDLIEQFNTNPHLPLISLKSSPHHFGSSAVIAGDAAHAVVPFYGQGLNAGLEDVRVLFEILDRIESLRAAALDAYTRQRVPDTHAINRLSRNNFIEMRAGVKSPL
YRMRKALEEALYKYFPGLWSTQYARVSFSNARYSEVEKATKRQTKVLTRAV............................................................ [uniref90|C5FFV0 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Arthroderma 
otae CBS 113480 RepID=C5FFV0_ARTOC] 
Q6BV21  : 
..........VGIVGAGLVGCLTALAFAAKGFSVTLFELRPDPKKVTNEKNRSINLAVSDRGIRTLKYVDSEDRVLEHVIPMTGRMIHDLSGKQESQAYGLFGESINSIDRSFLN.DYLLDEIRHSDINV
HFNHKLIRLDEKSPKLTFLSNESTMKSYEFDYVIGADGAHSQFRYQLQKSMRMNISQEYIDMQYLELSIPPNTGDFHIDPNHLHIWPRHEFMLIALANEDGSFTSTFFSPWSVIESFGTSSDFID
FFKYNFPDAFKLMGEKKLRYAFENQPRGSLMQVNAYPYHNNGRALIIGDAAHSMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDIRVLMELIDKNNGEVSESFRQYSVLRAEDLQTISKLALDNYHEMSSKVTNV
WYLFRKKIDNMLGRYGNGLFIPMYTMISFGDIPYSKAIKIEKRQTKILN............................................................... [uniref90|Q6BV21 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Debaryomyces 
hansenii CBS767 RepID=KMO_DEBHA] 
A6RZL3  : 
.......RQKTVIIGAGPVGALAALYAAQRGDDVEIYELRSDLRDPSTTPTKSINLALSERGINAIRRTALLDSIMKEAIPMGGRMIHGETADKQSQDYDIHGRSIYAVDRGDLNKRLLDELESLPNV
KFKFNHKLTGADNKKAWFEVHGGKSLEVEVDFDFLIGADGAHSATRYHLMKYLRMDYQQEYIDTLWCEFTIDAQKSRFKISPNHLHIWPGKDFMFIAIPSTDGSFTCTLFMPSKPFNELAD
PKDVPAFFDEHFPGVTKLIDHASLISSFKNNPHLPLISIKCKPYHFQDSVVILGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGLEDVRVLYSVLDGERRNFSVALSVYSEIRKADAHAINDLAFENYFEMRAAV
ISPVYKFRKWLEETLSVYVPRLWQTKYSRVSFSNERYSEIVKKSQKQGKLIIVGL............................................................ [uniref90|A6RZL3 Putative uncharacterized protein n=2 
Tax=Sclerotiniaceae RepID=A6RZL3_BOTFB] 
B8MGS2  : 
.......RQKVVIVGAGPVGSLAALYAASRGDDVEVYELRADLRTVPLNFTKSINLALSERGIHSMHLSGVVDVIMSQAIPMHGRMIHDLTGKQAAQAYDVHGQAINSIDRATLNNALLDELEKT
PNVKLFFNHKLTGADPEDDHTHAPGSDRAPEEVSFDFLIGADGAHSASRYHMMKYARVDYQQEYIDALWCEFRIPTEDNDFRISPNHLHIWPGKEFMFIALPSPDRSFTCTLFAPADHYARL
NTPEALCKSFQQYFPGVSPLISPEELYRQFTHNQHLPLISIKCKPHHYDASVVIIGDAAHAVLPFYGQGLNAGMEDVRVYDPSLDTISRDRNAAFEAYTKTRVADAYAINDLSKGNFIEMRAG
VNSRWYKIRKFIEENLDRYMPELWRTQYSRVSFSNMRYSEIMKAVERQRLLLTASL............................................................ [uniref90|B8MGS2 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase, putative n=1 
Tax=Talaromyces stipitatus ATCC 10500 RepID=B8MGS2_TALSN] 
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C7R814  : 
...TVTQDKHITLIGAGLVGSLASIYLGLRGYKVDVYEKLPDIRLEDIPAGRSINLALANRGIRPLQQVGIMDQVEKLLIPMKGRMLHDEAGELQFQAYGQREEVIYSVSRAGLVSLLRDEAEA
TGNVTFHFKHPLVDVDFDKQNFTVEDATGKQQTLSYDILLATDGAGSPVRQFMEAAKVGSFSSELLEHNYKELTIPDQAGHFQIEKEALHIWPRGGYMVIALPNLDGSFTVTLFMPTDSFA
NLNTPEKVETFFQTYFKDAYNLMPN..LTDLFFDNPTGVLGTVRSEKW.FHGNAMIFGDAAHAIVPFHGQGMNCGFEDCAELNTLLNQFDDNWEKVFPAFNEARRENANAIADMALDNYIE
MRDSVRDPKFHLKKSIAFELEKRFPEQFIPRYSMVMFHHIPYAQAQSRGVIQANILQQ.............................................................. [uniref90|C7R814 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Kangiella koreensis DSM 16069 RepID=C7R814_KANKD] 
A5DPX7  : 
..........VGIIGAGLVGCLAALAFAEKGFEVSLFELRDDPRKVDPGNLRSINLAVSDRGIRALKYVDMAERVLKHVIPMYGRMIHDTTGKQQSQKYGLFGEGINSIDRSFLNKCLLDEIDK.SSIK
VYYKHRLIEVAGLKGSSTVVFSTDENKRATFDFLVGADGAHSQFRYQMQKSMRMNISQDYIDMQYLELSIPPQESPFSIDAHHLHIWPRKNFMLIALPNENGSFTVTFFSPWSVMEQLKNES
EFLQFFKSNFPDAYDLIGEDSLKHAFHHHPRGSLMQVEVYPYHDPSRAILIGDAAHSMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDVRVLMELVDKHGAD...AFKLYSPSRRDDLRTICKLALDNYYEMSSKVVS
KKYLLRKKIDGILGKLAHGTWIPLYTMISFGDINYSDAVAREKRQSRVL.KGIFYTGAILA.................................................... [uniref90|A5DPX7 Putative uncharacterized protein n=2 
Tax=Meyerozyma guilliermondii ATCC 6260 RepID=A5DPX7_PICGU] 
F4WXX8  : 
...........................................................................................................................................................EDVEADLIIGADGAHSTVRKIMARRPLFNCAQTYIEHGYVELSVPCKHNKFAMSGNNLHIWP
RGDFMMTSLPNEDYTFTGNLFAPFCVFEKLKRREALLSFYTEHFPDLLRLIGEKKLVEQFFEKEPQTLISIKCKPYHVGKTAVIVGDAAHAMVPFYAQGMNTGFEDILVLDELMERYNSNFA
KILPKFSELRCDNGHAICDLAMYNYTEMRDLVTKKSFLFRKFLDKVLFTLVPNFWIPLYFAVQFTRMSFRECIAHKEWQDKV................................................................. [uniref90|F4WXX8 
Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Acromyrmex echinatior RepID=F4WXX8_9HYME] 
C6N5K4  : 
.........EVTIIGAGLAGTLLALYLAKRGYKLELFDARPDIRLMPTDDSRSINLALSCRGITGLAGVGIRAEVEKLMVPMRARAIHDTQGQIKYQAFGDHEEHINAIQRNELNKLLLNEAEKNPRV
TLNFNTKLSRIDFEKKIIFFEAENSLPFSKSYEHLIGADGAGSRVRECLQEQQMIQATRTFLPYGYKELSIGGP.GQNHLAHEHLHLWPRDAFLLLGNPNLDRSITGSLFLAHESFAQLDNELEI
KTFFNNAFPDVFSAMPN..LINEFMEHPTGNMSTIKCEQWHYQDQCLLIGDAAHGVVPFFGQGMNSAFEDCRILNELLDAHQDDWAKVMPIFYQSRKINTDAVAQMSMDNFHEIQTNIRDN
RFNLKKQLEQVLMQRYPQHYMSKHVLVMFTNIPYAEA........................................................................... [uniref90|C6N5K4 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Legionella drancourtii 
LLAP12 RepID=C6N5K4_9GAMM] 
Q2UPP1  : 
......RKQKVVIVGAGPVGSLAALYAAARGDDVEVYELRGDLRDPTLNFTKSINLALSERGISSLKGSGMIEKILNDAIPMHGRMIHGRDGKEAAQAYDVHGQAINSVDRSTLNNALLDELERT
PNVKLFFNHKLTGADFQSNRATPLSSNRVPEEVSFDYMIGADGAHSASRYHMMKYSRVDYQQEYIDTLWCEFRIPPSDGDFRISPNHLHIWPGKEFMFIALPSPDKSFTCTLFAPAAHYAQL
ESSPQKLFLFDANFPGVSPLITPEDLQEQFKENPHLPLISIKAKPHHYGSNIVIVGDAAHAILPFYGQGLNAGLEDIRVLFDFLDKFDLNASLAFQAYTDQRTADAHAINDLSKQNYLEMRWG
VKTPLYKIRKSIEEALDLYVPSLWKTQYARVSFSTQRYSDVVKVVHRQGRILGYG............................................................. [uniref90|Q2UPP1 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=2 
Tax=Aspergillus RepID=KMO_ASPOR] 
C6H8K7  : 
.......KEKIVIVGAGPVGSLAALYAASRGDDVEVYELRADLRNASTTPTKSINLAISERGINSMKQTGFINAVMDETIPMRGRMVHDKSGKEEPQPYDVHGRHINSIDRGRLNELLLDELEKCP
NVKLFFNHKLTGADPENAAATSTTQDGKPIEITFDFLIGADGSHSATRYHLMKYARMNYQQEYADVQWCEFQIKPDTNDFAISPNHLHIWPGREFMFIALPSPDKTFTCTFFASEAHFTALN
TPETIVGFFNKHFPGVSPLIPPNSLQEQFNSNPHLPLISIKCSPHHFDSSVVVIGDAAHAMLPFYGQGLNAGFEDVRVLFDFLDEYQERRAAALAAYTKHRTPDAHAINNLSLHNYIEMRWGV
TSPLYLMRKSVEEMLDRHLPFLWSTQYSCVSFSNLPYSKIVQKARRQGLVL................................................................ [uniref90|C6H8K7 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=4 Tax=Ajellomyces 
capsulatus RepID=C6H8K7_AJECH] 
D9V928  : 
..............GAGLAGSLAAIHFAQLGHRVEIHERRPDPRGAGAGGGRSINLGLSQRGIRALDQVGLLDPVLAAAAPMRGRVIHQRDGELDFQPYGSHEDQILSVLRDDLNRILLAKALEYPNVSA
RFGVTLTRGSAAEEPVCTFDSASGPYHASADLVVGADGAFSAVRTRLLRGLPADFRQRVLPWGYKEFAIAAPSGDVRSSPDALHVWPGDDGLIVAHPNVNGSLTATVFLPLQSFATLTTED
SVRALFDTRFPDVRRLVPD..IVEQFLSHPTGHLVTVRSSPWQHEGRVVLIGDAAHAVYPFYGQGMNSALEDCAVLRECLA..NDDWAEALRAFERRRKPHTDVLADLSEENFDELRSRVASP
LFLARKKADLVLSRVFPKRWMPLYTMVSHTTIPYADALRR........................................................................ [uniref90|D9V928 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Streptomyces sp. AA4 
RepID=D9V928_9ACTO] 
Q84HF5  : 
........RQVTIIGAGLAGTLVARLLARNGWQVNLFERRPDPRIETGARGRSINLALAERGAHALRLAGLEREVLAEAVMMRGRMVHVPGTPPNLQPYGDDSEVIWSINRDRLNRILLDGAEA.A
GASIHFNLGLDSVDFARQRLTLSNVSGERLEKRFHLLIGADGCNSAVRQAMASVVDLGEHLETQPHGYKELQITPESAQFNLEPNALHIWPHGDYMCIALPNLDRSFTVTLFLHHQSFAQLV
DGHAARRFFQRQFPDLSPMLDS..LEQDFEHHPTGKLATLRLTTWHVGGQAVLLGDAAHPMVPFHGQGMNCALEDAVALAEHLQSAADNAS.ALAAFTAQRQPDALAIQAMALENYVEM
SSKVASPTYLLERELGQIMAQRQPTRFIPRYSMVTFSRLPYAQAMARGQIQEQLL................................................................ [uniref90|Q84HF5 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Pseudomonas fluorescens RepID=KMO_PSEFL] 
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UPI00002: 
........QKIVVVGAGPVGSLAALYAAQRGHEVEVYELRPDLRTIPLNFTKSINLAISERGINAMRHAGLLDHVMSTTIPMRGRMIHGRSPTEQSQDYDVKGRAIHAIDRAGLNKRLLDVLDNMP
NVKLFFNHKLTGADYRACKAWFEVADKASKDISFNLMIGADGAHSAVRYHLMKFTRMNYHQEYIDTLWCEFHLKPVQTDFRMSPNHLHIWPGKDFMFIAIPSDDGSFTCTLFMPSKDFSD
LESNASVPAFFDSHFPGVTDLIPGDELVESFNTNPHLPLVSVKCKPYHYGSSCIIVGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGMEDVRILFSILDKHSHQRALALAEYSAVRPPDAHAINDLALQNYVEM
RSSVLSKRYRLRKYLEEWMSVYFP............................................................................................... [uniref90|UPI000023DC26 hypothetical protein FG01395.1 n=1 Tax=Gibberella zeae PH-1 
RepID=UPI000023DC26] 
E3QM01  : 
........QKVVVVGAGPVGSLAALYAAQRGYDVEIYELRADLRSTTFLNTRSINLALSERGINAMRNAGLLEHVFGATIPMRGRMIHGRTPKETAQDYDVHGRAIYAVDRAGLNKRMLDILEEM
SNVKFFFNHKLTKCKAWFEVMTYESATGRAKEIEIDFMIGADGAHSAVRYHLMKFTQMNYKQEYIDTLWCEFQIKPEGSRFKISPNHLHIWPGKDFMFIAIPSDDGSFTCTLFLPSEQTVALE
NDSSVPAFFNKHFPGVTDLIPPEDLIASFKQNPHLPLISIKCSPYHYDASAVIVGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNAGLEDVRILFSILDKHAHQRGVALAEYTANRVPDAHSINDLALQNYVEMRAS
VLSPRYRLRKWLEETMSVYMPGLWQTKYSRVSFGNERYSEVVAKSDHQGQVLLK.............................................................. [uniref90|E3QM01 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Glomerella graminicola M1.001 RepID=E3QM01_COLGM] 
Q5B2N0  : 
.......KQKVVIVGAGPVGCLAALYAAARGDDVELYELRGDLRVIPLNFTKSINLSLSHRGITALRHSGRENEILQEVVPIYGRMIHGRDGKLWEAPYDVHGRNNYSADRGMLNNVFLNELERI
PNIKLFFNHKLTGADFQPGEAPLPGSSRVPEEVDFDFLIGADGAHSATRYHMMKFARVDYQQEYIDTLWCEFRIPPSTNDFLISPSHLHIWPGKEFMFIALPSVDKSFTCTLFAPASHYAQLRS
TEDLLQFFDEHFPGVCPLISPSDLTAQFRANPHLPLISIKCAPHHYSSSVVIVGDAAHAVLPFYGQGLNAGLEDIQVLFDALDKHSDQAARALAAYTASRTADAHAINDLSRQNYVEMRWG
VKQPLYRLRKYIEEALYHYLPSLWQTQYTRVSFSNQRYSEIIAINRRQGRIL..GAVFGSTLISV................................................... [uniref90|Q5B2N0 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=2 
Tax=Emericella nidulans RepID=KMO_EMENI] 
F4PZP5  : 
......EQNKIAIIGAGLAGCAMAVLLAKQGFNIDVFEKRPLDVSKNQQRARSINLALSARGIATLQEAGVMEDTEKIAIPMKGRMIHTLEGASNYQAYSSTSKHLYSISRQLLNERLRTHAMQCR
GLNFYFDKQIRNLDLKRGQFSVDNATGETLSHGAATVIGADGAFSAVRQSMTKLDRQEYSQSFLEHGYKELSIPAPNGTHLLEKNCLHIWPRRSFMMIALPNIDGSFTCTLFFAFESFAKLGN
DPKKIDFFRDFFPDAHKIM..PTLVEDFIENPTSSLVTVKTSPWHVDGKAVLVGDAAHAIVPFYGQGMNAAFEDCLDLYHCIKDFANDTNLAYQLYQLHRKANSDAIAEMAVENFYEMRDH
VADPIFLFKKKLEHLLEDTYPGRYISRYELISFSCVPYADA........................................................................... [uniref90|F4PZP5 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 Tax=Dictyostelium fasciculatum 
RepID=F4PZP5_9MYCE] 
C4XY70  : 
......EQKSVGVVGAGLVGSLAALAFSSKGYNVTLFELRPDPRSDSESRKRSINLAVSDRGIRAMKYVDEESRVLEHVIPMKGRMIHDATGKQESQIYGLFGESINSIDRQFLNVCLLNEIDA.AK
VQTKFGHRLVSVNEQKSYLEFQTKDSNIERFEFDFIVGADGAHSQFRYQLQKTMRMDFSQKYIDMQYMELSIPPVKGKFAIDPNHLHIWPRKDYMLIALANGDGSFTSTFFSPWGMIESFSN
DTEYLEFFKTSFPDAYKLIGEEGLRTAFNSKVRGSLMQVEMSPYTNPSHAIVIGDAAHSMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDVHVLMKLIDKNNGDAKSAFAEYTGARRKDIQTICKLAMDNYYEMST
KVIDPFFLFRKKVDYFLGKYANGVWIPMYTMISFGDISYSKAVEIEKRQRRVL................................................................ [uniref90|C4XY70 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 
Tax=Clavispora lusitaniae ATCC 42720 RepID=C4XY70_CLAL4] 
F4PHC1  : 
........ENISIFGSGLAGSAIALLLKNRGFNITVYEKRRSEQKASWNRGRSINMSLSFRGMKTLEKCGILPQILEEGVPMRGRMIHHLDGSKNFHPYSDPNKFLLSISRDMLNEKLRQHVEGSESV
QFLYNQQVKEVNPRGCTFTVKDSNNVTRTMSTSTMIGCDGAFSAVRQSMARFPRHEYNQHYMEHGYKELRIPAPNGEFQLEKECLHIWPRGGYMMIALPNKDGSFTVTLFFPFESFESLNT
PERIDRFFRTKFPDAAPLIPS..LIEDFETNPVCTLLTIKTYPWAIDGRAVLVGDAAHAIVPFYGQD......................................AISEMAIENFLEMRDTVQDDLFVFKKKVEHLLEQRFPGRYISRY
ELISFSHIPYKDAQRIGKLNQEILN............................................................... [uniref90|F4PHC1 Putative uncharacterized protein n=1 Tax=Dictyostelium fasciculatum RepID=F4PHC1_9MYCE] 
A3LNF8  : 
..........VGIVGAGLVGCLAALAFAAKGYSVTLFELRPDPKTASERNLRSINLAVSNRGIRALKYVAMADRILEHIIPMKGRMIHDTTGKQESQLYGLFGESINSIDRGFLNDCLLAEMRHSDDIN
VLFNHKLVQLDPTMTFVDTRDNKAEPKTFEFDYIVGADGAHSQFRYQMQRSMRMDFQQKYIDMQYLELYIPPNTSKFSIDPNHLHIWPRHNFMLIALANKDGSFTSTFFSPWSVIESIKSAQ
EWVVFFKKNFPDAYKLMGDDHLISVYESNPRGTLMQVTAYPYHNPTRAIIIGDAAHSMVPFYGQGMNCGFEDVRVLMELIDTNHGNVTKSFKQYSDARKKDLDAICKLALDNYHEMSSK
VTSPLYLIRKKLDYTLGKYANGTWLPLYTMISFDDIPYAKAIAIEKRQATILNR.............................................................. [uniref90|A3LNF8 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=1 
Tax=Scheffersomyces stipitis CBS 6054 RepID=KMO_PICST] 
A2QMH1  : 
.........KIVIVGGGPVGSLAALYASHYHDNVEVYELRDERQGASPLLQKSINFTLSERGIRALEKSGRTDAIMRTAIPMHGRMVHSVSGKETFHQYDVHGNSLYSLDRKALNIALRQELDATPN
VKMFFHHKLIRADEDPSTSTSPSTSSTPKEVPFDFLIGADGAHSTTRQQIMRYTPLDYQQQYADTVWCELRIPPKTNSFRLPPNYLHIWPGGEYMFCAFPCPDQSFNCILFAPASRLDALKSSA
TLFDFFDTHFPGVCPLISQSSLSQQFYQSPHLPLIGIKCSPHHLGSAAVIIGDAAHAMFPFYGQGLNAGMEDVRILFDLLDEFGHGKSLALTEYSNQRVRDAHAIHDLSRRNYLELRGGVNSP
VYKARKFVEEALQRYVPLLWRTLYSRVSFSDQRYSEVV.......................................................................... [uniref90|A2QMH1 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase 2 n=2 Tax=Aspergillus niger CBS 
513.88 RepID=KMO2_ASPNC] 
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B5BM30  : 
..........VVIAGGGLVGSANACFFGQKGWIVDVYESRFDPRGNHMENGKSINLALGVRAMSTMKRIGLKEKVIHIGVPIRDQIAHDTKGKLKRLPVLNDDDFILTINRQELSQILINEAEKYNNV
KFHFNCKATKFDLKSESLIVQNSDNL.STVDGDLFLACDGAHSSIRRSLLKAPGFNFSQKYSEFGYIDLSVSTQQCDLKLGTHYS..WRRRGIILVAIVNKDQSLTVSMFATFSEFENLVGPVES
VLFFKNNFYEIFKILGEDHIRNTIARNKPQAIISVQCSQHVFFDKLVLMGDAAHAMVPFNGQGVNCGFEDCLVLQEIMDQYEEDLEDVIKEYSKVRTNETNIINQMEWDVNLTLTSSVHGSW
IEIRAHIKLLLCFIFPSSF....TLAAFSREKYSEIARK........................................................................ [uniref90|B5BM30 Protein R07B7.4b, partially confirmed by transcript evidence n=2 
Tax=Caenorhabditis elegans RepID=B5BM30_CAEEL] 
A7TAY7  : 
.................................................................................MYGRLIHDLEENTFASNYGRANEYINSISRGDLNGILLTEAEKHKNVTIHFNTKCSSVDIEN.TIAHFKNDKTNEEIDADVIFGTDGAGSVLR
KYLEKKFLFSYSQDYLTHGYKELEIPDANGNHQLSKDHLHIWPRGDYMLIALPNMDGSFTVTLFLGHEEFKELDSEEKIKNFFKKQFPDALILIPN..IADEFVNNPTGALGTVKCSPWYYKSN
TMIMGDAAHAVVPFYGQGMNASFEDVVVFDEILNHFENSWETVFKAYEKARKANADAIGDLAVENYYEMRDHVANPLFKQKRMLEMELEKNFPTAYFSKYSMVTFNEMGYHEAMVK
GRAQDKAL................................................................ [uniref90|A7TAY7 Predicted protein n=1 Tax=Nematostella vectensis RepID=A7TAY7_NEMVE] 
C0S5V7  : 
.......KQKVVIVGAGPVGSLAALYAAERGDIVELYELRGDLRNPSTTPTKSINVALAERGMRRIKRPGFIDAILKETVPMHARMVHRKNGKLSSQPYDVHGRYNNAMDRGRLNEILLDELENT
PNVKIFFNHKLTNADDPTGAATTIAVTRAPEEVPFDFLIGADGAHSATRYHLMKYVPMNYQQEYVDVLWCEFHIAPDTNDFAISPDHLHIWPGREFMFIALPSPNKTFTCTLFAPEAQFAAL
EKEPDLLAFFNKNFPGVSPLISPSALQEQFRTNPHLPLISIKCSPYHFGSSVVIIGDAAHAMLPFYGQGLNAGLEDVRILFEYFEKSQGNIDIALDAYTCQRTPDAHAINDLSRRNYLEMRWGV
TSPLYLLRKYVEETLDRRIPILWSTQYARVSFSNERYSEIEMKAKQQGRILVRVLLMLASVI..................................................... [uniref90|C0S5V7 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=3 
Tax=Paracoccidioides brasiliensis RepID=C0S5V7_PARBP] 
A2Q9N7  : 
.........KVVIVGGGPVGALAGLYAAQRGFQVEIYEMRDEVQTATAFSAKSISLTLSERGIKALRCRGLAERILSTTVPVYGRMVHSRSKKRRRIAYDVHGQALYAISRSEINQSLLEELSAFPNV
HIFYKHRLNGLDMKQKCATFISRPQEPSHETFDLLIGADGAHSTTRFFLSRYAKININQKWEDIFWCELTIP...AGHALPMDCLHMWPQRDFMLFACPDKEGTLTCNLFAPENVFLELKSSGRI
VEFFEKNFPGITPLIPTDNLQKQFKSNLHHPMIDIRCSPYHYQDSCVLIGDAAHAMVPFYGQGMNTGFEDVILFEDFLDQWKDNLSLSLEQYTKYRQPDVHIINELALQNYRELRQGVFKMS
YHIRKHIEEFLSLHAPQLWATQYRLVAFETMRYTDVLRQVRKQGLILS............................................................... [uniref90|A2Q9N7 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase 1 n=1 Tax=Aspergillus niger 
CBS 513.88 RepID=KMO1_ASPNC] 
D3HIZ8  : 
.........RIAIIGAGLTGLLLSLYLARRGYEVDIYEQRSDPRITTYDKGRKMSIDLSSRGLLSLAEMGLAEKILSKSVPMRDRVIHLPNGEIISLAYGCANDCIHTVSRSQLHFDLLQETESVPSIVVH
FNRSFVDMDTTSGEF.ILFDNHLNKNIKPFFLFGCDGANSMVRKCIEKQKDVTFQYSYFPYQYKELTIPYLENK.TLQLEAMHMWPRENSMLVAQPNYDHSFTCAFLLPFEKLTKSYSPQQM
LNYFKDQYSDIYPFISN..LENDLYNNPIGSLITINEGHWNIDK.VALMGDSTHAMVPFLGQGLNCCFEDCYLFNQFLDKYNDDWQTAIPAFEEFRKKDTNAITIMSLENYPELDSDLQKS..ILL
REIENYLMVNFKDTFATYHNLTCFSSHSY.............................................................................. [uniref90|D3HIZ8 Putative kynurenine 3-monooxygenase n=2 Tax=Legionella longbeachae 
RepID=D3HIZ8_LEGLN] 
B1VT24  : 
..........VVIVGAGMAGTMLAIRLARRGHRVDLVERRADPRATDGPEAASISVGLSERGRAALRDIGLLDKALAAAVPMRGRIVHH.GGRVTHQPYGTDDTQVLAVRRHDLNITLLDAAEADP
RVRLWFGHR..........VTGLAGDEVARTFAADLVVGADGAYSTVRTHLHRQVRAELHVTHLDWGYREFTIPAVD.....RPEALHVWPGRRGLVVAHPNPDGSLTGTVFLPFDGFQGLRDPARA
GAFLAEEFGDLSELVPD..LVTQFLAQEPGSLVSVRTAPWRH.DRVVLVGDAAHAVFPFYGQGMNAAFEDCAVLEACLAEHATGDALA..AFEARRRPHTDVLADLSARNFVELRDRVRSPV
FLARKRIDFELGRLIPG.WRTLYAMISHSTLPYGDALARARRQDRLLG.GLAGLGGVALLAA................................................. [uniref90|B1VT24 Putative monooxygenase n=2 
Tax=Streptomyces griseus RepID=B1VT24_STRGG] 
B8P4P3  : 
............................................................................................................................................................EVPFDFCVGADGSYSIIRRQLMRVVRMDYQQEYIPHDYLELKMPAGGGDYLLDPNHLHIWP
RHTFMLIALPNKDKTFTCTLFAPTADFDLLRTPEAIIEWFSTNFPDALPLIGEKALLDDFARNPRSSLMTIKAKPYHYKDRAILLGDAAHAMVPFYGQGLNCGLEDVRVLDILLREEAVDPDIS
VPVDERLARALDR.YSAGRHEDLVSICELAMDNYSVVPVLSREAFPSPSPAGWLPLYTMVTFPDISYSIARRKARRQRKFL................................................................ [uniref90|B8P4P3 Predicted 
protein n=1 Tax=Postia placenta Mad-698-R RepID=B8P4P3_POSPM] 

NOTE: To save space, only 100 of 176 alignments are shown above. 
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6. The initial homology models  

Models were built for each template.  Models consisted of a single model or a number of 

variant models if alignment was ambiguous (Table 33).   

 

Table 33.  Model Variants for homology model 
 

Model Variants 

5NAK 5 

5NAH 5 

4J33 2 
 
Table 34.  Sequence information for Model 5NAK Variants  
 

Model 
5NAK 

    

 
Variant Residues Aligned of out 486 

target 
Sequence 
Identity 

Sequence 
Similarity 

  1 421 (86.6%) 36.6% 56.5% 

  2 426 (87.7%) 36.6% 56.1% 

  3 421 (86.6%) 36.8% 56.3% 

  4 420 (86.4%) 37.6% 56.7% 

  5 419 (86.2%) 37.0% 56.3% 
“Similar” means that the BLOSUM62 score is >0 
 

For all variants side-chains were constructed, optimized and fine-tuned and newly 

modeled parts were subjected to a combined steepest descent and simulated annealing 

minimization (i.e. the backbone atoms of aligned residues were kept fixed to avoid potential 
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Table 35 – continued.  
 

damage).  Once a half-refined model was produced, a full unrestrained simulated annealing 

minimization was for the entire model.  Z-scores were obtained for both.   

 

 

Table 35.  Sequence information for Model 5NAK Variants  
 
5NAK alignment variant 1 (homodimer) 

Fully unrestrained model 
5NAK-1 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

 
Dihedrals 0.696 Optimal 

 
Packing 1D -1.063 Satisfactory 

 
Packing 3D -1.418 Satisfactory 

 
Overall -0.973 Good 

The fully refined model was accepted since the overall quality Z-score improved to -0.973 
during the minimization.   
 
5NAK alignment variant 2 (homodimer)   

Fully unrestrained model 
5NAK-2 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

 
Dihedrals 0.597 Optimal 

 
Packing 1D -1.068 Satisfactory 

 
Packing 3D -1.471 Satisfactory 

 
Overall -1.014 Satisfactory 

The fully refined model was accepted since the overall quality Z-score improved to -1.014 
during the minimization.   
 
 
5NAK alignment variant 3 (homodimer) 
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Fully unrestrained model 
5NAK-3 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

 
Dihedrals 0.474 Optimal 

 
Packing 1D -0.954 Good 

 
Packing 3D -1.380 Satisfactory 

 
Overall -0.945 Good 

The fully refined model was accepted since the overall quality Z-score improved to -0.945 
during the minimization.   
 
5NAK alignment variant 4 

Fully unrestrained 
model 

5NAK-4 

   

 
Check 
Type 

Quality Z-
Score 

Comment 

 
Dihedrals 0.415 Optimal 

 
Packing 1D -0.977 Good 

 
Packing 3D -1.462 Satisfactory 

 
Overall -1.001 Satisfactory 

The fully refined model was accepted since the overall quality Z-score improved to -1.001 
during the minimization.   
 
5NAK alignment variant 5 

Fully unrestrained 
model 

5NAK-5 

   

 
Check 
Type 

Quality Z-
Score 

Comment 

 
Dihedrals 0.387 Optimal 

 
Packing 1D -0.999 Good 
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Table 35 – continued.  
  

Packing 3D -1.533 Satisfactory 
 

Overall -1.046 Satisfactory 
The fully refined model was accepted since the overall quality Z-score improved to -1.046 
during the minimization. 
 
 
 
 
Table 36.  Sequence information for Model 5NAH Variants  
 
 

Model 
5NAH 

    

 
Variant Residues Aligned of 

out 486 target 
Sequence 
Identity 

Sequence 
Similarity 

 
1 416 (85.6%) 36.8% 56.7% 

 
2 419 (86.2%) 36.8% 57.0% 

 
3 414 (85.2%) 36.5% 56.8% 

 
4 415 (85.4%) 36.9% 56.6% 

 
5 420 (86.4) 36.4% 56.2% 

 
 
Table 37.  Model 5NAH Variants Scoring 
 
5NAH alignment variant 1 (monomer)  

Fully unrestrained model 
5NAH-1 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

 
Dihedrals 0.325 Optimal 

 
Packing 1D -0.567 Good 
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Table 37 – continued.  
 

 
Packing 3D -1.334 Satisfactory 

 
Overall -0.794 Good 

Since the overall quality Z-score improved to -0.794 during the minimization, this fully refined 
model has been accepted as the final one for this template and alignment. 
 
5NAH alignment variant 2 (monomer) 

Fully unrestrained model 
5NAH-2 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

 
Dihedrals 0.354 Optimal 

 
Packing 1D -0.687 Good 

 
Packing 3D -1.460 Satisfactory 

 
Overall -0.896 Good 

Since the overall quality Z-score improved to -0.896 during the minimization, this fully refined 
model has been accepted as the final one for this template and alignment. 
 
 
 
 
5NAH alignment variant 3 (monomer) 

Fully unrestrained model 
5NAH-3 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

 
Dihedrals 0.265 Optimal 

 
Packing 1D -0.520 Good 

 
Packing 3D -1.416 Satisfactory 

 
Overall -0.822 Good 

Since the overall quality Z-score improved to -0.822 during the minimization, this fully refined 
model has been accepted as the final one for this template and alignment. 
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Table 37 – continued.  
 

 
5NAH alignment variant 4 (monomer) 

Fully unrestrained model 
5NAH-4 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

  Dihedrals 0.265 Optimal 

  Packing 1D -0.948 Good 

  Packing 3D -1.572 Satisfactory 

  Overall -1.062 Satisfactory 
 Since the overall quality Z-score improved to -1.062 during the minimization, this fully refined 
model has been accepted as the final one for this template and alignment. 
 
 
 
5NAH alignment variant 5 (monomer) 

Fully unrestrained model 
5NAH-5 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

  Dihedrals 0.313 Optimal 

  Packing 1D -0.814 Good 

  Packing 3D -1.459 Satisfactory 

  Overall -0.951 Good 
Since the overall quality Z-score improved to -0.951 during the minimization, this fully refined 
model has been accepted as the final one for this template and alignment. 
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Table 38.  Sequence information for Model 4J33 Variants 
 

Model 
4J33 

    

 
Variant Residues Aligned of 

out 486 target 
Sequence 
Identity 

Sequence 
Similarity 

  1 349 (71.8%) 40.0% 59.6% 

  2 351 (72.2%) 39.9% 59.8% 
 
 
Table 39.  Model 4J33 Variants Scoring 
 
4J33 alignment variant 1 (monomer) 

Fully unrestrained model 
4J33-1 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

  Dihedrals 0.227 Optimal 

  Packing 1D -1.085 Satisfactory 

  Packing 3D -1.729 Satisfactory 

  Overall -1.194 Satisfactory 
Since the overall quality Z-score improved to -1.194 during the minimization, this fully refined 
model has been accepted as the final one for this template and alignment. 
 
 
4J33 alignment variant 2 (monomer)   

Fully unrestrained model 
4J33-2 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-Score Comment 

  Dihedrals 0.585 Optimal 

  Packing 1D -1.108 Satisfactory 

  Packing 3D -1.524 Satisfactory 
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  Overall -1.056 Satisfactory 
Since the overall quality Z-score improved to -1.056 during the minimization, this fully refined 
model has been accepted as the final one for this template and alignment. 
 
 
 
7. The model ranking  

Each model has been ranked based on their overall quality Z-score (Table 40). 

 

 

Table 40.  Model Ranking  
 

Rank Z-score Model ID Residues Comment 

1 -0.794 5NAH-1 9-448 Good 

2 -0.822 5NAH-3 9-471 Good 

3 -0.896 5NAH-2 9-448 Good 

4 -0.945 5NAK-3 9-471 Good 

5 -0.951 5NAH-5 9-447 Good 

6 -0.973 5NAK-1 9-448 Good 

7 -1.001 5NAK-4 9-471 Satisfactory 

8 -1.014 5NAK-2 9-448 Satisfactory 

9 -1.046 5NAK-5 9-471 Satisfactory 

10 -1.056 4J33-2 9-380 Satisfactory 

11 -1.062 5NAH-4 9-471 Satisfactory 

12 -1.194 4J33-A01 9-380 Satisfactory 
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8. The hybrid model  

In an effort to increase the accuracy of each contributed model, the best parts of the 12 

models were combined to produce a hybrid model.  The resulting hybrid model obtained the 

following quality Z-score (Table 41): 

 

Table 41.  Resulting hybrid model score  
 

Resulting hybrid 
model 

   

 
Check Type Quality Z-

Score 
Comment 

 
Dihedrals 0.253 Optimal 

 
Packing 1D -0.253 Good 

 
Packing 3D -1.482 Satisfactory 

 
Overall -0.751 Good 

This hybrid model with Z-score -0.751 was saved as the final one. 
 
 
 

At the beginning of this project there was no crystal structure for human KMO.  On 

February 21, 2018, however, a crystal structure of human KMO was published on The RSCB 

Protein Data Bank under the PDH ID: 5X68 (Kim et al., 2018).  A comparison of the final 

selected hybrid YASARA model with the experimental crystal structure of KMO was carried 

out. The overall RMSD between the constructed hybrid homology model and the crystal 

structure of KMO was found to be 2.7406 Å without molecular dynamics.  There were some 

observable differences in loop and helices, but overall great alignment was achieved among the 
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hybrid structure (Figure 41).  With the advent of this new structure, a decision was made to 

proceed with AIM 3 using the validated crystal structure.   

 

 

 

Figure 41.  Hybrid structure superimposed with the human KMO structure 
Hybrid model in blue.  5X68 in red  
 

AIM 3 

Molecular Docking Study  

The docking studies were employed to gain insight of the binding pattern of nine ligands 

in the KMO enzyme active site.  The results were assessed in terms of binding energy, 

dissociation constant, and contacting residues.  Results are shown below.  More positive energy 

values indicate stronger binding, while negative energies equate to no binding (Krieger, 

Koraimann, & Vriend, 2002).  Thus, a more positive difference indicates a higher affinity 

between ligand and target (Jakubík, Randáková, & Doležal, 2013).  After global docking the best 
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binding position and orientation within the binding site (referred to as pose) was selected to 

undergo further analysis and molecular dynamics simulations.   

To be thorough, the structural and binding information for all clusters (groups of poses 

with short distances between them) produced from each docked ligand will be displayed in 

various tables below.  In the present study, however, only the top ranked conformation that was 

docked into the KMO active site.  Prior studies have corroborated YASARA’s efficiency in 

replicating experimental date.  While only the highest binding energy in the active site will be 

discussed, the top three ranked conformations of each ligand complex was examined in the event 

that the highest ranked complex did not bind into the active site.  The manner in which each 

ligand interacts with the system (referred to as interaction profiles) reveal various chemical 

forces, including traditional hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic, Van der Wäals, and π-π 

interactions between an inhibitor and the enzyme.  

To closely examine the intermolecular contacts between complexes, LIGPLOT+ tool, a 

program that automatically generates schematic diagrams of protein-ligand interactions for a 

given PDB file was used.  This program depicts hydrogen bonds by dashed lines between the 

atoms involved, while hydrophobic contacts are represented by an arc with spokes radiating 

toward the ligand atom they contact.  The contacting atoms are shown with spokes radiating 

back.  Python Molecular Viewer (PyMol) was also utilized to visualize these structures.   The 

results from the analysis truly indicate the role hydrogen bonding, binding residues, and π-

stacking contribute to the structural and functional impact of each ligand’s bond within the KMO 

active site.  Contacting residues found to be conserved in essentially all of the docking studies 

include ARG at position 111, ALA at position 169, TYR at position 170, MET at position 285, 
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ILE at position 286, ASP at position 304, ILE at position 309, VAL at position 310, PRO at 

position 311, and the FAD cofactor.   

A hydrophobic pocket is formed around the halogenated aromatic ring moiety of each 

ligand, similar to the one seen in previous yeast studies (Phillips, Anderson, Gentry, Güner, & 

Bowen, 2017).  In human KMO this pocket is made up of residues ALA 169, MET 285, ILE 

286, ILE 309, and VAL 310.  Similar observations have been made for hydrophobic cavities in 

other proteins.  In regard to the sulfonylurea compounds containing a CF3 moiety, similar 

hydrophobic protein environments have been seen as well (Dalvit & Vulpetti, 2012) (Figure 42).    

 

 

Figure 42.  Top: Pymol image showing L-Kyn (magenta) in the active site of KMO  Left: Alignment of 
non-sulfonylurea compounds in the KMO site UPF-648 (red), L-Kyn (green) 3,4-DCH (blue) 3,5-
dibromo (magenta) 6-3,4-DCH (gray) Right: Alignment of sulfonylurea compounds in KMO site   
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Hydrogen bonding appears to play a significant role in the stabilization of the non-

sulfonylurea compounds in the active site.  In fact, all of the non-sulfonylurea compounds except 

for the two ring structure 6-3,4-DCH, share significant hydrogen bonding with ARG 111 and the 

FAD cofactor.  In the docked structures, the acidic ends of the substrates are primarily initiating 

the hydrogen bond with the positively charged amino containing ends of ARG 111 with lengths 

ranging from 2.4-2.81Å.  Hydrogen bonds with the substrates and the FAD cofactor vary with 

lengths ranging from 2.5-3.17 Å; nevertheless, present a potentially necessary interaction in 

producing KMO inhibitors (Figure 43).   

 

 

 

Figure 43.  PyMol view depicting hydrogen bonding of various substrates with ARG 111.  
Hydrophobic residues are displayed as orange wires  
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In previous chapters the non-sulfonylureas were discussed apart from the sulfonylureas.  

However, in docking, 6-3,4 DCH appears to share similar interactions in the binding pocket as 

the sulfonylureas and not the non-sulfonylurea compounds.  While 6-3,4 DCH does contain 

hydrogen bond interactions with TYR 170, these multi-cyclic structures produce fewer hydrogen 

bonds within the site and are more stabilized due to π-π and hydrophobic interactions. Known 

inhibitor UPF-648, also a multi-cyclic compound, participates in π-π stacking with the FAD 

cofactor in addition to the many hydrogen bond interactions with the cofactor.  When 

considering these multicyclic compounds, residues of interest include TYR 170, TYR 194, ILE 

286, ASP 304, and the FAD cofactor.  YASARA View was utilized to show π-π interactions.  

The line color for π-π interactions depends on the interaction strength and is interpolated between 

the two extreme colors gray (minimum) and red (optimum) Figure 44.   

 
 

Figure 44.  YASARA view depicting π-interactions of various substrates in the binding pocket  
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As seen in Figure 44, there is optimum ππ-stacking between the aromatic rings in 

compound C and the FAD cofactor.  Strong π-π interactions with the FAD cofactor could 

possibly be key in the stabilization of the inhibitor-enzyme complex as our University of Georgia 

collaborators report promising in vitro data for compound C, which suggests that it is a 

structurally novel KMO inhibitor.   

LIGPLOT+ will be used to view hydrophobic interactions.  An arc represents 

hydrophobic contacts with spokes radiating toward the ligand atom they contact. The 

hydrophobic pocket was briefly discussed above with the non-sulfonylurea compounds.  

LIGPLOT+ graphics was used as this software better represents these interactions with the 

enzyme and non-sulfonylurea compounds.  Further analysis of the multi-cyclic compounds show 

that these structures have predominately hydrophobic interactions; unlike the hydrogen bond 

interactions of the non-sulfonylurea compounds.  In analyzing he multi-cyclic compounds have 

≥4 hydrophobic interactions, with exception of compound D, only which shows three 

hydrophobic interactions (with TYR 170, ASP 304, and the FAD cofactor (Figure 45).   
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Figure 45.  Binding sites of various ligand protein complexes 
The ligands and protein side chains are shown in ball-and-stick representation, with the ligand bonds colored in purple. Hydrogen bonds 
are shown as green dotted lines, while the spoked arcs represent protein residues making non-bonded contacts with the ligand.  
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Figure 45 cont.  Binding sites of various ligand protein complexes 
The ligands and protein side chains are shown in ball-and-stick representation, with the ligand bonds colored in purple. Hydrogen bonds are shown 
as green dotted lines, while the spoked arcs represent protein residues making non-bonded contacts with the ligand.  
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Figure 45 cont.  Binding sites of various ligand protein complexes 
The ligands and protein side chains are shown in ball-and-stick representation, with the ligand bonds colored in purple. Hydrogen bonds are shown 
as green dotted lines, while the spoked arcs represent protein residues making non-bonded contacts with the ligand.  
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L-Kynurenine -1 was the top ranked pose for the binding of the native substrate in the 

KMO enzyme with an average binding energy of 5.9677 ± 0.4961 amongst the 6-member cluster 

(Table 42).  3,5-dibromo L-Kynurenine -1 was the top ranked pose for the binding of the native 

substrate in the KMO enzyme with an average binding energy of 5.6148 ± 0.4504 amongst the 9 

member cluster (Table 42).  The kynurenines, L-Kyn and 3,5-dibromo L-KYN, share similar 

binding patterns in the active site of the KMO enzyme.  In fact, their binding energies differ only 

by 0.3549 kcal/mol.  Though on an average the L-Kyn-1 cluster produces a higher binding 

pattern than the 3,5-dibromo-1 cluster, the highest binding member of the former has an energy 

0.114 kcal/mol compared to the highest binding L-Kyn-1 member.  These substrates are mainly 

stabilized by hydrogen bond interactions with Arg 111 and the FAD cofactor.  The contacting 

residues forming the hydrophobic pocket when the native substrate is in the pocket appears to 

disappear with the brominating of the native substrate.  Nevertheless, ARG A 111, ALA A 169, 

TYR A 170, TYR A 194, PRO A 284, MET A 285, ILE A 286, ASP A 304, and the FAD 

cofactor appear to be key residues in the binding of kynurenines to the active site of KMO.  

3,4-Dichlorohippuric acid-1 was the top ranked pose for binding in the KMO enzyme 

averaging a binding energy of 5.9677 ± 0.4961 amongst the four member cluster (Table 47).  

Unfortunately, the top two ranked clusters are not binding in the active site.  This is surprising, as 

this was the model in which the initial pharmacophore modeling was built.  In vitro studies by 

our University of Georgia collaborators showed 3,4-DCH to have a KI value of 34 μM in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae KMO.  The slight variation of the active site from yeast KMO to 

human KMO may be the cause as to why this ligand is not preferentially binding to the active 

site (Phillips, Anderson, Gentry, Güner, & Bowen, 2017).  Nevertheless, the examination of 
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binding of the highest ranked pose in the active site will take place to better understand the 

binding pattern.   

6- 3,4 Dichlorohippuric acid-1 was the top ranked pose for binding in the KMO enzyme 

with an average binding energy of 6.6302 ± 0.5278 amongst the 8-member cluster (Table 48). 

Unlike the top ranked cluster in the previous ligand, 3,4 DCH; in the cyclized version, 6-3,4 

DCH does have the first ranked cluster forming in the active site. To strengthen the analysis, the 

examination of the highest binding ligand within this will take place.   

UPF-648-1 was the top ranked pose for the binding of the native substrate in the KMO 

enzyme averaging a binding energy of 6.2853 ± 0.3220 amongst the 3-member cluster (Table 

49).  This study produces a UPF-648: human KMO pose similar to published posed of UPF-648 

bound to yeast KMO (Phillips, Anderson, Gentry, Güner, & Bowen, 2017).   

 

 

Figure 46.  Left—UPF-648 binding in yeast KMO Right—UPF-648 binding in human KMO  
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Further examination with molecular dynamics of the highest binding cluster within the 

binding pocket was undertaken to strengthen the analysis of each binding pose.  In the event that 

molecular dynamic simulations produce obscure results, lower ranking poses will be revisited to 

establish true binding poses.   
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L-Kynurenine 
After clustering the 25 runs, the following nine distinct complex conformations were found: 

 

Figure 47.  Complex conformations found after clustering the 25 runs 
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Table 42.  Cluster Information after found after clustering the 25 runs 
L-Kynurenine Rank No. Cluster Members Binding Energy [kcal/mol] Contacting Receptor Residues Active Site 

  1 6 5.9677±0.4961 ARG A 111 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 PRO A 284 
MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PRO 
A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  2 3 5.7607±0.3097 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS A 307 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 
GLY A 314 ALA A 319 ARG A 349 ILE A 350 PRO A 351 
ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  3 2 5.7735±0.0795 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 197 THR A 198 
THR A 234 ASP A 276 PHE A 277 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 
PRO A 281 ALA A 282 GLN A 283 

NO 

  4 1 5.5430±0.0000 SER A 53 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 ASP A 276 
PHE A 277 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 
GLN A 283 

NO 

  5 1 5.5260±0.0000 ARG A 174 LEU A 177 MET A 178 CYS A 290 SER A 291 
SER A 292 PHE A 293 HIS A 294 PHE A 295 LEU A 301 

NO 

  6 1 5.4840±0.0000 SER A 59 ARG A 61 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 GLY A 314 GLN 
A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 GLU A 322 ARG A 349 ASP A 
352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  7 1 5.4410±0.0000 ARG A 85 ILE A 87 ILE A 97 ILE A 215 SER A 357 ASP A 
358 SER A 360 TYR A 362 TYR A 364 

NO 

  8 2 5.3745±0.0085 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS A 307 
ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PHE A 313 GLY A 314 
ALA A 319 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  9 3 5.2557±0.0441 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LYS A 246 
LEU A 247 LEU A 248 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 LEU A 280 
PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 
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3,5-dibromo-L-Kynurenine   
After clustering the 25 runs, the following nine distinct complex conformations were found: 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 47 cont.  Complex conformations found after clustering the 25 runs 
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Table 42 continued- 
3,5-dibromo L-Kyn Rank No. Cluster Members Binding Energy [kcal/mol] Contacting Receptor Residues Active Site 

  1 9 5.6148±0.4504 SER A 53 ARG A 111 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 
TYR A 194 GLN A 283 PRO A 284 MET A 285 
ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 FAD A 401 

YES 

  2 1 5.7120±0.0000 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 
HIS A 307 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PHE 
A 313 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  3 1 5.6950±0.0000 GLY A 168 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 
GLN A 283 PRO A 284 MET A 285 ILE A 286 
ASP A 304 ALA A 308 VAL A 310 PRO A 311 
FAD A 401 

YES 

  4 3 5.2807±0.1963 ARG A 85 ILE A 87 ILE A 97 ILE A 215 SER A 
357 ASP A 358 SER A 360 TYR A 362 TYR A 364 

NO 

  5 1 5.4600±0.0000 ILE A 54 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU 
A 197 THR A 198 THR A 234 ASP A 276 LEU A 
279 LEU A 280 GLN A 283 

NO 

  6 2 5.2575±0.1965 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 
LEU A 247 LEU A 248 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 
LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 

  7 1 5.2590±0.0000 SER A 53 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 ASP 
A 276 PHE A 277 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 PRO A 
281 GLN A 283 

NO 

  8 1 4.9880±0.0000 LEU A 177 MET A 178 MLY A 179 CYS A 290 
SER A 291 SER A 292 HIS A 294 PHE A 295 

NO 

  9 1 4.9570±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 
LEU A 247 LEU A 248 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 
LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 
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3,4 Dichlorohippuric acid (DCH) 
After clustering the 25 runs, the following eight distinct complex conformations were found: 

 

 
 
Figure 47 cont.  Complex conformations found after clustering the 25 runs 
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Table 42 continued- 
3,4 Dichlorohippuric acid 

(DCH) 
Rank No. Cluster Members Binding energy [kcal/mol] Contacting Receptor Residues Binding Pocket 

  1 4 6.4413±0.4105 ALA A 57 TYR A 99 GLN A 104 ILE A 106 LEU A 
213 ILE A 224 LEU A 226 PRO A 311 GLY A 314 
GLN A 315 SER A 357 ASP A 358 LEU A 359 FAD A 
401 

NO 

  2 6 6.0035±0.2088 ARG A 61 MLY A 289 HIS A 307 ILE A 309 PHE A 
313 GLN A 315 ALA A 319 GLU A 322 ARG A 349 
ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  3 4 6.2102±0.1325 LEU A 18 SER A 53 ARG A 111 ALA A 169 TYR A 
170 MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 ILE 
A 309 VAL A 310 FAD A 401 

YES 

  4 1 6.1730±0.0000 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS A 
307 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 ALA A 319 ARG A 349 ILE 
A 350 PRO A 351 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  5 2 6.0315±0.0395 ARG A 111 GLY A 168 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR 
A 194 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 
VAL A 310 PRO A 311 GLY A 316 FAD A 401 

YES 

  6 1 6.0000±0.0000 TYR A 99 GLN A 104 ILE A 106 LEU A 213 PRO A 
311 GLY A 314 GLN A 315 GLY A 316 SER A 357 
ASP A 358 LEU A 359 FAD A 401 

NO 

  7 1 5.9910±0.0000 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS A 
307 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 ALA A 319 
ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  8 1 5.8640±0.0000 SER A 59 HIS A 60 ARG A 61 GLY A 62 SER A 103 
GLN A 104 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 GLU 
A 322 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 

NO 
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6-3,4 Dichlorohippuric acid 
After clustering the 25 runs, the following eight distinct complex conformations were found: 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 47 cont.  Complex conformations found after clustering the 25 runs 
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Table 42 continued- 

6- 3,4 (DCH) Rank No. Cluster Members Binding Energy [kcal/mol] Contacting Receptor Residues Active Site 

  1 5 6.6302±0.5278 ASP A 167 GLY A 168 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 PRO 
A 284 MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ILE A 309 
VAL A 310 PRO A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  2 2 6.9255±0.4175 SER A 59 ARG A 61 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS A 
307 ILE A 309 GLY A 314 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 
ALA A 319 GLU A 322 ASP A 323 ARG A 349 ILE 
A 350 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  3 3 7.0847±0.1807 SER A 59 ARG A 61 MLY A 289 ILE A 309 PHE A 
313 GLY A 314 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 
GLU A 322 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  4 2 6.7520±03710 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS 
A 307 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 ALA A 319 
ARG A 349 ILE A 350 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  5 4 6.6715±0.3140 ARG A 111 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 PRO 
A 284 MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 
ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PRO A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  6 2 6.8525±0.0965 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS 
A 307 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PHE A 313 
ALA A 319 ARG A 349 ILE A 350 ASP A 352 ASP A 
353 

NO 

  7 1 6.5990±0.0000 SER A 59 HIS A 60 ARG A 61 GLY A 62 GLN A 104 
ILE A 309 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 GLU 
A 322 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  8 1 6.2060±0.0000 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 197 THR 
A 198 ASP A 276 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 
ALA A 282 GLN A 283 

NO 
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UPF-648 
After clustering the 25 runs, the following nine distinct complex conformations were found: 

 

 
Figure 47 cont.  Complex conformations found after clustering the 25 runs 
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Table 42 continued- 
UPF-648 Rank No. Cluster Members Binding Energy [kcal/mol] Contacting Receptor Residues Binding Pocket 

  1 3 6.2853±0.3220 LEU A 18 ARG A 111 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 PRO A 284 
MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PRO 
A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  2 2 6.6145±0.0215 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS A 307 
ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PHE A 313 GLY A 314 
ALA A 319 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  3 7 6.1883±0.1902 ARG A 111 GLY A 168 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 
MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL 
A 310 FAD A 401 

YES 

  4 2 6.2055±0.1195 ARG A 61 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS A 307 
ALA A 308 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 ALA A 319 GLU A 322 
ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  5 1 6.1150±0.0000 SER A 59 ARG A 61 MLY A 289 HIS A 307 ILE A 309 PHE A 
313 GLY A 314 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 GLU A 
322 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  6 2 5.8630±0.1140 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 
LEU A 248 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 

  7 1 5.9390±0.0000 SER A 59 HIS A 60 ARG A 61 GLY A 62 TYR A 99 SER A 
103 GLN A 104 TYR A 105 ILE A 106 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 
ALA A 319 GLU A 322 SER A 357 

NO 

  8 1 5.5740±0.0000 GLU A 243 LYS A 246 LEU A 247 ASP A 252 ASP A 255 
PHE A 256 LYS A 259 TYR A 260 

NO 

  9 1 5.5260±0.0000 ARG A 85 ILE A 87 ILE A 97 ILE A 215 SER A 357 ASP A 
358 SER A 360 TYR A 362 ASN A 363 TYR A 364 

NO 
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Sulfonylurea Compounds 

After clustering the 25 runs of each sulfonylurea compound, the following distinct 

complex conformations were found (Table 43 and Figure 48): 

 
Table 43.  Distinct Complex Conformations found for each sulfonylurea compound  
 

Compound Distinct Complex Conformations  

A 12 

B 15 

C 14 

D 14 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 48.  Complex conformations found after clustering the 25 runs of sulfonylureas  
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Compound A-1, Compound B-1, Compound C-1, and Compound D-1 were the top 

ranked poses for the binding of the sulfonylurea substrates in the KMO enzyme, with an average  

binding energy of 9.5840 ± 0.000, 8.2270 ± 0.3720, 8.3073 ± 0.5073, and 9.3400 ± 0.000, 

respectively, amongst each cluster (Table 44 ).  Though these clusters produce the highest 

binding energy, it is highly unlikely that this is the true binding pattern of the six-member 

sulfonylureas.  In fact, each of the six-member sulfonylurea compounds are not preferentially 

binding to the active site.  Molecular dynamics studies will be done to ascertain exactly what is 

occurring in the binding patterns of these compounds.  The second ranked cluster of these 

substrates are binding in the active site.  The top two ranked poses of compound C, however, do 

bind in the active site.  Later in the Discussion portion of this dissertation, the success of 

compound C in in vitro studies will be proposed.  Analysis of the docking study clearly indicate 

how parameters such as number of hydrogen bonds and binding residues are certainly important 

to understanding structural and function.  Further analysis of the interaction of these molecular 

structures docked into the active site will take place via molecular dynamics simulations to 

strengthen the analysis of how these compounds bind to the active site.   
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Table 44.  Cluster Information after found after clustering the 25 runs 

A Rank No. Cluster Members Binding Energy [kcal/mol] Contacting Receptor Residues Active Site 

  1 1 9.5840±0.0000 ALA A 57 SER A 59 HIS A 60 ARG A 61 MET A 82 TYR A 99 SER A 103 
GLN A 104 TYR A 105 ILE A 106 LEU A 213 ILE A 224 LEU A 226 PRO A 
311 GLY A 314 GLN A 315 SER A 357 ASP A 358 LEU A 359 FAD A 401 

NO 

  2 5 8.4530±03738 SER A 53 ARG A 111 GLY A 168 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 LEU A 
280 GLN A 283 MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL 
A 310 PRO A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  3 2 8.3480±0.2120 SER A 59 ARG A 61 GLY A 62 HIS A 307 ILE A 309 GLY A 314 GLN A 315 
ASN A 318 ALA A 319 GLU A 322 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 SER A 
357 ASP A 358 

NO 

  4 2 7.7705±0.1965 SER A 53 ARG A 111 ASP A 167 GLY A 168 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 GLN A 
188 TYR A 189 TYR A 194 FAD A 401 

YES 

  5 1 7.8540±0.0000 TYR A 189 ILE A 190 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 
247 LEU A 248 PHE A 277 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 PRO A 284 MET A 285 

NO 

  6 1 7.8160±0.0000 SER A 53 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 GLN A 283 PRO A 284 MET A 
285 ILE A 286 ALA A 308 VAL A 310 PRO A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  7 2 7.6195±0.1255 SER A 59 HIS A 60 ARG A 61 THR A 101 SER A 103 GLN A 104 ILE A 106 
ILE A 309 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 
353 

NO 

  8 2 7.6290±0.0710 TYR A 189 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 LEU A 
248 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 PRO A 284 

NO 

  9 1 7.5600±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 244 LEU A 247 LEU A 248 THR A 249 SER A 250 ASN A 
251 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 

  10 1 7.5360±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 LEU A 248 PHE A 
277 PHE A 278 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 PRO A 284 

NO 

  11 1 7.5360±0.0000 ILE A 54 GLU A 112 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 197 THR A 
198 ASP A 276 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 GLN A 283 

NO 

  12 1 7.0920±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 244 LEU A 247 LEU A 248 THR A 249 SER A 250 ASN A 
251 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 
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Table 44 – continued.  
 B Rank No. Cluster Members Binding Energy [kcal/mol] Contacting Receptor Residues Active Site 

  1 2 8.2270±0.3730 ALA A 57 SER A 59 ARG A 61 TYR A 99 GLN A 104 ILE A 106 LEU A 213 PRO A 311 
GLN A 315 ASN A 318 SER A 357 ASP A 358 LEU A 359 FAD A 401 

NO 

  2 4 8.0777±0.2689 SER A 53 ARG A 111 GLY A 168 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 GLN A 283 MET A 
285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PRO A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  3 1 7.7540±00000 SER A 59 ARG A 61 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 GLY A 314 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 
GLU A 322 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 SER A 357 ASP A 358 

NO 

  4 1 7.5750±0.0000 ARG A 61 MLY A 289 PHE A 293 HIS A 307 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 GLY A 314 GLN A 
315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 GLU A 322 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  5 1 7.5430±0.0000 ARG A 40 SER A 53 ARG A 111 GLU A 112 ASN A 115 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 
194 ASP A 304 FAD A 401 

YES 

  6 1 7.5390±0.0000 ARG A 40 SER A 53 ASP A 167 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 GLN A 283 PRO A 
284 MET A 285 ILE A 286 FAD A 401 

YES 

  7 1 7.4570±0.0000 GLY A 17 LEU A 18 ARG A 40 SER A 53 ARG A 111 ASN A 115 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 
TYR A 194 GLN A 283 PRO A 284 MET A 285 ILE A 286 FAD A 401 

YES 

  8 1 7.3710±0.0000 SER A 53 ILE A 54 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 197 THR A 198 THR A 234 
ASP A 276 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 GLN A 283 

NO 

  9 2 7.2140±0.0690 TYR A 189 ILE A 190 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 PRO A 
284 MET A 285 

NO 

  10 1 7.2720±0.0000 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 HIS A 307 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PHE A 
312 PHE A 313 GLY A 314 GLN A 315 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 SER A 357 SER A 360 

NO 

  11 1 7.1470±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 LEU A 248 THR A 249 PHE A 
277 PHE A 278 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 

  12 1 7.1030±0.0000 SER A 53 ILE A 54 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 197 THR A 198 THR A 234 
ASP A 276 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 GLN A 283 

NO 

  13 1 7.0740±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 241 GLU A 242 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 PHE A 277 PHE A 
278 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 PRO A 284 

NO 

  14 1 7.0190±0.0000 SER A 59 HIS A 60 ARG A 61 THR A 101 SER A 103 GLN A 104 ILE A 106 GLN A 315 
ASN A 318 ALA A 319 ARG A 349 

NO 
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Table 44 – continued.  
  15  6.9350±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 244 LEU A 247 LEU A 248 THR A 249 SER A 250 PHE A 277 PHE A 

278 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 
NO 

C Rank No. Cluster Members Binding Energy [kcal/mol] Contacting Receptor Residues Active Site 

  1 4 8.3073+-000000.5073 GLY A 17 LEU A 18 ARG A 40 ARG A 111 GLU A 112 ASN A 115 GLY A 168 ALA A 
169 TYR A 170 MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 
PRO A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  2 1 8.4300+-00.0000 SER A 53 ARG A 111 ASP A 167 GLY A 168 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 MET A 
285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PRO A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  3 1 7.8110±00000 ALA A 57 SER A 59 ARG A 61 TYR A 99 GLN A 104 ILE A 106 LEU A 213 ILE A 224 
LEU A 226 PRO A 311 GLY A 314 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 SER A 357 ASP A 
358 LEU A 359 FAD A 401 

NO 

  4 1 7.5920±0.0000 TYR A 189 ILE A 190 PRO A 191 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 PHE A 
277 PHE A 278 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 PRO A 284 MET A 285 

NO 

  5 1 7.3210±0.0000 SER A 59 HIS A 60 ARG A 61 SER A 103 GLN A 104 ILE A 106 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 
GLY A 314 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 ARG A 349 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 

  6 1 7.3080±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 VAL A 274 GLN A 275 PHE A 277 PHE 
A 278 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 

  7 1 7.2530±0.0000 LEU A 18 ARG A 40 SER A 53 ARG A 111 GLU A 112 ASN A 115 ASP A 167 GLY A 
168 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 FAD A 401 

YES 

  8 1 7.0850±0.0000 SER A 53 ARG A 111 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 
280 GLN A 283 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 FAD A 401 

YES 

  9 3 6.7750+-000000.1482 TYR A 189 ILE A 190 PRO A 191 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 
247 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 PRO A 284 

NO 

  10 1 6.8120±0.0000 ASN A 140 PRO A 141 GLU A 142 ARG A 174 HIS A 176 LEU A 177 MET A 178 MLY 
A 179 CYS A 290 SER A 291 SER A 292 PHE A 295 LEU A 301 

NO 

  11 1 6.6690±0.0000 LEU A 248 THR A 249 SER A 250 ASN A 251 VAL A 254 GLU A 270 LYS A 271 VAL 
A 274 GLN A 275 PHE A 278 

NO 

  12 2 6.5980+-000000.0020 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 HIS A 307 ALA A 308 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 GLY A 
314 GLN A 315 ALA A 319 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 

NO 
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Table 44 – continued.  
 

  13 1 6.3780±0.0000 GLN A 187 GLN A 188 TYR A 189 ILE A 190 PRO A 191 PHE A 241 PRO A 281 PRO A 
284 

NO 

  14 1 6.2890±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 LEU A 248 THR A 249 SER A 250 VAL 
A 274 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 

 
D Rank No. Cluster Members Binding Energy [kcal/mol] Contacting Receptor Residues Active Site 

  1 1 9.3440±0.0000 TYR A 189 ILE A 190 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 PHE A 277 
PHE A 278 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 PRO A 284 MET A 285 

NO 

  2 2 8.8670±0.1430 ARG A 40 ARG A 111 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 ILE 
A 309 VAL A 310 PRO A 311 FAD A 401 

YES 

  3 2 8.6760±0.1000 SER A 53 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 280 GLN A 283 
PRO A 284 MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 VAL A 310 FAD A 401 

YES 

  4 2 8.2060±0.3190 SER A 53 ARG A 111 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 280 
PRO A 281 GLN A 283 PRO A 284 MET A 285 ILE A 286 ASP A 304 FAD A 401 

YES 

  5 2 8.0615±0.2635 ALA A 39 ARG A 40 SER A 53 ALA A 169 TYR A 170 TYR A 194 PRO A 284 MET A 285 ILE A 
286 ASP A 304 ALA A 308 VAL A 310 FAD A 401 

YES 

  6 1 8.3180±0.0000 SER A 59 HIS A 60 ARG A 61 GLY A 62 TYR A 99 GLN A 104 ILE A 106 ILE A 309 PHE A 313 
GLY A 314 GLN A 315 ASN A 318 ALA A 319 ASP A 352 ASP A 353 SER A 357 ASP A 358 

NO 

  7 2 8.1425±0.1595 TYR A 189 MET A 195 PHE A 241 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 PHE A 277 PHE A 278 
PRO A 281 ALA A 282 PRO A 284 

YES 

  8 1 7.9470±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 244 LEU A 247 LEU A 248 THR A 249 SER A 250 ASN A 251 PHE A 277 
PHE A 278 LEU A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

YES 

  9 2 7.5685±0.0505 SER A 53 ILE A 54 ARG A 111 GLU A 112 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 279 LEU 
A 280 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 GLN A 283 

NO 

  10 1 7.5300±0.0000 TYR A 189 ILE A 190 PRO A 191 HIS A 192 THR A 220 PRO A 240 PHE A 241 GLU A 242 PRO 
A 284 MET A 285 

NO 

  11 1 7.5250±0.0000 ILE A 190 PRO A 191 HIS A 192 SER A 287 MLY A 289 HIS A 307 ILE A 309 VAL A 310 PHE 
A 312 PHE A 313 

NO 
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Table 44 – continued.  
 

  12 1 7.4070±0.0000 ILE A 190 PRO A 191 HIS A 192 SER A 287 VAL A 288 MLY A 289 HIS A 307 ALA A 308 ILE 
A 309 VAL A 310 PHE A 312 PHE A 313 

NO 

  13 1 7.3930±0.0000 SER A 53 ILE A 54 TYR A 194 MET A 195 GLU A 196 LEU A 197 THR A 198 THR A 234 ASP 
A 276 LEU A 279 LEU A 280 GLN A 283 

NO 

  14 1 7.3550±0.0000 MET A 195 PHE A 244 GLU A 245 LEU A 247 LEU A 248 THR A 249 SER A 250 VAL A 274 
PHE A 277 PHE A 278 PRO A 281 ALA A 282 

NO 
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation  

Molecular docking only provides a static view of the interactions between 

proteins and ligands.  In an effort to gain further insights on the docked complexes 

derived above, molecular dynamics simulations were carried out.  These studies allowed 

for fluctuation in residues, and movement in any specific domain or separation of protein 

ligand complex.  The ultimate goal of this research phase was to account for the 

flexibility and movement of proteins that cannot be achieved in docking.  These studies 

also further helped in checking the stability of complex interactions.   

A 20 ns MD simulation was performed for each system under a temperature of 

298K.  By default, properties were monitored every 10 simulation steps, and the 

trajectories were collected every 1 ps.  During the MD simulations the protein structures 

was allowed to relax to its equilibrium conformation.   

The analysis of the trajectories obtained from the simulations such as root mean 

square deviation (RMSD) and root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) was carried out.  

RMSD values in this project are essentially ligand RMSDs measured after superposing 

only the ligand on its reference structure (which describes conformational changes of the 

ligand).  In assuring not to conflate conformational changes with rigid body motions of 

the protein during the simulation, the ligands of interest in the trajectory are first aligned 

to some reference structure so as to remove the overall motion of the protein.  In the 

event that the conformational changes seemed obscure, RMSDLigMove (RMSD 

measured after superposing the receptor on the reference structure; which thus includes 

the movement of the ligand) was analyzed to note the change in position of the ligand 
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from the binding pocket.  If the ligand moved from the binding pocket during the MD 

simulations, it was concluded that the complex pose is not the true binding pattern for the 

ligand-protein complex.  The next ranking of docked structure will undergo MD 

simulations to validate if another pose exist.   

A RMSD analysis is often a strong indicator of conformational changes of a 

ligand-protein complex in solution.  An initial period of rapid change followed by relative 

stability with small fluctuations around a mean value indicates a successfully equilibrated 

system.  Periods in which the RMSD does not vary significantly indicate conformational 

stability of the complex.  If the complex (or its selected part) is stable, the RMSD, after 

an initial increase, should fluctuate around a constant value.  Deviations of 2Å or smaller 

are considered acceptable (Singh et al., 2017).  The RMSD values produced from each 

final complex chosen show that the deviations from their initial structure (post 

docking/pre molecular dynamics) in all cases are relatively small—less than 2.01 Å.  This 

small variation indicates that the structures are stable along the simulation over a 

timescale of several nanoseconds.  The results of the docking study and MD analysis 

were in reasonable agreement with the observed in vitro experiments activities of the 

compounds.   

L-Kynurenine  

Pre-MD simulation (after molecular docking, but before molecular dynamic 

simulations), hydrophobic interactions assist in the binding of L-KYN into the KMO 

pocket.  Post-MD simulations, these hydrophobic interactions still play a significant role 

in the binding of the endogenous ligand into the active site pocket.  Furthermore, a 
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significant increase in the number of hydrophobic interactions is seen as the aromatic 

plane levels out to form more interactions with residues ALA 169, TYR 179, ILE 286, 

ASP 304, and the FAD cofactor.  A 3.16 Å hydrogen bond between the carboxylic region 

of L-KYN and ARG 111 also remains after MD simulations.  LIGPLOT+ was utilized to 

verify that hydrogen bonding still occurs, which suggests suggesting that YASARA may 

not be able to accurately depict hydrogen bonds after MD simulations.   

 
 
Table 45.  Binding pose of ligand in KMO pre (blue) and post (red) molecular dynamics 
simulation.   
 

Post Docking Post Molecular Dynamics 
(Average) 

Combination 

   

Hydrophobic lines in green; Π-π in lines in red 
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Figure 49.  Binding pose of ligand in KMO pre (left) and post (right) molecular dynamics 
simulation 
The ligands and protein side chains are shown in ball-and-stick representation, with the ligand 
bonds colored in purple. Hydrogen bonds are shown as green dotted lines, while the spoked arcs 
represent protein residues making non-bonded contacts with the ligand.  
 

 
Figure 50.  Ligand conformation RMSD.  Red line denotes average RMSD value  
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The L-KYN:5X68 complex chosen to undergo MD simulation reaches 

equilibrium after 5 ns with an average RMSD of 1.82 Å.  This denotes that docking with 

YASARA was able to place the pre-dynamic structures < 2 Å away from the 

“theoretically” true binding pose.   

3,5-dibromo L-KYN 

Pre-MD simulations, 3,5-dibromo L-Kyn is stabilized in the binding pocket by 

hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions.  Within the binding pocket a movement 

in the conformation of 3,5-dibromo L-Kyn into a position that more closely hugs the 

residues present in the binding pocket are present creating in greater degree hydrophobic 

interactions (Table 46).  Again, as the aromatic ring appears to lie parallel for interactions 

to occur with the FAD cofactor, an additional interaction, π-πstacking, is formed with the 

aromatic rings of 3,5-dibromo L-Kyn and the FAD cofactor.   Unlike the post-docking 

interactions, 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn now forms a hydrogen bond with ASP 304 and an 

additional interaction with ILE 286.   

Table 46.  Binding pose of ligand in KMO pre (blue) and post (red) molecular dynamics 
simulation 
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Hydrophobic lines in green; ππ- lines in red  

 

Figure 51.  Binding pose of ligand in KMO pre (left) and post (right) molecular dynamics 
simulation.  The ligands and protein side chains are shown in ball-and-stick representation, with 
the ligand bonds colored in purple. Hydrogen bonds are shown as green dotted lines, while the 
spoked arcs represent protein residues making non-bonded contacts with the ligand.  
 

 

Figure 52.  Ligand conformation RMSD, 3,5-dibromo-L-Kyn 
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The 3,5-dibromo L-KYN:5X68 complex chosen to undergo MD simulation 

produces a total average RMSD of 1.4 Å.  It is not until after 11 ns that the system 

reached equilibrium, increasing the average RMSD to 1.68 Å.  Although the results 

obtained are representative of many RMSD graphs, a decision was made to extend the 

simulation time for this ligand-KMO complex to elucidate the pattern in which the 

system equilibrates.  In addition to increasing the simulation time, other poses from the 

docking calculations were explored to ensure that a better pose was not overlooked. 

Recall Rank No. 1 was initially chosen not only because it was ranked the highest, but 

also because it contained the highest number of members within the cluster.  Further 

analysis revealed that Rank No. 1 actually had a binding energy 0.0802 ± 0.4504 

kcal/mol lower than Rank No.3 which has a binding energy of 5.6960 kcal/mol.  

YASARA potentially did not rank this pose higher for only one member fell into this 

cluster after docking runs.  Nevertheless, closer analysis was given to Rank No. 3.    

Rank No. 3 produced the lowest RMSDLigMove after simulation the system for 

10 ns (Figure 53).  Unfortunately, the brief simulation of Rank No. 3 does not give clear 

results as to whether this pose could be the absolute pose.  In studying the RMSD graphs, 

it is hypothesized that the true binding pose of 3,5-dibromo L-KYN may be somewhere 

between the poses of Rank No.1 and Rank No. 3.  Thus, Rank No. 3 was subjected to a 

20 ns simulation for further analysis.   
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Figure 53.  Ligand conformation RMSD, 3,5- dibromo L-KYN for 10 ns  

 

The 3,5-dibromo L-KYN:5X68 Rank 3 complex reached equilibrium almost 

immediately with an average RMSD of  1.69 Å.  While Rank 3 reaches equilibrium faster 

than Rank 1, it still, however, validates the equilibrium in Rank 1 as the mean RMSD 

graphs converge around a mean of 1.68-1.69 Å in both simulations after equilibrium was 

achieved (Figure 54).  A hypothesis can again be made that the true pose of 3,5-dibromo 

L-KYN does indeed fluctuate within the binding pocket somewhere between Rank 1 and 

Rank 3.  Common residues shared between these poses include ALA 169, TYR 170, 

TYR 194, GLN 283, PRO 284, MET 285, ILE 286, ASP 304, ALA 308, and the FAD 

cofactor—further empathizing these residues are essential in the binding of potential 

KMO inhibitors.   
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Figure 54. Ligand conformation RMSD, 3,5- dibromo L-KYN for 20 ns 3,4 DCH  

 

3,4 DCH 

Pre-dynamic simulation, 3,4-DCH is bound in the KMO binding site with 

hydrophobic interactions and the formation of a hydrogen bond to ARG 111 and the FAD 

cofactor.  Post-dynamic simulations these same interactions secure 3,4-DCH in the 

pocket, but with greater strength.  Hydrogen bonds shift from interacting with ARG 111 

to interact with ILE 286 and ASP 304 with a distance of 3.34 Å and 2.78 Å, respectively.   

The π-π stacking and increase sin hydrophobic interactions also occur, as the aromatic 

rings lie parallel for interactions to occur with the FAD cofactor, thus further securing the 

pose (Table 47).   
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Table 47. Binding pose of ligand in KMO pre (blue) and post (red) molecular dynamics 
simulation, 3,4-DCH 

Post Docking Post Molecular Dynamics 
(Average) 

Combination 

   

Hydrophobic lines in green; The π-π lines in red  
 
 

 

Figure 55.  Ligand conformation RMSD for 20 ns, 3,4-DCH 
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For the 3,4-DCH:5X68 complex initially selected to undergo MD simulation, the 

average RMSD is 1.13 Å (Figure 56).  Like the previous molecule, the system does not 

equilibrate until after 11 ns.  After 11 ns, the average RMSD becomes 1.519 Å.  Although 

the results obtained are representative of many RMSD graphs, a decision was made again 

to extend the simulation time of this complex to further elucidate the pattern in which the 

system equilibrates (Figure 56). Since half of the simulation time was spent equilibrating 

the system, increasing the simulation time will help in validating equilibrium was 

achieved.  In addition to increasing the simulation time, other poses from the docking 

calculations were explored to ensure not to overlook the possibility of a better pose.  

RMSDLigMove was calculated on the remaining poses to validate that the chosen pose 

was indeed the correct binding pattern of the complex.  By increasing the simulation time 

by 5 ns, it was discovered that equilibrium was indeed achieved at 11 ns.  The average 

RMSD for the extended simulation is 1.209Å after achieving equilibration.   

 

Figure 56.  Ligand conformation RMSD for 25 ns, 3,4-DCH 
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6-3,4 DCH  

Post-docking, hydrogen bonding with TYR 170, π-stacking with the FAD 

cofactor, and hydrophobic interactions with GLY 168, ALA 169, ASP 364, and ILE 286, 

and the FAD cofactor position 6-3,4-DCH in the binding pocket.  These same 

interactions are seen in post-dynamics simulation.  Again, however, the ligand moves too 

closely to hug the residues of the active site—increasing the hydrophobic interaction 

anchoring the ligand in the pocket (Table 48).   

 

 
Table 48.  Binding pose of ligand in KMO pre (blue) and post (red/yellow) molecular dynamics 
simulation, 6-3,4 DCH  
 

Post Docking Post Molecular Dynamics 
(Average) 

Combination 

   

Hydrophobic lines in green; π-π lines in red  
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Figure 57.  Ligand conformation RMSD, 6-3,4 DCH, for 20  ns  
 
 

For the selected 6-3,4 DCH:5X68 complex, the average RMSD is 1.01 Å.  The 

system appeared to reach equilibrium around 7 ns, and the average RMSD became 0.99 

Å.  After studying previous arrangements of ligand-protein complexes, RMSDLigMove 

was calculated on the remaining clusters (Figure 58).  After revisiting the docking poses 

produced for this ligand, Rank No. l and Rank No. 5 were shown to differ only by one 

member with Rank No. 1 having five members and Rank No. 5 having four members.  

This reveals an area in which changes in protocol may be necessary in proceeding with 

molecular dynamics studies after molecular docking with YASARA in future work.  The 

binding energy of these clusters differ by 0.0413 ± 0.2138 kcal/mol with Rank No.5 

actually having a higher binding energy than Rank No. 1 (Table 39).   
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Figure 58.  Ligand movement RMSD of 6-3,4 DCH for 10 ns 
 

 

After a 10 ns MD simulation, Rank No. 5 produced the lowest RMSDLigMove 

(Figure 58).  It should be noted, however, that the RSMD graphs nearly converge; 

possibly indicating that Rank 1 and Rank 5 may essentially be the same pose.  It was 

additionally revealed that the two poses differed only by a few residues; residues ASP A 

167 and GLY A 168 being present in Rank No. 1 but not No. 5, and ARG A 111 and 

TYR A 194 being present in Rank No. 5 but not No. 1.  Nevertheless, a 20 ns simulation 

was carried out of Rank No. 5 to elucidate the true binding pattern of 6-3,4-DCH (Figure 

59).   

The Rank No. 5 for the 6-3,4-DCH:5X68 complex appeared to reach equilibrium 

almost immediately and produced an average RMSD of 0.75 Å.  Previous studies have 

shown when results are obscure; aligning different RMSD graphs can help determine 

exactly when the system reaches equilibrium.  In graphing Rank 1 and Rank 5, it is found 
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that both systems indeed reach equilibrium after 7 ns and fluctuate around a mean RMSD  

<1 Å.  Here in lies the dilemma with CADD, as these simulations only allow one to get 

so close to the true binding pose.  Notwithstanding, it can be concluded that 6-3,4-DCH 

binds to the active site of KMO somewhere between Rank 1 and Rank 5. 

 

 
 

Figure 59.  Ligand conformation RMSD, 6-3,4-DCH 
 
 
UPF-648 

Post-molecular docking, UPF-648 is locked into the KMO binding pocket via ππ -

stacking, hydrophobic interactions, and hydrogen bonding.  Post-simulation, these 

interactions are still present, but with increased strength.  In fact, pre-dynamic and post-

dynamic poses are nearly identical, suggesting YASARA is capable of producing 

accurate docking results without the use of MD simulations.   
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Table 49.  Binding pose of ligand in KMO pre (blue) and post (red) molecular dynamics 
simulation, UPF-648 

Post Docking Post Molecular Dynamics 
(Average) 

Combination 

   

Hydrophobic lines in green; π-πin lines in red  
 
 

 

 

Figure 60.  Binding pose of ligand in KMO pre (left) and post (right) molecular dynamics 
simulation, UPF-648.  The ligands and protein side chains are shown in ball-and-stick 
representation, with the ligand bonds colored in purple. Hydrogen bonds are shown as green dotted 
lines, while the spoked arcs represent protein residues making non-bonded contacts with the ligand.  
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Figure 61.  Ligand conformation RMSD at  20 and 25 ns, UPF-648  
 

 

The selectedUPF-648:5X68 complex produced the lowest RMSD of all 

complexes examined, averaging a total RMSD of 0.545 Å.  After 16 ns, a smaller 

fluctuation around a mean of 0.70 Å is present.  Similar to the process seen above with 

3,4-DCH, a decision was made to extend the simulation time of this complex to further 

elucidate the pattern in which the system equilibrates beyond 16 ns (Figure 61).  In 

addition to increasing the simulation time, other poses from the docking calculations 

were explored to ensure that a better pose was not overlooked. RMSDLigMove was 

calculated on the remaining poses to validate that the chosen pose was indeed the correct 

binding pattern of the complex.  The systems continue to equilibrate past 16 ns after 

increasing the simulation time to 35 ns; thus, validating the stability of the docked pose.   
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Sulfonylurea Compounds 

For the sulfonylurea compounds, equilibrium was established rather quickly in the 

first few nanoseconds of the MD simulations; this suggested that YASARA does an 

excellent job in ranking these compounds in the docking calculations.  After equilibrium 

is established the compounds fluctuate around a mean value 1.11 Å, 1.69 Å, 1.20 Å, and 

0.94 Å, respectively (Figure 62).  Their binding energies of these compounds also hint to 

why these compounds have produced promising results in vitro— boasting binding  

energies ~2 kcal/mol over the first series of compounds in the molecular docking study.   

 

 
Figure 62.  Ligand conformation RMSD after superposing on the sulfonylurea ligand.  
Red line denotes average RMSD value  
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In exploring the conformational changes of the binding pattern of these 

compounds in the binding pocket, it's refreshing to note that these compounds are almost 

identical to the conformational arrangements seen in Aim 1, where it was noted that the 

sulfonyl benzene moiety prefers a syn-clinal alignment (gauche) to the TPP side (Table 

50).   

 

Table 50.  Binding pose of ligand in KMO pre (blue) and post (red) molecular dynamics 
simulation.   
 

Post Docking Post Molecular Dynamics 
(Average) 

Combination 

   

   
 

Hydrophobic lines in green; π-π in lines in red.  Compound A (top row) Compound B (bottom 
row) 
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Table 50 – continued 
 

Post Docking Post Molecular Dynamics 
(Average) 

Combination 

   

   
 
Hydrophobic lines in green; π-π in lines in red.  Compound C (top row) compound D (bottom 
row) are displayed. 

 

After MD simulation, compound A moves in a similar way to the ligands 

previously discussed in which it prefers to hug the residues within the binding pocket 

more.  As this positioning shifts, it should be noted that there is an increase in the 

strength of the hydrophobic interactions between the ligand and the protein.  In addition 

to this increase, π-π-stacking is also seen as the aromatic rings of compound A lie parallel 

for interactions to occur to interact with the FAD cofactor.   
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In aligning the pre- and post- dynamic poses of the compound B:5X68 complex 

selected from the molecular docking study, it was noted the ligand quickly left the 

binding site; this suggested that that it may not be the correct binding pattern of 

compound B in the active site (Figure 63).  Similar to the process used previously, a 10 

ns MD simulation was carried out of the remaining clusters presented in the binding 

pocket (Rank No. 5, 6, and 7).  From the brief MD simulation, Rank No. 5 was chosen as 

it produced the lowest RMSDLigMove (Figure 64) and may be the true binding pattern 

of B within the binding pocket.  Rank No. 5 is subjected to a 20 ns simulation.  

 

 

 

Figure 63.  View of Compound BRank2 completely leaving the binding pocket of 5X68 
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Figure 64.  Ligand movement RMSD, Compound B   

 

Slight movement of the ligand from the binding pocket still exist after subjecting 

Rank No. 5 of compound B:5X68 to a 20 ns simulation (Table 50).  A hydrophobic 

interaction between compound B and the FAD cofactor are seen, but only slightly 

(represented in YASARA with only one line.)  In vitro studies are needed to further 

validate this whether or not B has the potential as a novel inhibitor since the 

computational studies do not suggest much potential for great success.   

Pre-dynamic simulations, compound C is held in the pocket through hydrogen 

bonding with ARG 111 and hydrophobic interactions with ASN 115, ARG 40, ALA 169, 

TYR 170, ASP 304, ILE 309, and the FAD cofactor.  After the MD simulations, the 

benzene sulfonyl moiety of this compound shifts in a way to form a tighter hydrogen 

bond with ARG 111, moving from a distance of 3.13 Å to 2.80  Å; further anchoring 

compound C in the binding pocket of KMO.  The same hydrophobic interactions detected 
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pre-dynamics are shown post-dynamics; however, the color of these hydrophobic lines 

intensify representing an increase in the strength of the hydrophobic interactions (Table 

50).   

Compound D possesses the smallest shift between pre- and post- dynamic 

calculations of the sulfonylureas, shifting a mean less than 1 Å; again, boasting how well 

YASARA was able to rank these sulfonylurea compounds.  Here again, a shift in the 

ligand took place as it clung closely with the residues present in the binding pocket.  Pre-

dynamics simulation, the compound was secured in the binding region via π-π stacking 

and hydrophobic interactions.  As the molecular dynamics simulations shift the 

compound toward the pocket, an increase in the number of hydrophobic interactions 

increase, while π-πstacking was removed.  It is concluded that the true conformation of 

this ligand within the pocket swings somewhere in the middle of these two structures, as 

the other sulfonylurea compounds preferred to lie parallel allowing for π-π stacking with 

the FAD cofactor.   

In addition to RMSDs, which provide only a global picture of structural 

deviations, fluctuations were also calculated on a per residue basis by calculating the root 

mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of each amino acid residue over the course of 20 

ns.  The RMSF will represent the time-averaged fluctuations throughout the entire 

simulations.  Higher RMSF values indicate greater flexibility during the MD simulation, 

meaning interactions or unstable bonds, while low RMSF values indicate well-structured 

regions   Moreover, to investigate the motions of the important residues interacting with 

the inhibitors in the biding site, the root mean square fluctuations for key residues were 
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calculated and are depictured in Figure 65.  This focused RMSF plot shows that none of 

the important residues present in the active site have an RMSF value more than 0.19 nm.  

The results has confirmed that the residues present in the active site were minimally 

distorted upon binding of the substrate, hit molecules and any of the known inhibitors.  It 

may be concluded that binding of these ligands lead to minimally dynamic movements in 

many functionally important regions, which can be classified as the binding pocket of the 

KMO enzyme.   

 
 

Figure 65.  The RMSF plots of all systems studied
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION/ DISCUSSION 

The kynurenine pathway has been discovered to play a major role in many 

diseases.  The KP represents a major route for the catabolism of tryptophan and accounts 

for most of the metabolism of TRP that is not committed to protein synthesis. Of 

particular interest in the KP is the KMO enzyme, which produces toxic metabolites.  It is 

believed that inhibiting KMO will lead to a decrease in the production of these toxic 

products downstream attenuating or improving a host of illnesses. The present body of 

research was devoted to discovering novel inhibitors of human kynurenine 3-

monooxygenase. Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase is a valuable drug target as there are no 

existing clinical drugs that specifically inhibit it.  

This dissertation revolved around three major objectives to identify novel KMO 

inhibitors using computer-aided drug design approaches.  The first objective aimed to 

determine the most thermodynamically stable conformations of each potentially novel 

potent inhibitors of KMO.  The second objective aimed to obtain a solvent equilibrated 

homology model of the substrate-free human KMO.  The third objective aimed to better 

understand the specific molecular interactions between the KMO enzyme and bound 

inhibitors via docking and molecular dynamics simulations 
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Firstly, in this dissertation, computational studies were carried out with the intent 

of calculating accurate conformational energy differences of nine molecules—one 

endogenous substrate of KMO, one known inhibitor of KMO, and seven potential 

inhibitor molecules.  This computational strategy was employed to predict 

conformational properties of these molecules that are currently out of reach for 

experimental methods.  Understanding intramolecular effects can drive conformer 

stability and the mode of interaction with an enzyme—yielding bioactivity of these 

conformation-dependent molecules.  SPARTAN by Wavefunction, Inc. was used for this 

phase of the research.  This software is a powerful computational modeling program 

known for its ability for rapid and accurate conformational analysis and is widely used in 

both the research and academic realms. 

The sketching, geometry optimization, and conformational search of the 

compound studied was carried out using SPARTAN ‘14 v1.1.8 software.  Various levels 

of theory were analyzed to fully evaluate the conformational rearrangements of each 

molecule, for theoretical conformational analysis is dependent on the method and level of 

theory.  Each molecule was subjected to structural minimization by molecular mechanics, 

using the base MMFF. Subsequently, a conformational analysis was performed, using the 

semi-empirical PM6.  Further geometry optimization using ab initio methods Hartree 

Fock (HF), Møller-Plesset (MP) and density functional theory (DFT) were determined for 

the energies for the different conformers for each inhibitor. There is not a unique method 

adequate for all purposes, and each approach is important to computational chemistry as 

they contain diverse methods that use different variations of theory.  The specific details 
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of the process may change at higher levels of theory, but despite the approximate 

procedure of the calculations employed here, some important features were clarified.   

In the present work, a comprehensive compendium of possible, substituted 

kynurenines, hippuric acids, and sulfonylurea conformers were produced.  The 

geometries and values of the properties presented here appear to be the most accurate to 

date.  The pharmaceutical industry is particularly interested in conformational profiles 

because seemingly identical compounds can have very different pharmacological activity.  

This work will serve as a basis for future theoretical and experimental work on more 

complex structures related to their biological activity. 

Though this work serves, to the best of our knowledge, as the first application of 

ab initio molecular orbitals methods to the study of potential KMO inhibitors, the 

disadvantages of this portion of our project must be discussed.  The calculations 

mentioned above were carried out in vacuo.  Performing these calculations in vacuo serve 

as a baseline for the study of the compounds, but experimenting with other solvents may 

be justified to gain a better understanding of the conformational ability of each 

molecule.  Furthermore, there presents a predicament in finding “bioactive” 

conformations without protein crystallography.  The scientific literature suggest that 

bound conformations can closely resemble free solution conformations; however, there 

remains significant disagreement exist over conformational energy penalty that can/must 

be overcome upon binding of a ligand to an enzyme.  One group of scientists sought to 

calculate the conformation of PDB ligands quantum-mechanically and found that for 

even the highest-quality crystal structures, the conformation energy of small molecules 
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can change in a range of 0 to 25 kcal/mol when bound to a protein (Sitzmann et al., 

2012).  Another group estimates that approximately 66% of bioactive conformations lie 

within 0.5 kcal/mol of a local minimum, with penalties above 2.0 kcal/mol being 

generally attributable to structure determination inaccuracies (Butler, 2009).  In addition, 

the issue presented above, it is very challenging to interrogate these values 

experimentally.   

The second phase of this dissertation arose as a result of the lack of a crystal 

structure for human KMO.  YASARA was able to predict a hybrid model with a quality 

Z- score of -0.751, which suggests that a quality model was produced.  During this 

dissertation work, the X-ray crystal structure of KMO (PDB ID: 5X68) (Kim et al., 2018) 

was solved. Therefore, a comparison of the final selected hybrid YASARA model with 

the experimental crystal structure of KMO was carried out. The overall RMSD between 

the constructed hybrid homology model and the crystal structure of KMO was found to 

be 2.7406 Å without molecular dynamics.  There were some observable differences in 

loop and helices, but overall excellent alignment was achieved among the hybrid 

structure.  To produce more accurate results in this project, an decision was made to 

abandon our hybrid model and proceed directly with using the newly published crystal 

structure.  Though not really put to the test, we can conclude hybrid homology modeling 

with YASARA seems to be promising and can be revisited in the absence of structural 

information for proteins.  In fact, homology modelling has provided the community with 

a starting point for structure-based design of drugs and vaccines for the Zika virus (Ekins 
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et al., 2016).  As always, the best way to create a model would be to solve the structure 

from experimental data.  

    Lastly, this project sought to determine the specific molecular interactions between the 

KMO enzyme and bounds inhibitors via docking and molecular dynamics simulations.  

The accurate prediction of binding poses for ligand and protein is of fundamental 

importance in modern structure-based drug design.  From docking of these structures, key 

interactions that must be present in the binding of substrates to the KMO enzyme were 

revealed.  

Based on the results obtained from the molecular docking and molecular 

dynamics simulation, all of the compounds studied with the exception of one, stay in the 

active site of the enzyme during 20 ns MD simulation.  This is a tribute to the original 

pharmacophore and subsequent pharmacophore-based molecular modeling in the Bowen 

group.  These compounds are able to interact with the active pocket of KMO by several 

hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic contacts, and π-π stacking.  Analysis of RMSD and RMSF 

of the docked complexes are rational and suggest the steady nature that each compound 

has the potential to be lead compounds in the exploration of novel KMO inhibitors.  The 

plot from each RMSD indicates that stability in the interaction of all the protein-ligand 

complexes is attained.  The most stable interaction was observed for complex UPF-

648:5X58, as it reached equilibrium faster with the lowest RMSD level.  These results 

validate literature suggesting UPF 648 binding in yeast KMO is essentially identical in 

human KMO (Amaral et al., 2013).  Though a human KMO structure was revealed 

during the time of this study, the yeast KMO:UPF 648 structure is capable of serving as a 
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template for structure-based drug design, which ultimately assisted in the production of 

the potential inhibitors in this study.  Moreover, the average RMSD for all complexes 

was approximately 0.54 to 1.5 Å, and once equilibrium was achieved, obtained stability 

through the 20 ns simulation.  Each simulated complex also boasts a total deviation < 2 Å 

from the docked poses, revealing YASARA’s efficacy in producing nearly positioned 

poses from molecular docking. 

In retrospect, the protocol in which molecular dynamics was performed after 

docking could have been better.  This project took longer than expected because some of 

the top ranked poses of the molecules in the binding site ended up not being the most 

accurate pose.  Therefore, additional time was needed to explore the other binding poses 

in the allotted time.  If time were not an issue, a short MD simulation could’ve been 

performed on all poses produced from the docking study and then the “best” binding pose 

after simulation should move forward for further simulation.  Here in lies one of the 

issues with molecular dynamics—it is computationally expensive.  Advances in computer 

power have enabled microsecond simulations, but simulation timescales remain a 

challenge. Molecular dynamics evolves a bite-sized molecular configuration forward in 

time, in a step-by-step fashion. There are limits on the typical time scales and length 

scales that can be investigated and the consequences must be considered in analyzing the 

results. Simulation runs are typically short corresponding to perhaps a few nanoseconds 

of real time, and in special cases extending to the microsecond regime.   

To make reasonable use of MD, one must first thoroughly be aware of its 

limitations.  Addressing these issues will give rise to the new frontiers and developments 
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that will define the future of MD simulation.  Inherently, MD simulations are chaotic.  

The reproducibility of these simulations require the same computer, or a computer with 

an identical processor and operating systems.  Unfortunately, identical computers are 

scarce, even in dedicated clusters.  The important thing is that different simulations 

should converge to the same ensemble average properties.  Another limitation of 

molecular dynamics is the force field.  Often the validity of simulation results hinge on 

the choice of force field and interatomic potential functions.  Many force fields can be 

used to study protein-ligand interactions.  In the current project, the AMBER 14 force 

field was chosen because it was the automatic force field for the md_run simulation in 

YASARA and the long history of its use in protein simulations.  However, choosing a 

force field for molecular dynamics simulation can prove to be a challenging road-block.  

Nevertheless, molecular docking and molecular dynamics prove to be an essential 

method in identifying novel drug therapies.  As the demand for new and more effective 

drugs has increased, rational drug design has helped in the discovery of new drugs and 

saved time and money for the development of drugs.  In fact, molecular dynamics was 

integral in the development of HIV integrase inhibitors as a new binding pattern was 

exposed (Schames et al., 2004).   

To conclude, the molecules studied in this project have the potential to serve as 

KMO inhibitors.  Subsequently, the molecular property screened for all molecules 

satisfied the Lipinski’s rule of five making the drug-likeness model of each drug 

promising.  It is my hope that at least one of the proposed molecules can be put forward 

in constructing a concept of design KMO inhibitor.   
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Future Studies  

This works demonstrates that the compounds presented in this study can bind 

efficiently to KMO and may be considered as good candidates for future development 

into potent inhibitors.  The foundation has been laid for future research investigating how 

small molecules interact within the KMO binding pocket.  Several areas in which this 

research can be utilized has been envisioned.   

Though the computational portion of this project is nearly complete, several 

avenues in the production of novel KMO inhibitors remain to be explored.  Logically, the 

next step for this structure-based design project is to generate co-crystal structures of 

each compound and study their enzymatic activity.  Co-crystallization of each compound 

will assist in validating the information presented in the thesis.  Additionally, our 

synthetic chemistry collaborators can study the observed interactions in each structure 

and create more potent binding agents that could feed back into modeling and be used for 

refining KMO inhibitors.  In future iterations of molecular docking of compounds, the 

development of rules to select ligands that may bind to the KMO enzyme with affinity 

and specificity may be necessary.  From these studies, the value of virtual screening as a 

precursor to full synthesis of KMO inhibitors may be revealed.   

There is an increase need to develop new drugs to treat Alzheimer’s disease, and 

the information presented in this thesis provides a novel approach to discovery of small 

molecules that meet this need.  The results presented here have the potential to 

significantly impact the optimization and clinical discovery of future small molecules 

with therapeutic indications.  Computational chemistry will continue to play an 

increasing role in the discovery of future clinical drug candidates, not only for lead 

identification, but also lead optimization.  
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